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ABSTRACT
Rocket Thrust Stand Simulation of Space Vehicle Flight
Dynamics (May 1964)
Richard A. Kroeger, B. S., Oklahoma State University 
M. Aerospace Engr., Oklahoma University 
Directed by: Doctor Heinrich W. Bergmann
The concept of rocket thrust stand simulation of 
space vehicle flight dynamics is developed.
An electro-mechanical system is described wherein 
the space vehicle rocket motor attach point motion may be 
simulated. The physical dimensions of the system are small 
such that it may be used in conjunction with current envi­
ronmental test cells.
The degree of space vehicle simulation is a con­
sequence of the limitations on the excursions of the active 
strut thrust stand. The resulting motion is shown to be vi­
bratory with respect to the center of mass of the space ve­
hicle system.
The main emphasis of this work is placed on the 
development of the analog simulator differential equations 
which ultimately serve as inputs to the mechanical system. 
These equations produce the vehicle motion as a function of 
the physically measurable thrust stand quantities, indicated
xiii
thrust and motor acceleration. The development of these equa­
tions consists of elimination of the steady-state component of 
vehicle motion and obtaining analog stability without inter­
fering with the motor simulation. The resulting equations 
are presented in a general form so that simulation may be 
accomplished for any space vehicle whose dynamic modes may 
be described by time dependent, analog-solvable differential 
equations.
An analog computer verification of the vehicle 
simulator concept and the related equations are presented.
A representative space vehicle configuration was chosen so 
that all of the ramifications of simulator development may 
be seen.
XIV
NOMENCLATURE
A piston area (L^); boundary value coefficient,
a function of K/M; constant; Routh array coefficient.
B boundary value coefficient.
b . function of K/M; constant; Routh array coefficient.
C damping coefficient (FT/L)•
critical damping coefficient (FT/L).
C* critical damping function defined as (FT/L).
c* C^ff/C.
c constant; Routh array coefficient.
D dashpot coefficient (FT/L).
d constant; Routh array coefficient.
E elastic modulus (F/L^) ; energy (FL) .
e reference frame tuning parameter defined as %ranainp/
x_.. .. _; Routh array coefficient; voltage. ®^theoretical’
F force (F).
F(t) time-dependent force (F).
F boundary value of F (F).
f mass ratio parameter; frequency in cps.
fO) function of p.
G(s) transfer function.
g gravitational constant (L/T^).
H(s) transfer function.
I(s) transfer function.
I specific impulse (FT/M).sp
i /- 1 ; current.
XV
J(s) transfer function.
K spring constant (F/L).
K*
L length (L).
M mass (FT^/L).
m^ Routh array coefficient.
n. coefficient of characteristic equation; Routh array
coefficient.
P(t) time-dependent force (F).
p real number ; pressure (F/L^).
q real coefficient of an imaginary unit vector.
r root of characteristic equation.
dashpot stability coefficient.
8^ spring stability coefficient.
T natural period (T); time (T).
T(t) thrust (F).
TSTI Thrust Spectral Transient Intensity, 
t time (T).
u real number.
V volume (L®).
V vector quantity,
boundary value of (L).
X displacement (L).
X velocity (L/T).
X acceleration (L/T^).
y displacement (L).
XV X
Z impedance.
a force reference angle.
3 frequency ratio defined as .
6 error.
€ acceleration measurement error,a
propellant mass measurement error.
Ç constant defined as C/C^.
constant defined as C/C*, 
mass ratio.
 ^ error function.
2 summation symbol.
T thrust rise time (T).
cp pitch angle.
Q function of K/M (design natural frequency).
CD circular frequency (1/T).
CD^  natural frequency (1/T).
CD* natural frequency defined as K/M^ (1/T).
Subscripts 
abs absolute,
b burnout.
c related to a dashpot; refers to critical damping;
refers to complementary function.
eff effective.
fb feedback.
g center of .mass reference; refers to grid (electrical),
i summation index.
xvii
ij double summation index,
imag imaginary.
in input.
j summation index,
k refers to a spring.
1 lower value.
m motor.
max maximum.
n summation index; refers to natural frequency,
o point between motor and vehicle,
om point o - motor property,
out output.
p refers to particular solution,
r reference; resisting force,
s stabilizer; static,
ss steady-state.
t axial internal force,
u upper value.
V vehicle.
vib vibratory.
vm vehicle - motor property.
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Frontispiece: GEMINI Abort Simulator.
C H A P T E R  I 
INTRODUCTION
Space flight, its promises and problems, has done 
more to stimulate the minds and activities of our society 
than any peacetime endeavor in history. Never before has a 
country undertaken such a boundless effort for the sake of 
freedom as has the United States in the past twenty years in 
the field of space exploration and research. With this comes 
the responsibilities placed on scientists and engineers to 
provide the means required to meet these ends.
Rocket motor and space vehicle testing and evalu­
ation facilities are no small portion of the space objectives. 
It is here that designs are verified and the last decimal 
place affixed to the performance - the difference between 
success and failure in such a precision endeavor.
Rocket motor testing in the beginning was comprised 
of rather simple firings in a test stand with the purpose of 
evaluating component reliability and determining thrust pa­
rameters. If high altitude data was required, it was extrap­
olated by approximate formulas. Today, considerations are 
made of altitude performance, radiation environment, heat 
transfer, base heating, chuffing, and stage separation (to 
mention only a few); all of which are accommodated within a 
test cell.
During the last few years, the precision require­
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ments placed on thrust and specific impulse data has develop­
ed a weakness in thrust stand capabilities. This is in the 
form of the problem of thrust stand dynamics. As motors a- 
chieve higher performance capabilities, such as pulsed fluid 
injection vector control and small short burst vernier rock­
ets, the dynamics problem becomes increasingly severe.
This dissertation presents an objective analysis 
of the thrust stand problem by concerning itself with the 
space mission requirements. This results in applying the 
same approach to dynamics as has been applied to other motor 
performance variables - simulation.
The ignition and burning of a rocket motor induced 
steady-state and transient dynamic loads into the space vehi­
cle with which it is associated. These loads may have a sig­
nificant effect on the performance of the motor itself. E- 
qually important, the thrust stand dynamic environment may 
have a different effect on the motor performance. From the 
viewpoint of thrust measurement precision, vehicle simulation 
resolves the thrust stand dynamics problem by eliminating the 
necessity of extracting thrust stand dynamics. Thus the 
thrust data is obtained in a more eloquent form of vehicle 
forcing.
To accomplish the vehicle simulation, an active 
strut thrust stand was defined. This was operated by the 
output of a real time vehicle simulator analog. The analog 
was driven by the force in the strut and motor excursions.
thus forming a closed loop simulator system.
The heart of the simulation problem and the major 
topic of this dissertation is defining the degree of simula­
tion to be accomplished, the conditions of vehicle analog 
stability, the accelerating reference frame and the analog 
vehicle stabilizer system. Simulator design equations are 
developed and presented in a very usable format.
Finally, an analog computer verification of the 
simulation concept is conducted. It is shown that simulation 
is a very realistic method of rocket motor testing and that 
the equations presented herein are adequate for space vehicle 
simulation.
C H A P T E R  I I  
STATE OF THE ART
The field of static testing of rocket motors has 
undergone considerable evolution since the early days of rock­
et motor development in Germany during World War II. Even at 
that time the thrust stand devices were similar in many ways 
to current ones. In general, full scale V—2 rockets were 
tested in vertical stands to simulate flight conditions as 
closely as possible. Quite accurate measurements of thrust 
and systems functioning were possible under the conditions of 
the testing. The restrictions on the testing were, as they 
are today, based on mission requirements. At that time, the 
target was a few miles in diameter at a range of approximately 
two hundred miles. Today, the targets may be a few hundred 
yards in diameter at ranges of well beyond many thousands of 
miles. Needless to say, when the payload includes human pas­
sengers, assurance of mission success must be increased at 
least a thousand—fold above that of the V—2. Thus, the evo­
lution in testing is concerned primarily with increased pre­
cision.
The high performance requirement in rocket motor 
design has imposed additional precision requirements on test­
ing. Most motors currently being designed and tested have 
high altitude mission requirements; therefore precision calls 
for accurate environmental simulation.
Ij.
Altitude simulation in rocket motor testing has 
provided a great advance in rocket motor design and evalua­
tion. For example, a particular fiberglass rocket motor noz­
zle which was designed for high altitude flight was tested 
and evaluated in a near standard atmospheric environment. The 
nozzle performed adequately and was subsequently tested in a 
high altitude simulation test cell. Figure 2— 1 depicts the 
result of this latter test. The conclusions were that the 
rarified atmospheric environment reduced the heat transfer 
rate from the nozzle to the surrounding air mass and thus in­
duced failure.
Reference 23 defines some of the problems encount­
ered in high altitude flight and space flight, which in many 
instances pose unique problems. These are:
1. Structural integrity and durability,
2. Ignition and thrust termination of rocket propulsion 
systems,
3. High altitude performance of rockets,
4. Base heating,
5. Thrust vector control, and
6. Complete rocket system operation.
To cope with these problems, facilities have been developed 
throughout the country to provide varying degrees of environ­
mental simulation. These facilities provide the following 
types of simulation:
1. Radiation,
1Figure 2-1: High Altitude Simulation Test of a Fiber­
glass Nozzle.
2. Temperature, humidity, climatic, etc.,
3. Vibration,
4. Altitude,
5. Free flight,
6. Aerodynamic, and
7. Varying degrees of mechanical functioning.
Due to the wide range of mission requirements, many facilities 
with varying degrees of these capabilities have been estab­
lished throughout the country. In general, the first three 
of the above environments are prefire conditioning or merely 
system check-outs. Thus they may or may not appear within 
the confines of a particular test cell which also performs 
the hot firing.
Some of the rocket motor test cells of significant 
capabilities which are located at the Arnold Engineering De­
velopment Center are:
1. Rocket Altitude Cell J—2: The thrust stand compart­
ment of this cell is shown in Figure 2—2 being read­
ied for an altitude check-out test of a third stage 
Minuteman motor. This cell is capable of sustaining 
thrust loads of up to 60,000 pounds. Altitude 
simulation can be brought up to an equivalent alti­
tude of 140,000 feet with no motor load and between
105,000 and 135,000 feet with motor operation, 
dependent upon the particular motor exhaust load.
2. Ultrahigh Altitude Rocket Cell J-2A: This cell is
00
Figure 2-2; Arnold Engineering Development Center Rocket Altitude 
Cell J-2.
similar in size to the J-2 cell. The distinguishing 
feature of this test cell is that it has altitude 
capabilities of 350,000 feet (with the aid of ni­
trogen cooled cryogenic walls) for pre-test cold 
soaking of motors. Ejector diffusers are able to 
sustain an equivalent of 105,000 feet (minimum) 
during motor operation.
3. Vertical Rocket Cell J—4: This is an altitude cell 
(100,000 feet prefire) for the testing of large 
rocket motors. It contains a 100 foot diameter 
chamber which extends 250 feet below the surface 
of the ground. It has an ultimate thrust capacity 
of 1.5 million pounds. Figure 2-3 is a schematic 
of the current 500,000 pound axial, 5,000 pound 
side, and 150,000 inch—pound roll force thrust 
stand which is capable of measuring five—component 
vector forces. The thrust measurement system is 
mounted to the thrust butt independent of the motor 
geometry.
4. Rocket Altitude Cell J—5: The J—5 test cell was de­
signed for altitude simulation to 120,000 feet and 
thrust resolution of vector control motors. The ul­
timate thrust rating is 200,000 pounds axial,
75,000 pounds vertical, and 22,000 pounds side 
force. Figure 2—4 is a schematic of the three—com­
ponent thrust stand configuration. Since the thrust
10
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30’ DIA
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48' DIA THRUST STAND 
. GROUND 
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con: CAL 
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Figure 2-3: Vertical Rocket Cell J-4 (Schematic)
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Calibration 
System " FMS
FMS
Thrust Butt
FMS: Force Measurement Struts
Figure 2—4: Rocket Altitude Cell J—5 (Schematic).
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Stand is mounted horizontally only, side vector meas­
urements are made. This indicates the present un­
certainty of motor weight and center of gravity lo­
cation during burning.
Regardless of the degree of simulation sustained 
during a rocket motor test, the dependability of the perform­
ance data can never exceed the validity of the reduced data. 
Consequently, a great effort has been expended toward increas­
ing data measurement, recording, reduction and interpretation 
accuracy. Current measurement accuracies seem to be in the 
vicinity of ±0.1 percent error in the limit. Of course, 
the facilities which expect to obtain this level have extreme­
ly precise calibration systems. The thrust stands must be 
linear (or at least accurately defined) and retain the cali­
bration throughout the test within prescribed limits.
After the data has been monitored, it must be re­
corded, reduced and interpreted. Each phase introduces error. 
Probably the largest single component of the total error en­
countered in thrust measurement may be attributed to inter­
pretation. For example, the thrust curve in Figure 3-1 may 
have been measured, recorded and reduced with extreme accu­
racy, but what does the curve mean? What is the true thrust 
force at any instant of time? How much of this indicated 
force level is a function of the first order dynamic effects; 
and worse, to the higher order dynamic effects?
Some effort has been expended toward removal of
13
the first order dynamic effects by introduction of various 
electronic components into the data reduction process. Nev­
ertheless, very little information is available on the pre­
cision expected by this process. However, it is felt that 
this will not be satisfactory since it entails mathematical 
definition and/or electronic simulation of the thrust stand 
and motor assembly.
Hence,the future effort concerning development 
of thrust stands* must be concerned with resolution of the 
dynamics problem internally. This dissertation proposes three 
methods for dealing with this problem. These are:
1. Accurate description of thrust stand dynamics (see 
references 2 and 22).
2. Development of high precision mass measurement and 
accelerometer systems so that the inertial load may 
be measured and applied to the motor as a free body. 
This load in conjunction with force transducer read­
out will yield the true thrust.
3. Develop an adequate simulation scheme so that the 
indicated thrust may be interpreted as the true 
thrust; that is, the net force of the motor (includ­
ing its dynamics) on the vehicle.
The third of these methods states a more advanced concept of 
thrust measurement since it internally includes the higher
* Chapter III goes more deeply into the effect of mission 
requirements on thrust stand design.
I k
order dynamic effects on the motor itself.
Thus, it is the objective of this dissertation to 
advance the state of the art by providing a step toward the 
development of accurate simulation in rocket motor thrust 
stands.
C H A P T E R  I I I  
THRUST STAND DESIGN CRITERIA
Due to the rapid advances in rocket motor technol­
ogy and as well the increasingly complex space mission re­
quirements, it becomes more difficult to provide adequate 
design criteria for test stands. Some of the more recent 
problems introduced in thrust stand design include a high 
degree of versatility in order to keep pace with rocket motor 
design evolution; broad range, precise thrust measurements; 
and various forms of environmental simulation. Simultaneously 
rocket motors are compounding the difficulty of the problem 
by their peculiar geometries, attachment restrictions, high 
thrust levels, geometry changes during firing, vector control 
capabilities and sensitivity to environment.
Early thrust stands developed in this country were 
designed for testing propeller, gas turbine and other aero­
dynamic propulsion devices. In general, the major objective 
of these stands was to restrain the motor while steady-state 
thrust measurements were being made. The only restriction 
placed on the system frequency response was due to throttle 
burst which would account for rise times in excess of several 
seconds. Of course, designers were confronted with various 
types of environmental simulation schemes, motor attachment, 
multi—degree—of—freedom and versatility problems which pre­
pared them for rocket motor testing as it is conducted today.
15
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Needless to say, the change-over was not as simple as this, 
but the transition was made quite successfully.
Other problems have been introduced by the tran­
sition which are significant. Some of these are hazardous 
testing conditions and extremism with respect to thrust lev­
els and environmental simulation. However, none of the above 
problems has been so vividly introduced by rocket motor test­
ing as the problem of thrust stand dynamics.
Thrust stand dynamics result primarily from the 
rapid thrust build-up and/or decay rates. For small vernier 
and attitude control motors which expend within a few hun­
dredths of a second, these times may be only a few microsec­
onds. Pulsed fluid injection motors used for vector control 
also introduce unique dynamics problems. Figure 3-1 is some 
representative data recorded from a small rocket motor test 
at the Arnold Engineering Development Center (reference 21) 
wherein the rapid rise time induces considerable dynamic 
overshoot and ensuing oscillations. The dashed line is in­
cluded to suggest the possible true thrust level attained by 
the motor. Thus, the problem of providing adequate thrust 
stand design criteria must be slanted quite heavily toward 
system dynamics.
By inspection of past thrust stand designs, it be­
comes quite apparent that the design criteria used was in­
fluenced by the following:
1. Mission requirements (including accuracy).
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2. Strength (safety),
3. Stiffness,
4. Versatility, and
5. Simplicity.
The consideration of dynamics is implicit in the stiffness 
requirement. This results from the response equation
(reference 4, page 180)
for a single—degree—of—freedom system acted upon by a con­
stant slope ramp function similar to a thrust curve. In the.
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above equation,
Xjjj/Xg = ratio of maximum dynamic response to static 
deflection under peak load,
T = natural period of stand, and
T = force rise time of thrust.
As long as t «  T, the thrust stand will follow the thrust 
curve with no transient overshoot. Chapter X shows the upper 
limit required to define ’’stiff" stands as a function of the 
thrust curve.
More recently, data reduction and thrust stand 
design criteria publications (for example, references 2 and 
22) have been somewhat concerned with the desire to accurately 
define the thrust stand dynamically. This concern indicates 
a desire to be able to accurately extract the thrust stand 
dynamic effects from the recorded data. The thrust stand 
design criteria then would become somewhat different. The 
prime concern would then be a design around system linearity. 
Actually, some linearity requirements have been in existence 
since the beginning of testing so that thrust stands could 
be calibrated and yet retain the calibration during the test 
period. However, the linearity discussed here would impose 
a considerably more rigid restriction on motion and on the 
degrees of freedom such that the thrust stand motion could 
be described quite accurately by a mathematical model. By 
this reasoning, the ideal thrust stand then might be one 
which could be described by a single, second order, linear
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differential equation.
Before concurring with the linearity goal of thrust 
stand design, consider the objectives of rocket motor test­
ing. For the present space effort, a particular test should 
fall into one of the following categories.
1. Basic motor research (burning, stability, etc.),
2. Motor evaluation and rating (repeatability and lev­
els of thrust and impulse),
3. Systems checkouts, and
4. Environmental simulation.
Items 1 and 2 indicate a need for a testing platform that 
gives accurate data under known testing conditions. The 
thrust stand must provide an unbiased reference for the meas­
urements made to be meaningful. On the other hand items 3 and 
4 indicate an entirely different concept from the previous 
thrust stands for such uses would fall into the category of 
simulators. In the past, simulator test devices were usually 
"one shot" harnesses or vehicle components used to examine 
mechanical functions and possibly not thrust levels at all. 
Here, simulator thrust stands will be understood to be some­
what versatile thrust stands capable of measuring rocket motor 
thrust under the environmental conditions of attachment to 
the vehicle with which it is to be associated.
Even with the vast differences in mission require­
ments, most testing facilities are attempting to utilize the 
evaluation type thrust stand to cover the entire spectrum of
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testing. However, the increasing precision requirements are 
continually widening the gap between desirable and available 
test data.
Consider the cycle that experimental thrust data 
must traverse in order to appear within a final vehicle/motor 
utilization program. The thrust must be produced by the motor 
under various degrees of environmental simulation, be reacted 
by a thrust stand of peculiar dynamic environment, monitored 
by a transducer and recorded on some type of magnetic tape. 
Next, the thrust data must be played back and an attempt made 
at removing the thrust stand dynamics. The data is then cor­
rected for various experimental errors and published. The 
final data is used for design and performance input to ana­
lytical models. Practically every step introduces a finite 
amount of error.
Next, consider the reduction in data handling (and 
subsequent errors) if the above dynamical model could be simr- 
ulated by the thrust stand. Neither would extraneous thrust 
stand dynamics be introduced nor would it be necessary to re­
move any type of dynamics. The thrust transducer output would 
then be recorded, played back, corrected for experimental 
error and published. The true static thrust would never ap­
pear ; only the force developed at the attach point to the 
vehicle would appear. The motor vibratory dynamics would be 
implicit in this data. Truly, this is the effect of the motor 
that the vehicle senses.
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With this, the design criteria for rocket motor 
thrust measurement stands is split into two distinct areas: 
simulation and evaluation. A generalized design criteria for 
the evaluation phase is covered quite adequately in reference 
22. The purpose of this dissertation is to advance the capa­
bilities of the simulation concept.
H- .i. ’
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C H A P T E R  I V  
STATEMENT OF THE PHYSICAL PROBLEM
The present day rocket thrust stand consists of 
three major components. These are the rocket motor cradle 
support^ the force transducer, and the thrust butt. The 
multi-axis thrust stand, depicted in Figure 4-1, contains an 
additional component, a zero moment transfer pivot. In gen­
eral, a pivot is located at both ends of each strut. Figure 
4-2 shows an actual thrust stand design schematic with all of 
the pertinent components included. Each component contributes 
to the overall test system flexibility. For example, an Ar­
nold Engineering Development Center 60,000 pound thrust stand
Force Transducer
Thrust
Butt — Cradle
Pivot
Strut
Figure 4-1: Six-Component
Thrust Stand.
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Figure 4-2: Components of a Rocket Motor Thrust Stand,
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is housed in a 20 foot diameter, one inch thick cylindrical 
chamber. Large steel beams forming a four-legged pyramidal 
truss form the vehicle thrust butt attach point. Heavy webs 
are used to take the fore and aft shear loads. Considerable 
internal and external bracing is used to transfer the thrust 
butt loads to the large cylindrical chamber. Finally, 18-inch 
"H" beams carry the loads 70 feet into the ground to bed­
rock. The resulting static spring stiffness is 10^ pounds 
per inch. Next, assuming a 20,000 pound thrust rocket motor 
is to be tested, the flexure pivot would be chosen with the 
maximum rotational flexibility. Such a pivot would have a 
stiffness of approximately 4 x 10^ lbs/in. Finally, a 
thrust transducer with a high stiffness would be chosen. Most 
transducers have a full scale deflection of approximately 
0.010 inches. Thus, for a 20,000 pound peak thrust level, 
the stiffness would be 2 x 10^ pounds per inch. Summarizing,
•^thrust butt * 1 X 10^ lbs/inch,
^flexure pivot ~ < % lbs/inch, and
«thrust transducer ~  ^x 10‘ Ibs/inoh.
Since the three stiffness coefficients represent series
springs restraining the rocket motor, their resultant value
becomes
«resultant “ 0.5714.»lbs/iuch.
This shows that the thrust butt comprises over one half of
the total system flexibility.
Improvements are continually being made to increase
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the thrust stand rigidity by moving to stiffen the three 
major contributors to flexibility mentioned above. From the 
viewpoint of thrust butt stiffness, there is a practical 
limit based upon cost. The prospect of doubling the current 
stiffness level is certainly not out of the question, but 
little is gained by this since the natural frequency (which 
is usually more important than stiffness) of the motor in 
combination with the stand is a function of the square root 
of the stiffness coefficient. Flexure pivots and thrust 
transducers also have reached design levels where little can 
be done to improve their performance without significant 
technological advancements. Therefore, attempting to increase 
the current thrust stand natural frequencies (which are around 
30 cps for large motors) by a significant amount does not 
appear to be the most gratifying approach to the rocket motor 
testing problems.
This dissertation is concerned with advancing the 
state of the art in rocket motor thrust stand simulation of 
in-flight dynamics. Implicit in the accompanying discussions 
is an approach to the solution of the thrust stand problem 
just discussed. The flexibilities inherent in the thrust 
butt, flexures, and force transducer are not removed. In 
fact, they may be shown to benefit the simulation process.
An energy source is included in the strut of the thrust stand 
which may be said to compensate for the differences between 
the thrust stand dynamics and space vehicle dynamics.
C H A P T E R  V 
PRESENTATION OF THE SIMULATION APPROACH
Large thrust stands have been and are being con­
structed at various test facilities (for example NASA Houston 
and the Marshall Space Flight Center) for the purpose of test­
ing full-scale space vehicles. One of the primary objectives 
is to provide a closely simulated flight environment for the 
rocket motor and associated systems. The requirement for sim­
ulation of this environment is unquestionably justified. Pre­
cise though the theory may be, it is not and for some time to 
come will not be able to hold the tolerances imposed by space 
mission requirements. The chemical processes of exotic fuels 
and even the often tested fuels undergo nonlinear variation 
of characteristics within environments of acoustics, vibra­
tion, temperature, and pressure to mention only a few. Equal­
ly, if not more important in affecting theoretical estimation 
of performance, reliability, and repeatability is the mechan­
ical design (valving, piping, plumbing, etc.). Therefore, sim­
ulation must bridge the widening gap between theoretical mo­
tor performance precision and mission requirements.
Having established the need for precise simulation, 
the advantages and disadvantages of the full-scale vehicle 
simulation tests will be considered.
The advantage gained by full scale vehicle and mo­
tor flight simulation lies primarily in the observation of
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all vehicle systems functioning during motor operation. This 
serves to uncover unsuspected system coupling and failures 
due to miscalculated dynamic effects. A unique advantage of 
this type of testing is that count—down procedures and timing 
may be obtained for well coordinated actual firings. However, 
this li^s outside of the field of motor evaluation and should 
not be considered in this comparison.
The disadvantages of these facilities in motor 
evaluation is that they are large, expensive, and make addi­
tional simulation, such as aerospace environmental simulation, 
quite difficult. Other problems facing these facilities are 
techniques of vehicle constraint that allow small motion yet 
have high flexibility; versatility with respect to vehicle 
size; and utilization during the development stage when the 
motor is available for testing yet the vehicle proper is not 
complete.
It may therefore be concluded that a requirement 
exists somewhere between the present high rigidity thrust 
stand testing and full scale vehicle and motor assembly flight 
simulation. The development of vector control motors utiliz­
ing high frequency, pulsed—fluid injection is also causing 
re-evaluation of thrust stand testing.
The Active Thrust Stand Concept
Simulation is a facet of rocket motor and space 
flight systems evaluation which is not new to testing. For
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example, very exotic test schemes have been used at the Arn­
old Engineering Development Center to simulate stage separa­
tion characteristics of terminated rocket motors under tem­
perature, radiation, and vacuum environments. Also, full 
scale captive vehicle testing falls into the simulation cat­
egory .
The space vehicle simulation by a rocket motor 
thrust stand which is to be introduced here presents an orig­
inal development. There is no new equipment introduced nor 
is the scheme by which the motor is attached to the thrust 
stand unique. However, the utilization of the properties of 
a particular type of thrust stand in conjunction with a real 
time analog computer yields the desired simulation.
The use of the terminology "active thrust stand" 
will be construed to mean the classical thrust stand with an 
additional component in one (or more) of the strut members 
which is capable of introducing or extracting energy from the 
system. Figure 5-1 shows such a thrust stand. This particular 
stand shows only one degree of potential activity. Now, the 
utilization of the energy source may be argued to constitute 
some form of simulation. For example, if it was desired to 
hold the nose of the motor fixed in inertial space, the ac­
tive strut must compensate for several component flexibili­
ties. Such activity might be termed simulation of infinite 
stand rigidity. Exactly how this is accomplished is immate­
rial at this point. Another possible use might be to request
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Figure 5—1: Active Thrust Stand.
the active strut to extract energy from the system at a rate 
proportional to some characteristic velocity. This would be 
termed damping simulation. Both of the above schemes have 
been employed with some degree of success (references 8 and 
11), although no generalizations were made concerning the 
simulator concept.
Space Vehicle Flight Simulation
Next, consider the possibility of the simulation 
of the motion of the attach point of a rocket motor to a 
space vehicle by the active strut(s). The advantages of such 
a system are considerable in that the bulk of the space ve­
hicle is removed from the test area. Also, systems which are
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sensitive to particular vibration environments and which must 
be tested on a thrust stand may receive a more desirable e— 
valuation. This simulation is seen to quite adequately fill 
the gap between full scale flight vehicle testing and high 
stiffness thrust stand testing.
Degree of Simulation
The term simulation implies that certain trade-offs 
must be made between the advantages gained by captive testing 
and the disadvantages of not performing duplication of the 
environmental and physical conditions of flight. The simula­
tion of space vehicle dynamics is limited for obvious reasons. 
Neither can the test cell contain full scale launchings, nor 
can the recovery from the resulting high speeds be expected 
to be satisfactory. There are two types of simulation tests 
which have been used to evaluate motor performance in which 
various amounts of motion were allowed. These are rocket 
sled motor evaluation (reference 18) and space vehicle (Gemi­
ni) abort system tests (reference 19).
The simulation to be applied here concerns only 
the vibratory portion of the dynamic motion. That is, only 
the motion of the various components, including the motor, 
about the center of gravity of the entire system. Since an 
actuator system with a small travel of the moving element 
will be used, the integral of the motion of the point of at­
tachment of the thrust stand must vanish. Since this is com—
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patible with the definition of vibration, the degree of dy­
namic simulation will be restricted to vibration environment 
simulation.
The Simulator System
Figure 5—2 depicts a simplified system for space 
vehicle simulation. A force transducer, an accelerometer, 
and an inertial reference will be the linkage between the 
physical motor—thrust stand system and the space vehicle an­
alog simulator. Additional vehicle loads may be imposed on
Inertial reference
Force transducer
Motor
Thrust^ butt
Motor
accelerometerActive member,
VehicleActive Other
SimulatorMember Vehicle
AnalogEnergizer Loads
Figure 5—2: Simulator Diagram.
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the vehicle simulator analog if the situation warrants
Accelerating Reference
Next, consider a typical 
input thrust force to the case of a 
rocket motor. Figure 5—3 is such a 
thrust—time curve for a solid pro^ 
pellant motor, where
"a" is the thrust build-up
with the erosive burning 
peak,
"b" is the design thrust area 
and
"c" is the tail—off .
Eh
Figure 5-3: 
Typical Solid 
Propellant Thrust- 
Time Curve.
Depending on the thrust 
build-up time, the tail-off time, the design burning time, 
and the fundamental natural frequency of the system to which 
the motor is attached, the thrust curve could appear to the 
system as a step function, a pulse function, or varying de­
grees of ramp functions. Thus, different levels of transients 
could be excited by its application. In addition, unstable 
burning may result in oscillatory forces superimposed on the 
thrust curve of Figure 5—3 (reference 20).
Now, consider the motion of a space vehicle in 
free flight under the action of a thrust curve as just de—
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scribed. Since the area under the thrust-time curve (the 
total impulse) is a finite quantity, the vehicle will undergo 
translation accordingly. The resulting motion is a vibration 
(about the center of mass)plus a steady—state acceleration 
proportional to the thrust per unit of total vehicle mass at 
all instances of time. At first glance then, it appears that 
by extracting the thrust per unit of total vehicle mass (or 
accelerating reference) from each equation of motion govern­
ing the acceleration of the particle concerned, the remaining 
motion would be vibratory.
If the accelerating reference is next observed 
from the viewpoint of setting up D ’Alembert forces throughout 
the vehicle, an interesting point may be made. By the D ’Alem­
bert reasoning, the extraction of the accelerating reference 
from the acceleration equations is identical to extracting 
body forces equal to the individual masses times the refer­
ence acceleration from the force equations of motion. This 
operation is very easily performed within the vehicle analog 
computer depicted in Figure 5-2.
The rocket motor is an integral portion of the 
space vehicle as described above. However in the simulator 
it is a physical quantity as opposed to the motorless vehicle 
represented in the electrical analog. Thus, application of 
the body forces to the motor is impossible without the bene­
fit of an absolute acceleration. For this reason, the accel­
erating references must be modified to accommodate this def—
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icit of the motor.
Simulator Stability
A third equivalent concept will now be introduced 
to visualize the stability of the system just described.
The vehicle—motor system is assumed to be moving 
through space and vibrating due to the thrust function. The 
same accelerating reference as described for the vehicle in 
space will be assumed to be moving along side of the vehicle. 
This is shown in Figure 5—4.
If the reference mass is equal to the sum of
the individual vehicle—motor system masses, ZMi, both sys­
tems should have the same net acceleration since they are 
acted upon by the same thrust, T(t). The vibration modes 
of the vehicle—motor system are then the excursions of the 
vehicle components relative to the reference axes.
Vehicle-Motor 
System Axes 
Sets
T(t)
Reference Axes 
SetT(t)
Figure 5-4: Vehicle Coordinate Systems.
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Suppose that within the analog, some minute vari­
ation existed between the reference acceleration and the net 
vehicle-motor system acceleration. This might be due simply 
to a stray voltage in a circuit. This would allow the vehi­
cle-motor system to drift away from the reference and the re­
sulting modal amplitudes would increase accordingly. Neutral 
stability may then be seen to exist between the two systems.
To provide stability between the vehicle-motor 
system and the accelerating reference, the following steps 
will be taken. The accelerating reference.will be defined 
as ground. Then a stabilizer system will be used to attach 
the vehicle-motor system to the accelerating reference. This 
may be done in many ways. However, the method chosen must 
provide small spring stiffness so that the vehicle-motor vi­
bratory modes will not be disturbed. Also damping must be 
provided that will be ineffective to vehicle modes yet will 
damp out the stabilizer induced modes quickly. In this man­
ner, stability will be attained.
Experimental Program
The preceeding discussion presents the major areas 
requiring theoretical developments. These developments will 
not only be presented as a proof of the simulation concept 
but will also contain generalizations for extension to any 
thrust stand vehicle simulator.
To complement the theoretical developments, analog
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computer studies will be made. Each major portion of the 
development will contain a computer proof. The computer 
studies will also be useful in examining parameters which 
affect the performance of the stabilizer. For example, the 
ratio of the accelerating reference motion to the motion of 
the vehicle center of mass may be varied to investigate the 
ease of "tuning" and thus of balancing the simulator.
Finally, a complete experimental study will be 
made with the aid of an EAI Pace 231R Analog Computer. A 
particular space vehicle and rocket motor will be assumed 
for the study. All of the significant thrust stand components 
will be considered and a complete simulator program developed.
Additional Studies
The definition, proof, and development of the 
thrust stand space vehicle simulator concept completes the 
scope of this study. However, its usefulness depends upon 
the equipment and instrumentation that comprises it. For the 
simulator to be successful, the energy source in the active 
strut must be highly accurate with a flat frequency response 
in the operating range. The accelerometers and the position 
and force transducers must be accurate and present small time 
constants. Finally, the analog simulator must quickly and 
accurately compute the vehicle modes. All of these problems 
have been and are being studied for other engineering appli­
cations. For the most part, high quality instruments are
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available. Chapter VIII contains a discussion of readily 
obtainable instrumentation and the resulting expectations.
Another study was conducted in an attempt to yield 
thrust curves more meaningful from the standpoint of their 
effect on vehicles and thrust stands. This study results from 
the dynamics induced in the thrust transducer readout due to 
thrust stand dynamics. This discussion is presented in Chap­
ter X.
C H A P T E R  V I  
THEORETICAL DERIVATIONS
This chapter contains the derivations of the equa­
tions and conditions discussed in Chapter V.
Motor Simulation
To properly analyze a space vehicle being simulated 
by an active type thrust stand, an analog computer approach 
was chosen. The equations of motion governing each component 
were put in a transfer function type format. For example, 
the rocket motor equations were uncoupled from other equations 
with input and output variables being left open-ended to be 
expressed by other equations. This has a necessary function 
in the operational problem since the motor will be a physical 
system while the vehicle will be represented electrically.
A spring will be assumed to be existent between
Active Piston
Thrust 
Butt_ Motor
Figure 6—1 : Motor and Thrust Butt.
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the motor and active portion of the thrust butt as shown in 
Figure 6-1. Also, related springs will be assumed to com­
prise the linkage between the vehicle and the motor as shown 
below in Figure 6—2.. Notice that the motor attachment is
om
MotorVehicle
T(t)
Figure 6-2: Motor and Vehicle.
broken at point O in Figure 6—2. The active piston will 
represent the dynamic characteristics of the vehicle from 
this point forward. Thus, the open-ended equations of motion 
representing the analog of the motor are:
M x  + K  (x -  X ) = T(t)
m m om m o
(6.1)
and
(6.2)
where F(t) is the force exerted on the point 0 as a con­
sequence of the motor and vehicle dynamics.
4o
With these equations, the motion of may be
used as the input and the resulting F(t) will be the output
Accelerating Reference
To perform a simulation of any type, various con­
cessions are implicit. If this were not the case, simulation 
would be termed duplication. In the case of test cell dynamic 
space flight simulation, only the vibratory portion of the 
mot ion, where in
t
f x^dt ^  0  ,
is considered for obvious reasons. The remaining steady-state 
accelerations as well as gravitational force variation are 
simulation problems for which no near future solutions appear 
available.
At this point dynamic motion will be divided into 
two distinct categories for purposes of simulation. These 
are steady-state and vibratory (or transient). Steady-state 
acceleration will be that which is proportional to the thrust 
force. That is to say, if the accelerating mass was a non— 
resonant (or solid) mass, it would undergo steady-state 
motion. It is clear that the center of mass of a group of 
oscillating particles, by this definition describes steady- 
state acceleration under any external excitation source. Any 
departure from steady—state motion, then, is vibratory. This
l+l
may be put into vector form as
^absolute ^steady-state Vibratory '
Thus, this definition of vibratory dynamics con­
stitutes the test cell simulation of space vehicle flight 
dynamics. The theory of transition from free flight to test 
cell is developed as follows.
The equations of motion will first be written in 
terms of absolute values of the time—dependent variables.
For example, in equation (6.1), x , x and x are ab-m m o
solute quantities.
If a lumped parameter system is considered, the 
system masses may be given by
j M g , , ... M^ > ...
Let the motor be defined as the lattermost mass,
M^, and the vehicle by the remaining masses. The development 
of a steady—state acceleration reference for these masses 
constitutes the problem of this section. With this value, 
the absolute accelerations may be reduced to vibratory ac­
celerations for the purpose of simulation.
There remains one more consideration to be discussed 
before evaluating the steady-state acceleration. During simu­
lation, no steady—state D’Alembert forces act on the motor.
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Such forces may be electrically removed from vehicle analog 
members only. Thus the motor will attempt to advance in the 
simulator an excessive amount under thrust if a direct trans­
formation is made from space to the thrust stand.
Consider the following set of free body diagrams.
%v ■F(t) F(t)- Mm h 'T(t)
XSS" ‘■m"
Figure 6—3: Vehicle and Motor in Space.
T(t) %v F(t) F(t) ^ Mm  T(t)
“•SS" m
Figure 6—4 : Vehicle and Motor in Thrust Stand,
In these diagrams, M^ constitutes the vehicle mass given 
by
m— 1
\  = 2  Mi
i=l
(6.4a)
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also,
M = M . (6.4b)m m
F(t) is the reaction force of on M^.
Figure 6—3 shows the lumped components of the ve­
hicle in flight. The motion of the center of mass is indi­
cated by Xgg. Figure 6-4 shows the vehicle in the thrust 
stand configuration. The thrust force shown counteracting 
the motor thrust vector is actually distributed among the ve­
hicle masses, proportional to their magnitude, within the an­
alog. It appears at first that an unbalance exists on the 
mass My in Figure 6—4. However, since x^^ must be set 
to zero in the thrust stand.
t. ty,
J T(t)dt + / F(t)dt = 0
where t, represents the time to burn-out of the rocket 
b
motor. Let the vibratory acceleration of the center of mass 
of My in Figure 6-4 be given by
Xy = Xy _ , (6.5)
vib. abs.
where x_ is the reference acceleration which must be ex— r
tracted from the absolute quantity to allow the value of x^g 
in the thrust stand to vanish. This constitutes duplication
of X
vibratory
Summing forces on in Figure 6-4 results in
F(t) - T(t) = M^(x^ - x^) . (6 .6 a)
abs.
Solving the above for x produces
Xp = X + T(t) — F(t) . (6 ,6 b)
abs. My
From Figure 6—3,
Xy = F(t)/My . (6.7)
From Figure 6—4,
T(t) - F(t) = Xj^ Mm . (6 .8 )
Substituting equations (6.7) and (6 .8 ) into equation (6 .6 b) 
produces
+ a; ’ (G'9)
m— 1
where &L = 2 M^, which is the desired result. Now, if 
i=l
the quantity
Xy = Xy + Xr (6 C1 0 )
vib.
5^is substituted wherever ^absolute occurs in the equations of 
motion concerning the vehicle analog, the desired simulation 
is obtained.
At first this work may appear to be trivial since 
by merely extracting
Xj. = T(t)/My (6.11)
from each x^ the same effect is gained. However, T(t) is an 
unknown quantity and F(t) and x^ are physically measured 
thrust stand quantities.
To provide a check on the accelerating reference 
concept, a simple vehicle-motor problem was solved with the 
aid of the analog computer. This problem and its discussion 
both are contained in Appendix B.
System Stability
Simulation of rocket dynamic flight presents the 
problem of system stability. This may be seen by referring 
to Figure 6-5.
If it is assumed that the vehicle is internally 
stable, that is that K and C are positive, then the system 
stability is a function of the external properties. This is 
to say that Sj^ , as well as S^ , must have values such that 
the characteristic equation is satisfied for stability.
The stabilizer system in Figure 6—5 is attached
kS
Inertial
Ref.
Plants (8 %-l)K
 v \ A
•Vehicle
P(t)
Figure 6-5: Motor—Vehicle Stability Model.
to an inertial reference plane as shown. In the simulator 
concept, the reference frame is, of course, accelerating with 
the vehicle. On the other hand, the accelerating reference
may be construed as the inertial reference and the ensuing
D’Alembert forces acting to constrain the vehicle motion.
With the last concept, the stabilizer system may be easily 
adapted.
The equations of motion for the complete assem­
blage of Figure 6-5 may be written as :
M]_X]_ + (Sjj. — l)Kxi + (Xj_ — X2 )K + (Sg — 1 ) Cxi
+ (Xi - X2)C = 0 ,
and
M2 X2  — K(Xj_ — X2 ) — C(xi — X2 ) P(t)
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Dividing through by Mi and simplifying,
Xi + ^(S, Xi - X2 ) + ^ (S-Xi - X2 ) = 0  ; (6 .1 2 )
W  IT
* 2  - - ^2 ) - - X 2 > - • (6.13)
Now, if an accelerating reference is defined by
^g Mi^+ L  ’ (6.14)
then Xi and Xs may be reduced to vibratory motion. Sub­
tracting equation (6.14) from the right hand sides of equa­
tions (6.12) and (6.13) produces
- ^2 ) + - X2 ) = - Ml^1 ^ 2  ’
^ 2  - î^Cxi - X2 ) - ~(xi - X2 > - + m / + ^ L  ’ (G'lG)
where x^ and X2 are now vibratory modes.
The stability of these equations may be checked by 
removing the source of excitation and assuming a complemen­
tary solution of the form
rt
x^ = e . (6.17)
Next, assuming M^, C and K are all real and positive,
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define
a = /kTmT , b = Jk /Mz ,
Cl = C/2Mia , and Ca = C/2Msb .
Substituting the above into equations (6.15) and (6.16) yield
r2%i + a2(s^Xi - Xz) + 2Ciar(8cXi - Xg) = 0  , and
T^Xz — b^(Xi — Xg) — 2Cgbr(Xi — Xg) — 0 .
By eliminating the displacements from these equations, the 
following quartic equation in the roots of the complementary 
function of the fourth order system is obtained;
r^ + 2 (ScCia + Cgb)rS + + 4Ci^gab(S^ - 1 ) + b^Jr^
+ 2ab[Çga(Sj^ - 1) + Cib(Sc - D]r + a2b2(8k - 1) = 0.
(6.18)
For equation (6.18) to be stable, all four roots must be neg­
ative or complex. The real portion of the complex conjugate 
pairs must also be negative. These conditions are assured 
upon satisfying the stability criteria as per references (5) 
and (7) .
Routh's Stability Criteria is stated as follows. 
Given the quartic
9^+ nxr® + ngr^ + nsr + 114 = 0  ,
stability exists when the first column of the following array 
contains the same numerical sign. Consider the array
1 n2 H4
nx ns 0
mx m2 0
m3 0 0
m4 0 0  ;
where mx — U2 — Ps/nx ,
m2 = n4 ,
m3 = U3 — nxik/mx , and
nk = n4
Since the first coefficient in the first column is positive,
the stability criteria reduces to the requirements that
nx > 0  , (6.19)
na — Us/ux > 0 , (6 .2 0 )
Da — nxCk/mx > 0 , and (6 .2 1 )
ri4 > 0  ; (6 .2 2 )
where — n2 — U3 / Ux . (6.23)
As previously stated, the coefficients a, b, (x, and ( 2  are 
positive. Also, for all problems pertinent to this analysis,
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8^ and 8^ will be equal to or greater than unity. The 
system stability will be analyzed using these values.
By relating equations (6.19) through (6.22) to the 
coefficients in equation (6.18) the following conclusions may 
be drawn.
Equation (6.22) states that a^b^(8 j^ — 1) > 0.
Thus Sjj. > 1.0 for stability.
Equation (6.20) states that ng - ns/ni >0. By 
substituting in the related coefficients, expanding and col­
lecting terms, there results
(S^ - 1 ) +  ^ —  > 0
4Çi(S^ + p.) 4;2(S_ + p)
where p. = bp/a^ = M^/Mg. Since the two fractions in this 
inequality are real positive numbers, 8g ^ 1 . 0  satisfies 
this stability criterion.
Next, by rearranging equation (6.21), the following 
stability criterion exists ;
n^ngns — ns — n^n^ ^ 0  .
Substituting the appropriate coefficients into the above from 
equation (6.18) produces
4^2(S^ + li) (Sjj + 8 g — 2 ) + + 2 p(l — S^) + 2 p.
,2+ 8  (8 % - l)=/(8 c - 1 ) + 8 c > 0
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This relationship may be seen to remain a stability criterion 
if ^ 2  is allowed to vanish. This merely increases the ri­
gidity of the condition set for satisfying stability. Thus, 
the remaining terms may be rearranged to form the new stabil­
ity criterion:
w. (Sk — 1) 1, 1 [ (Sk - 1) 1 --1)1
. (Sk — 1) ' P- L(Sc - 1) (Sk -- 1)J
^ (Sk -- 1)
— 2 > 0 • (6.24)
By inspection of the first bracketed quantity in equation 
(6.24), the stability criterion is met under all circum­
stances. This is because the minimum value of this quantity 
is two, which allows the remaining quantities to produce the 
greater—than—zero effect desired.
Finally, equation (6.19) is investigated. The re­
sulting relationship is merely
Sc > — |i >
which is satisfied since Sc is defined equal to or greater 
than unity.
Thus the stability check is completed for the areas 
under consideration. However, it is interesting to observe 
that even though 8 ^ must always be greater than unity for 
stability, under certain circumstances, conceivably Sc could
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go below this value.
The stability concept discussed here has been in­
vestigated for a simple vehicle-motor configuration. The 
values of and were varied over a considerable range.
This investigation was made in conjunction with the accelerat­
ing reference concept and is included in Appendix B.
The results of Appendix B are interesting in that 
an accelerating reference tuning requirement is brought out. 
Figures B-5 and B- 6  show that the reference frame tuning 
parameter given by
® ” ^^analog'^^^ theoretical (6.25)
must be utilized since perfect system balance will not exist 
due to slight variations in simulator component output. If 
this tuning is not accomplished, the analog model will drift 
toward the equilibrium position and excite stabilizer-vehicle 
oscillations. This is undesirable since such motion utilizes 
thrust stand actuator travel.
Finally, the wide variation in intersection of the 
e axis with Sj^  may be attributed to stabilizer static de- 
flection-induced bias. This effect is of small consequence 
since this bias force will be quite small in the simulator 
model. In fact, if the stabilizer spring is attached to a 
mass which is coincident with the center of mass, this force 
will vanish. It is therefore desirable to attempt such a
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design.
Low Frequency Energy Dissipation
The previous two sections discuss means of obtain­
ing stability of a simulated vehicle being accelerated by a 
thrust force. This stability is obtained by affixing a spring 
and dash-pot between one of the vehicle masses and the accel­
erating reference frame. However, the damping used to reduce 
the oscillatory motion at low frequencies also had an effect 
on the high frequency dynamics. It is the objective of this 
section to devise a scheme for damping at low frequencies only 
and still provide a low frequency restoring force. Figure 6 - 6  
shows a scheme to be used for this objective. Note that at 
low frequencies, that is, for Sj^ near unity, the vehicle 
proper may be assumed to be a non-resonant mass. By letting 
subscripts vm indicate vehicle plus motor properties.
K (S ^ -l)  S |-L| C
8
vm
Figure, 6 -6 ; Energy Dissipation 
Model.
MgXg + KCSj^ Xg - x^) 
+ Cxg = 0 ,(6.26)
and
Mvm^vm ~ ” %vm)
- F . (6.27)
However, an adequate
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definition of the usefulness of this system may be made by 
observing only the first equation, sinusoidally varying Xyj^
at a constant amplitude throughout the frequency range and 
calculating the effective spring and damping coefficient of 
the point as if Myj^  were not present. Thus,
%vm = 8 ]gXg + ^ Xg + ^  xg , and (6.28)
F = K(Xy^ — Xg) • (6.29)
If the dynamics of equations (6.28) and (6.29) were defined 
by a set of effective coefficients, such as by those of a 
system which is used to discuss system stability, the re­
sulting forces will yield frequency dependent coefficients. 
Thus
F = KgffXym + ^eff^vm * (6.30)
Now assume that
Xyjjj — j Xg — Xge^ , and F — Fe^^, (6.31)
where Xym> Xg, and F may be complex constants reflecting 
the amplitude and the phase shift necessary. Considering a 
unit displacement for Xy^, and substituting the values of 
Xym» Xg, and F from equation (6.31) into equation (6.29),
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there results
F = K(1 -  Xg) . ( 6 .3 2 )
But from equation (6.28),
1  - [ (Sjj - + i K ]%s '
Xg — l/[ (Sjj — CD^ /cDjjs^ ) + i C Oi/x] , (6.33)
where Mg/K = cü^/œ^s^ » Substituting this into (6.32) yields
F = K(1 - l/[(Sk - C02/cDng2) + i C m/K] ) . (6.34)
If equation (6.29) was evaluated at the same sinusoidal 
frequency as F in equation (6.34), the values of effective
spring stiffness and damping are given by
Kggf “ real part of equation (6.34) ; (6.35)
Ceff = ^(imaginary part of equation (6.34) . (6.36)
Plots of the above coefficients may be made in a dimension- 
less form by substituting = (2 Mu)n for the damping
coefficient and rearranging equation (6.34) as follows :
Keff i m ^ ^ r (Sk - CQg/cons^  -1) + i 2Çœ/œns
K K eff [ (Sjj - cD^ /ûûns^ ) + i 2Ça>/cons
(6.37)
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Next,
a vibration dis­
sipation system 
will be investi­
gated as shown in 
Figure 6-7. The 
equations of mo­
tion for this 
system are
/////////////
g c
“s
K
^vm
Figure 6-7 :
Energy Dissipation Model,
vm
MgXg + Kxg — Kxy%n + Cxg — 0  , and (6.38)
Mvm^vm — Kxg + (Sk — l)K%vm ■*" ^^vm ~ F . (6.39)
By removing Mym and applying a unit sinusoidal displacement 
to Xvm, equation (6.39) gives the resistance to motion as
F — K(SkXvm — %s) (6.40)
Solving equation (6.38) as before for Xvm = 1 ,
Xym ~ 1 K K ‘■s )
which has a sinusoidal solution
1 = [l - (m/bn)^ + i(2 Çm/ûün)]Xg (6.41)
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Solving for Xs and substituting into equation (6.40) pro­
duces
F = K Sjj - l/[l - (cd/cDq)^  + i(2 Çcü/cDn)]
or, as per equations (6.35) and (6.36),
Sk , 1 — (œ/cJDn)^  + i(2Cm/mn). - 1
. 1 — (m/mn)^ + i(2C(ü/œn). (6.42)
The next system to be investigated is a variation 
of the previosly discussed configuration of Figure 6—7 with 
Mg being set to zero. It is shown in Figure 6 —8 . The equa­
tions of motion governing the system shown in this figure are
Cxs+ Kxg - Kxvm = 0 , and (6.43)
Mvn^vm*"Kxs 
+ K(S^ — 1 )Xyjh +
KXvm = F .
(6.44)
Application of a 
unit sinusoidal 
displacement to 
%vm yields
vm
vm
Figure 6 —8 : Energy Dissipation Model,
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Xvm ^ K*s Xs
which has the solution
(1 + iQü/K)Xs = 1 (6.45)
Since equation (6.44) may be written
F - K(SjjXvm — Xg)
in the absence of Mym? equation (6,45) combines to yield
F = K[ (Sk “ 1/(1 + iO:i/K)] (per unit Xvm) - (6.46)
Now, if Ç is to be defined by
 ^ — C/Cq } where — 2Mvu^jj > s.nd — ^K/Mvm)
then C — Ç Ce ~ C (2Mvn^n)
This substituted into equation (6.46) yields
F = K Sj, - 1 / [ 1  T i(2 (*o/bn)] (6.47)
or, as per equations (6,35) and (6,36)
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a..*M -n
(6.48)
It can be seen that the substitutions made for the pseudo- 
critical damping coefficient and natural frequency, (* and 
ü)n respectively, render equation (6.48) analogous to (6.42) 
with (œ/cDn)^  extracted. By this same reasoning, equation
(6.49) may be deduced from equation (6.37) for the case of 
Figure 6 — 6  wherein Mg was equated to zero:
(6.49)
Equations (6.37), (6.42), (6.48), and (6.49) were solved by 
the use of an IBM 7074 digital computer for values of the 
dimensionless springs and dampers over a wide frequency range 
The computer output is presented in Tables C—1 through C-4 
where p = cn/cDn as the independent variable with 8 ^ and  ^
as parameters.
The choice of a system to be used was made after 
comparing the plots and cross-plots of the tabulated results. 
These plots are shown in Figures 6—9 through 6-17. It is 
fairly obvious by inspection of Figures 6-12 and 6—13 that 
Figure 6-7 represents the more desirable damping character­
istics throughout the frequency range. Also, the restoring 
spring stiffness denoted by (S^ - 1 )K for Sk in the vi­
cinity of 1.5 or greater are satisfactory. Thus, an accept­
able stabilizer spring system stiffness may be chosen which
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1.0
0.5
lÔ.O5.0
K*
C* = C eff /C
Note : the values of thi 
ordinates are ratioed 
to the true value at
cd/co, 1.0
Figure 6-9: Relative Effective Stiffness and Damping
Coefficients.
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will not disturb the vehicle system dynamics at high frequen­
cies yet will provide adequate stability and energy dissipa­
tion at low frequencies.
The system choses, from the various data plots to 
adapt to the vehicle for reference stabilization is given by 
Sjj = 1.5 and Ç = 1.0 for the system described by equation 
(6.42).
Needless to say, equations (6.37), (6.42), (6.48), 
and (6.49) do not represent all possible energy dissipation— 
stabilizer systems nor even the best for all uses. However, 
as will be shown, the chosen system presents a very adequate 
solution.
Even with the values of S^, ( and Mym known,
the stabilizer system is not completely described. Two ad­
ditional relationships are necessary to define it.
In the development of equations (6.37), (6,42),
(6,48), and (6.49) it was tacitly assumed that was sin­
usoidally disturbed with an amplitude of unity since the pres­
ence of Mvm considerably complicates the motion. Thus, the 
plots of these equations do not completely describe the en­
ergy dissipation and stabilization rates of a multi degree— 
of—freedom system. The analysis must then continue for such 
a system.
First the frequency ratio, 0 /1%, must be 
found which allows the maximum damping for the system of Fig­
ure 6—7 with Sjj = 1.5 and Ç = 1.0. This frequency ratio
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is of importance because if the system fundamental resonance 
occured at this point, stabilization would occur with the 
minimum number of oscillations. By substituting the known 
values of Sj^  and Ç into equation (6.42), the following 
equation in g exists;
Multiplying the numerator and denominator by (1 — ip)^ clears 
the imaginary portion out of the denominator and yields
which reduces to
_ 1.5(1 + P2)2 - 1 + ^2 + 2ip
f O) - (1 + p2)2
Since the objective is to find the maximum value of the energy 
dissipation coefficient, only the imaginary portion of this 
equation will be considered, which is
f (P ) imag = 2p/(l + p2 ) 2
If the first derivative is set equal to zero, a maximum then 
exists which is Thus, for maximum energy dissi­
pation.
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P = 1//3", (6.50)
where p = co/osn, = 1.5, Ç = 1.0. The value of
P = 1/y~3~ = 0.5774 may be verified by inspection of Fig­
ures 6—12 and 6—13.
Next, the fundamental natural frequency of the 
system will be found. Since it would be of great advantage 
to have this frequency occur at P = 1/ its value will
be set and the resulting design relationships found. This is 
accomplished as follows.
If equations (6.38) and (6.39) are divided by the 
coefficients of their respective accelerations the following 
equations result :
•• K /. . Cç • _
Xs + Ms (^s - Xvm) + Mg' Xg = 0 , and
vm
The force F is deleted since only the complementary function 
will be analyzed for the natural frequencies. By making the 
substitutions
Cc = 2 Mg a , a2 = K/Mg , and = 1.5K/Mvm/ (6.51)
the equations of motion reduce to
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Xg + a2(xs - x^) + 2aXg = O , and (6.52)
^vm (^vm ~ 3" = 0 . (6.53)
Next, let the solution be assumed of the general form
-o- rt Xj^ =  X i  e
Making this substitution into equations (6.52) and (6.53) 
produces the following two equations:
r^Xge^t + a2(Xg - Xvm)e^^ + 2arXge^^ = 0  , and
r^ Xyme""^  + b^ (%vm " §Xg)e^ t = 0 .
T*"fcBy dividing out e , solving the second equation for Xym» 
substituting this into the first and dividing out Xg, the 
following characteristic equation representing the roots of 
the fourth order dynamic system is obtained :
r^ + 2ar3 + (a^  + b2)rZ + 2ab2r + a2bs/3 = 0 ..(6.54)
A Routh stability check performed on equation (6.54) showed 
that there were no positive roots (see ref. 5. page 134). 
Since the possible roots of a quartic are real pairs and/or 
complex conjugate pairs, the roots may be assumed to be
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Ti = — p + iq , r2 = — p — iq ,
Ts = —  u + xsl/  J 3 , 3.n.d 1*4 = — u — is./^  3 .
Note that the imaginary or oscillatory parts of rg and r4  
are assumed to be = a/Y 3 . This in effect is forcing the 
natural frequency to occur at the frequency of maximum energy 
dissipation. Thus, b becomes the dependent variable whose 
solution will yield the final defining equation for the design 
of the stabilizer system.
If rs and r4 are roots of equation (6.54), then 
rsr4 should divide into it with zero remainder. Forming the 
product rsr4 yields
rsr4 = r^ + 2ur + (a^/3 + u^) , (6.55)
and dividing equation (6.55) into equation (6.54) yields the 
quotient
r2 + 2(a - u)r + (2aZ/3 + b^ - 4au + 3uZ) , (6.56)
along with the remainder
(2[ab2 _ (a-u)(a2/3 + uS)] - [2u(2a2/3 + b^ - 4au + 3uZ)])r
+ a=b2/3 - (2a2/3 + b^ _ 4au + 3uZ)(aZ/3 + u^) .
If the remainder must vanish for all values of r, then
TO
ab2 - (a-u)(a^/3 + u^) = u(2aZ/3 + — 4au + Su^) , and
(6.57)
a^bz = (2a2/3 + b^ - 4au + 3u^) (a^ + 3u^) , (6.58)
where u, a and b are real and positive. Expanding equa­
tion (6.57) and collecting terms results in
6u^ — 9au^ + a^u + a® + 3bs(u—a) = 0 . (6.59)
Similarly, expansion of equation (6.58) produces
27uf _ 36au® + ISa&uZ _ 12aSu + 2a* + 9b^u^ = 0 . (6.60)
Solving the above for 3b^ yields
3b^ = (-27u^  ^ + 36au® - 15aZu2 :+ 12a3u - 2a4)/3u2 (6.61)
which, when substituted into equation (6.59) produces
6u® — 9au2 + aZu + a®
+ (u — a) (—27u^ + 36au® — 15aZu^ + 12a®u — 2a*)/3u2 = 0
This expression may be multiplied through by Su^ , expanded, 
and the terms collected to yield
9if — 36au4 + 48aZuz — SOasu^ + 14a*u — 2a^ = 0 . (6.62)
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From reference 6, it can be seen that a quintic must contain
at least one real root, and since there are five changes in
sign, all of the roots may be real. Several roots of u were 
found by plotting. However, a restriction placed on the ac­
ceptable root by equation (6.61) necessarily being positive 
eliminated all but
u = 0.21074 a . (6.63)
Finally, u is eliminated by substituting equation (6.63) 
into equation (6.61) to express b in terms of a as fol­
lows :
b^ = 0.36625 a2 , or b = 0.6052 a . (6.64)
This result appears reasonable for the following reason. 
Equation (6.64) states that
Jl.5K/Mvm = 0.6052 /K/Mg . (6.65)
Had Mg been fixed to ground, then
yi.5K/Mvm = (1//^) y K/Mg = 0.5774 /g/Mg ,
by definition. Since Mg is not fixed rigidly to ground,
Mvm must experience a slightly stiffer spring system.
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The next step is to check for the existence of the 
remaining natural frequency. This is important since the 
uppermost natural frequency is the prime criteria for the de­
sign of the system from the viewpoint of performance.
Since two of the roots have been established as
1*3 = - u + ia// 3 and r* = — u — ia/ ,
indicating the natural frequencies to be ± a/^ 3, Tq times 
r^ must divide the characteristic equation with no remainder, 
Thus, the quotient given by equation (6.56) must contain the 
remaining roots, ri and rg. It has been shown, that to 
make the remainder vanish, that u = 0.21074a and b^ =
0.36625 a2. If these values are substituted into equation 
(6.56), this equation simplifies to
r2 + 1.57852 ar + 0.32319 a^ = 0 . (6.66)
The roots of this equation are
ri = — 0.24177 a , and rg = — 1.33675 a
This result is quite enlightening since it shows that only
one natural frequency need be dealt with throughout the fre­
quency spectrum.
The utility of the foregoing analysis may be de-
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scribed by referring to the 
adjacent sketch. Thus, if 
a vehicle requires stabi­
lization, equations (6.40), 
(6.52), and (6.65) may be 
combined to define a de­
sirable transfer function.
Stabilizer-
Damper
in
Stabilizer-Damper 
Transfer Function
Let it be assumed that the operating natural fre­
quency, ÎÎ, of the stabilizer damper is the prerequisite for 
the design and is known. Then, by definition,
= a/y~3~ . (6.67)
By substituting equation (6.67) into (6.52), there results
Xg + 3^2 (Xg - ) + 2 Y 3 Xg = 0 , (6.68)
where Xj^  ^ has replaced x^^ for obvious reasons. Next,"vm
from equation (6.40)
out 1.5K(Xig —  3 Xg) (6.69)
for Sk = 1.5. Also, Fout has replaced F. By definition 
b^ = 1.5K/Mvm ;
and solving for K produces
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K = b^Mvm/l.S . (6.70)
Substitution of equation (6.67) into equation (6.64) yields 
b^ = 3(0.36625)^2 .
Finally, equation (6.70) becomes 
K = 0.7325002Mym,
and equation (6.69) expands to
Fout = 1.09874n2M^(Xijj - 2 Xg) . (6.71)
Summarizing :
K = 0.73250J22Mvm» Mg = 0.24417 M^, and C = 2 / T 0
which form the transfer function relationships
Xg + 3T%^ (Xg - Xia) + 2 J~TQ, Xg = 0 , and (6.72)
^out 1 «09874fZ Myg2(^ Xg x^a) = 0 j (6.73)
where x^a == input displacement,
Fç,a^  = output force.
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Çl = design natural frequency,
M = vehicle plus motor mass, and vm
Xg » stabilizer-damper mass displacement.
Figure 6-18 presents an analog computer summary 
plot of equations (6.72) and (6.73) for various values of
the coefficient of a^ in equation (6.64). It can be seen
that an optimum configuration does exist somewhere between 
0.30 and 0.40 in this figure. This verifies the value of
0.36625 predicted by equation (6.64).
Figure 6-19 shows the effect of various inputs on 
the response of the stabilizer system described in equations 
(6.72) and (6.73). No appreciable change can be seen between 
the thrust curve and the step function response.
Flight Forces
In addition to motor-induced dynamic forces, space 
vehicles experience body forces, external forces, and inertial 
forces. So far, only those inertial forces due to accelera­
tion under motor thrust have been considered. In addition to 
these, forces may exist from sources such as aerodynamic 
loads, gravitational loads, internal systems dynamics, and 
stage separation.
Vehicle dynamics may be generalized into two major 
categories as discussed in the section concerning the accel­
erating reference. These are steady-state and vibratory. The 
steady-state modes may not be simulated; however, the tran-
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3. b2 =0.30 a2 8. bz = 0.50 a2 13. b^  = 0.75 a^
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5. b2 = 0.40 a2 10. b2 = 0.60 a2
Figure 6—18 : Analog Response Plots of Equations (6.72) 
and (6.73) to the Thrust Curve of Figure 
6-19 for Various Values of the Coefficient 
of a^ in Equation (6.64).
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+x.
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F(t)
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Sk = 1.5 and Ç, = 1.0. Coefficient of a 
Equation (6.64) is Set at 0.36625.
Note in
Figure 6—19: Response of* Stabilizer—Damper to Various
Input Functions.
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sients induced by a steady—state force may be simulated. In 
the case of steady—state forces, the accelerating reference 
must be manipulated to yield the integral of the net travel 
null. Vibratory loads may be applied at the location of their 
origin directly since they satisfy the null integral concept.
The final source of vehicle loading to be discussed 
is the body force loading due to gravitation. Figure 6—20 
shows a space vehicle component under the various flight 
loads. In this figure,
M±g = weight force.
Ft = axial internal forces. and
Fj. = other resisting forces
Figure 6-20: Space Vehicle Flight Loads
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In Figure 6-20, and may represent steady-state or
vibratory loadings. By summing the forces on in the
axial direction,
F^ - F^ cosd' - M^g sincp = M^x^ . (6.74)
The gravitational force, for small oscillations, can be seen 
to introduce no variation of internal stresses. Also, due to 
the linear nature of equation (6.74), the presence of M^gsincp 
may be seen to contribute nothing to the oscillatory charac­
teristics of x^. This may be argued (see reference 17) by 
presentation of the fact that for small oscillations, the 
change in potential with respect to x^ is infinitesimal.
The previous discussion of neglecting the gravi­
tational loading assumes the presence of no constraints. How­
ever, if the desired simulation consists of a vehicle sitting 
in a launch platform with the thrust being applied, the grav­
itational forces would be a necessary part of the program and 
should be considered.
The remaining forces, F^ and F^cosa from equa­
tion (6.74), should be included by separating the steady- 
state and forced vibratory components and applying them ac­
cordingly. The steady-state component should modify the ac­
celerating reference equation, equation (6.9), by an amount 
given by
Ax^ »  ^ (6.75)
1^ ^
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Finally, the forces and F^cosa should be
applied to the vehicle equations with which they are connect­
ed .
C H A P T E R  V I I  
ANALOG COMPUTER VERIFICATION OF THE SIMULATOR CONCEPT
An analog computer study was conducted as a means 
of verifying the concept of space vehicle simulation within 
an active member rocket thrust stand. The test was conducted 
using- a particular vehicle and motor system.
The analog method of proof was chosen since the 
theoretical developments made in this dissertation are con­
cerned only with the activity of the analog simulator com­
ponent of the thrust stand. Other components of the simulator 
thrust stand were adequately considered for their effect on 
the performance of the simulator.
No attempt was made at evaluating any particular 
equipment or instrumentation since this is outside of the 
scope of this work. However, the results of the theoretical 
investigation imply regions of varying sensitivity to instru­
mentation precision that will be discussed in Chapter VIII.
Analog Computer
An EAI Pace 231R Electronic Analog Computer was 
used to study the simulation concept being applied to an as­
sumed space vehicle and motor configuration in an active 
strut, single degree-of—freedom thrust stand.
Figure 7—1 shows the Pace Electronic Computer.
This machine consists of the following components pertinent
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Figure 7-1: EAI Pace 231R Electronic Analog Computer
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to the problems investigated.
Amplifiers: There are one hundred 100—volt linear opera­
tional amplifiers. These contain less than 0.17 de­
grees phase shift to 100 cycles per second (cps), the 
drift is less than 4 millivolts per minute (mv/min), 
and the noise is less than 3 mv peak—to—peak at 0—
20 kilocycles (kc). Thirty of the amplifiers may be 
used as integrators.
Coefficient Potentiometers: There are sixty ten—turn, 30,000
ohm linear (within 0.5 percent) coefficient potenti­
ometers. Each has a 1000—division vernier dial with 
a locking device and each has a three-position switch 
associated with it to provide read-out capabilities.
Diode Function Generators: There are five function genera­
tors, each of which contains twenty segment potentials. 
The maximum slope permissible is ten (volts per volts). 
The frequency response is flat to 5 kc and the phase 
shift is 1.5 degrees maximum at 100 cps. The noise 
level is 25 mv peak—to—peak maximum.
Electronic Multipliers: There are nine solid state quarter—
square type multipliers. The static error is 120 mv
maximum and 30 mv maximum zero error. The phase shift 
is 0.07 degrees maximum at 100 cps. The dynamic ac­
curacy is 140 mv at 100 cps and 2300 mv at 1000 
cps. The frequency response, is flat to 20 kc and the 
noise is 20 mv peak—to—peak maximum.
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Electronic Digital Voltmeter : The computer contains a con­
tinuous readout electronic digital voltmeter. The res­
olution is 0.01 volts DC over a 120 volt DC range 
and will respond to the new reading within 0.01 sec­
onds. It contains a five-digit display and indicates 
polarity.
Reference Power Supply: The reference voltage is controlled
by a mercury cell battery. The reference is maintained 
within 5 mv of the desired value to all computer com­
ponents. The stability is 10 mv per eight-hour period. 
The output is ±100 volts at 1.0 amps. The regula­
tion is zero to full load within 0.01 percent; for ten 
percent line voltage variation it is within 0.005 per­
cent. The noise level is 0.001 volt RMS maximum.
Print Out Device: A print out device is available which is
capable of printing a five-digit number and polarity 
corresponding to the digital voltmeter. Also, the three- 
digit address indicating the component being read is 
printed.
Prepatch Panel: Quick—removal prepatch panels are available
with 3,300 holes for signal and power leads.
Function Switches: Twelve function switches of the single­
pole, triple—throw variety are available through the 
patch bay.
Recorder: An eight channel analog recorder is available,
housed in a console apart from the main computer. The
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channel width and trace width are 40 millimeters and 
0.01 inches respectively. The presentation is true rec­
tilinear and the rise time is 4 milliseconds to 90 
percent. The linearity is 0.5 percent full scale. The 
frequency response is flat to 50 cps for ±50 divi­
sions amplitude. The chart drive speed accuracy is 0.25 
percent. The chart range speed is from 0.05 to 200 
mm per second.
Display Unit : A 17—inch oscilloscope is available for dis­
play. Provisions are made for an eight channel input.
Experimental Model
Figure 7—2 depicts the space vehicle—motor system 
for which the simulation is to be accomplished. Only the 
axial dynamics will be considered since this will be suffi­
cient to verify the concept.
The space vehicle and motor analyzed here are
Space Vehicle Motor
Figure 7—2 : Space Vehicle—Motor System for
Simulator Checkout.
Xi
-Vehicle — —  Motor
/VNM -MA/---
- t -
»V(t)
Xm -1----
T(t)
Wi — 600 Ibm (Ml = 1.554 lb sec^/in)
Wg = 500 (Mg = 1.295 lb sec^/in)
W3 - 400
%
(Ms - 1.036 lb sec^/in)
W4 = 300 (M4 - 0.777 lb sec2/in)
Ws = 200 (Ms = 0.518 lb sec2/in)
and
(Mm
W ■  2 o o - ; | « i b „
0.518 - 1.036 X 10"5
m
/ Tdt lb sec*/in) ,
where jT(t)dt/250 == jT(t)dt/Igp is the propellent burned at a specific
impulse of 250 lb sec/lb.
Ki 2 - 2 X 10^ lbs/in Cl 2 — 15 lbs/sec
K2 3 - 3 X 105 lbs/in Cs3 - 15 lbs/sec
K3 4 = 4 X 105 lbs/in C3 4  = 15 lbs/sec
K4 5 - 5 X 105 lbs/in C4 5 = 15 lbs/sec
^5m — 5 X 105 lbs/in Csm = 15 lbs/sec
Figure 7—3: Lumped—Parameter Space Vehicle—Motor Model.
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strictly hypothetical models. However, the physical char­
acteristics of the assumed configuration are not unreason­
able. They were conceived without regard to simplifying the 
study other than the assumption of coefficient linearities.
The lumped-parameter model of Figure 7-2 is shown 
in Figure 7-3. The M ’s represent masses, the K's springs, 
and the C’s dashpots. T(t) and Mm(t) are time-dependent 
thrust and mass respectively.
The motor mass is seen to present a simple
nonlinearity in the system. The integral is added to promote 
mass variation; however, this is a quite simplified approach. 
Appendix E presents a more adequate discussion of thrust 
curves and mass rates.
Several thrust curves were used in this study. 
These were a pulse, a step, and varying degrees of ramp func­
tions. Figure 7-4 is a
generalization of these 
thrust—time functions. 
The rise time for; the 
step and pulse functions 
are very nearly zero.
The ramp function rise 
times were 0.001, 0.010, 
and 0.100 seconds. The 
full duration thrust 
curves (composed of pos—
total burn time
rise
time
-o +J
0) CO
tail
off
Figure 7-4 :
Typical Thrust Curve.
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itive ramp, constant thrust, and negative ramp functions) 
were all set at a total impulse of 2800 pound—seconds.
Thrust Stand Properties
The properties of the thrust stand by which the 
vehicle space flight simulation is to be accomplished will 
now be presented. Figure 7-5 is a simplified sketch of the 
simulator thrust stand.
Chapter VIII discusses some particular instruments 
that are used in rocket motor testing. Similar characteris­
tics will be assumed for the components of the stand shown 
in Figure 7-5.
The thrust transducer will be assumed to have a 
capavity of 6000 pounds with a rated load deflection of 
0.006 inches. This instrument is a standard strain gage
Inertial 
r ref. Live Actuatorf Linear
)iff erential 
Transformer Force Transducer
Accelerometer
•7 ft
Motor
Strut
/77T7 /TTTZ
Thrust
Butt
Figure 7—5; Simulator Thrust Stand.
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balanced bridge load cell. The resulting effective spring 
stiffness for this unit may be seen to be 10® pounds per 
inch. The differential transformer is used to continuously 
monitor the position of the thrust butt with respect to iner­
tial space. Since there will always be flexibility in any 
thrust butt, the live actuator must extend to compensate for 
any induced deflection. The output of the differential trans­
former and the vehicle simulator analog will then be summed 
and be the input to the live actuator to position it. How­
ever, this step is practically trivial and it is thus felt 
that including thrust butt flexibility in the analysis would 
add nothing to the proof of the simulator theory. Therefore, 
it will be deleted by assuming infinite rigidity of the thrust 
butt.
The active member of the thrust stand will be an 
electrohydraulic exciter. The choice of an exciter is an MB 
Model 30-15-^*. This model appears somewhat small in light 
of the 2800 pound thrust generated by the motor. However, 
it represents a lower limit to the flexibility that would be 
encountered for such a motor. This will more vividly bring 
out its effect on the overall simulation problem.
* MB Model 30-15-§ Electrohydraulic Shaker derives its power 
from hydraulic pumps but the motion is signaled by an elec­
tric voice coil-armature arrangement which acts as the pilot 
stage of a three stage servo system. It has a vector force 
output of 3000 pounds, a velocity limit of 15 inches per 
second, and a peak-to-peak amplitude of ^ inch (see refer­
ence 14).
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A reasonable working fluid pressure for the exciter 
is 2500 psi. Line losses and back pressures may account 
for approximately 500 psi (see reference 12). Hence, the 
area of the actuator stage piston is given by
^ ■ 2ÔÔÔ°îbè;in2 -
From reference 13, page 316, the fluid compressi­
bility may be given by
§  -  I  .
where p is the fluid pressure, V is the volume, and E 
is the compressive elastic modulus. By definition,
dp = dF/A , (7.2)
where dF/A is the differential force per unit area. For a 
constant area cyclinder,
dV = A dy , (7.3)
where y is the piston stroke. Substitution of equations 
(7.2) and (7.3) into equation (7.1) yields
^  ”
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dF _ M i  
d? - V
But dF/dy is the resistance per unit deflection or the 
stiffness. Since the MB 30-15-^ contains a double acting 
piston, the stiffness is given by
K = . (7.4)
If the volume of the working fluid in the lines is neglected,
V = AL/2 , (7.5)
where L is the total (or double amplitude) piston stroke. 
Thus, upon combination of equations (7.4) and (7.5),
K = ^  . (7.6)
A good value for the elasticity of the working fluid is 
200,000 psi* By substituting the known quantities into equa­
tion (7.6), the actuator spring constant becomes
E _ 4 X  200,000 % 1.5 . 3 4  x 10= Ib/in .
All of the sources of major flexibilities have now
* See, for example, page 7 of reference 15.
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been discussed. Figure 7-6 summarizes the system and intro­
duces the remote analog. The value of will be assumed
negligible since its value is small; say twenty pounds since 
the exciter head is approximately ten pounds. With this, an 
additional degree of freedom is averted.
The effective spring constant, will now be
F(t) 24 X 10=
-hO— vww—
10 X 105
A
N
A
L
0
G
3.33x10-6 V/lb.
1 %eff
Ms (
^  K4.5
M4 /
^  K3 4
Ms
K2 3
Ms Ç
^  Ki 2
Ml /
T(t)
Figure 7—6: Simulator Schematic.
M = 0.518
- 1.036 X 10“=/Tdt
Mg^  represents the
actuator and strut 
mass and is
the spring constant 
which must be supplied 
so that
Kbj^  = 5x10^ lbs/in.
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calculated. Since series spring constants add reciprocally 
to yield the reciprocal of the resultant spring constant 
(see, for example, reference 16),
1/5x105 = 1/10x105 + 1/24x10: +
Solving for K@ff yields
Kgff = 17.142 X 105 xb/in .
The concept of separation of the motor at the particular 
point "0" was discussed in Chapter VI. This point occurs 
at the hydraulic actuator within the actuating fluid. There­
fore, the physical thrust stand strut has an effective stiff­
ness of
Korn = — (lo^t 24)°^ = 7 06 x 105 ib/in .
Thus, the equivalent spring system has been defined 
for adaptation of the motor to the thrust stand. However, 
the same equivalent coefficient must be computed for the 
damping term. This will be accomplished by developing a 
damping coefficient which produces the same energy dissipa­
tion over the span from the analog Ms to the point ”0 " as 
from the vehicle Ms to Mm (see Figures 7—3 and 7—6) .
Force is generated by viscous damping between two
9k
bodies by the relative motion between them. This force is 
given by
Fij = Cij (%i - Xj) .
Energy is dissipated between these same two bodies at the
rate
Eij = Cij (Xi - Xj)^ •
Now, if the vehicle and simulator energy dissipation rates
are equated, there results
\ Cso(x5 — Xo) — Csm(x5 — Xm)
Solving for the desired coefficient C5 0 :
r - n (X5 - Xm)2
“ ^sm (xg _ xo)2 •
However,
X 5 — Xm _ K5 o 
X 5 — Xq Ksm
for any loading. It may also be shown by the time differen­
tiation of the x's that
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%5 - Xm _ 
X 5“  -
Ml 
K5 m
Thus,
C50 — Csm
K5 0
Ksm
(7.7)
Substitution of the known values yields
17.142x10=
5 X 105
= 176.3 Ib/in/sec.
Equations of Motion
The differential equations of motion governing 
the dynamics of the simulated space flight may now be devel­
oped.
First, the vehicle equations are written and nor­
malized by dividing through by the coefficient of the accel­
eration term, . This results in
Xr + Xi + 1.287x10=(Xi - Xg) + 9.6525(xi — Xg) 
+ 0.6435 Fout 0 ; (7.8)
Xp + Xg + 3.861xl0=xg - 1.5444xlO^Xi —  2.3166x10®X3 
+ 23. 1 6 6 x 2 —  11.583(xi + X 3 ) = 0 ; (7.9)
Xp + X3 + 6.7568x10^X3 - 2.8958x10^X2 — 3.861xlO®X4
+ 28.958x3 — 14.479(x2 + X4) = 0 ; (7.10)
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+ 11.583x10^X4 — 5.148x10^X3 - 6.435x10^X5 
+ 38.61x4 - 19.305(xs + X5 ) = 0 ; (7.11)
x^ + X 5 + 42.745x10^X5 -  9.653x10^X4 -  33.093x10^Xq
+ 369.3x5 — 28.958x4 — 340.35x q  = 0 ; and (7.12)
17.142x10 (xq — X5 ) + 176.3(xq — X5 ) — F(t) . (7.13)
The accelerating reference equation will now be 
calculated. From equation (6.9):
^r - My^ My ’ where
Mm = 0.518 - 1.036 x lO'^/ T(t)dt .
Again, this is not the best method of estimating the mass 
variation from the viewpoint of the physical system; however 
it will suffice here. Substituting the above mass variation 
relationship into the accelerating reference equation, the 
simulator reference becomes
= 0.193044F(t) + 0.193044[0.5180 - 1.036xl0"®/T(t)dt]xm.
(7.14)
Next, the differential equation governing the mo­
tion of the motor and the equilibrium equation of the point 
of attachment will be written. Thus,
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[0.5180 - 1.036x10 ^/T(t)dt]xj^ + F(t) = T(t) , and
(7.15)
7.06 X  10=( X m  - X o )  = F(t) . (7.16)
Finally, the stabilizer equations will be written 
directly from their development in Chapter VI . The value of 
the design natural frequency, Q, will be set at 20 radians 
per second. The remaining requirement, the vehicle-motor as­
sembly mass is given by
Mvm = 5.180 + [0.518 - 1.036x10 =/T(t)dt] .
However, it is easily shown that a small variation in Mym 
will not appreciably affect the performance of the stabilizer 
damper ; for example, see Figure B-11. Thus, will be
set at the initial value of
Mvm 5.698 lbs sec^/in.
Substituting this value and the design natural frequency into 
equations (6.72) and (6.73) produces
X g  =  1200(xi - X g )  - 69.282 X g  and (7.17)
Fout = 2276.7 X i  - 1571.8 X g  . (7.18)
Equations (7.8) and (7.18) state that the attachment of the
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vehicle to the stabilizer—damper is through vehicle mass Mi. 
This attachment is quite simply changed by annexing Fout 
any vehicle mass and replacing Xi in equations (7.17) and 
(7.18) by the corresponding displacement.
Figure 7—7 shows the simplified schematic of the
system.
Table 7—1 presents the summary chart of the com­
plete system equations of motion.
Analog Computer Solutions
By inspection of Table 7-1 it is easily seen that 
several equations may be combined to eliminate variables with­
out increasing the order of the equations involved. However,
Vehicle
X q
T(t)
F(t)out
F(t)
Stabi­
lizer
Point
Motor
Vehicle
Proper
Accelerating
Reference
Figure 7—7; Schematic of Simulator Scheme.
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Xr + Xi + 1.287xl0t(xi - Xg) + 9.6525(xi - Xg)
+ 0.6435Fout = 0
Xr + Xg + 3.861x105x2 - 1.5444xlO^Xi - 2.3166x10^X3 
+ 23.166 Xg - 11.583(Xi + Xg) = 0
Xr + Xs + 6.7568x10^X3 - 2.8958xl0^xg - 3.861x10^X4 
+ 28.958 Xs - 14.479(xg + X4) = 0
Xp + X4 + 11.583x10^X4 - 5.148x10^X3 - 6.435xl0^xs
+ 38.61 k i  -  19.305(xs - X5) = 0
Xj. + X5 + 4 2 .7 4 5 x 1 0 ^X5 - 9.653x105x4 - 33.093x105x0
+ 369.3 X5 - 28.958 x^ - 340.35 Xq = 0
17.142x10^( x q  - X5) + 176.3(xq - Xg) = F(t)
Vehicle Equations
Xp = 0.193044F(t) + 0.193044(0.5180
/T(t)dt) Xm
Accelerating Reference Equation.
1.0360xl0^x
T(t)
F(t)
= F(t) + (0.5180 - 1.0360xl0"^/T(t)dt) xm
— 7 .06x10 ( X j n  —  X q )
Motor Equations
X g  = 1200 ( x 3 .  -  X g )  -  69.282 X g
Fout ~ 2276.7 X]_ — 1571.8 Xg
Stabilizer Equations
Table 7-1: Simulator Equations of Motion .
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it must be remembered that in the physical simulation these 
variables are measured quantities and, in fact, drive the 
simulator analog. For example, F(t) and Xj^  are physically 
measured quantities and therefore must appear in the equa­
tions. Thus, Table 7-1 represents four separate and inter­
dependent subsystems. The analog computer program will hence 
be composed of four separate dependent programs. These pro­
grams represent the vehicle, motor, accelerating reference, 
and stabilizer system.
Due to the wide range of coefficients in all of 
the simulator equations, time was scaled down by t  = lOOt 
but the amplitudes were scaled individually. Using the co­
efficients given in Table 7-2, the stabilizer equations be­
come
[2xlQ3xg] = 4x105 [lO*Xi] - [lO^Xs]
a 1.287x10® m 14.479 w ’ 3 4 0.35
b 9.6525 n = 11.583x105 % = 0.193044
c 0.6435 o = 5.148x105 a = 0.97231x10*
d 3.861x10= P - 6.435x10® P = 7.06x10®
e 1.5444x10® q = 38.61 r = 0.5180
f 2.3166x105 r 19.305 9 = 1.0360x10“=
g 23.166 s = 42.745x10® e = 7.06x10®
h 11.583 t 9.653x10® C = 2276.7
i 6 .7568x105 u 33.093x10® p = 1517.8
j 2.8958x105 V = 369.3 a = 1200
k 3.861x105 w = 28.958 7 = 69.282
1 = 28.958
Table 7—2; Simulator Equation Coefficients,
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- 2ÔÔ [2xlO®Xg] and
[Font] = [lO^Xi] “ Yo4 [lO^Xs] ;
the reference equation becomes
- [2xl0^x^] = - [F(t)/10]
- | [ 4 x103m*xJ  ;
the motor equations become:
[F(t)/10] = [IO^Xjq] - IQS' [ lO^xo] ,
- [4xlO^M*&m] = [T(t)/40] + [F(t)/10],
and [200M*] = 200r , 200x3200x(p /^^lT(t)/40]dT ;
and the vehicle equations become:
[2xlOSxi] = - [2xl03xrl - [2xl03xi] “ [lO^Xi]
2a , 4 2x10^0 r ,
+ 4x10= [10 Xs] - 4x104 [Fout] ’
- [2xlO=Xg] = [2xl03xr] + [2xlO=X2]
102
^  [2xl03%3] - [2x 10^X3] ,
[2 x 1 0 3 X3 ] = - [2xl03xy] - [2 x 1 0 2 x3 ]
“  4x15^ [2xlO^Xs] + [2 x1 0 2 x2 ] + [1 0 ^X2 ]
+ 2 0 0   ^2 XIOMX4 ] + [2 x1 0  X4 ] ,
- [2x102%^] = [2xl03xr] + [2x102%^]
+ 4X1Ô5' [1 2 x1 0 ^X4 ] - ^  [2 xl0 2 xs] - 4 ^fô^ [2 xlO^Xa]
- 3 3 5  [2=l^Xs) _ [lO^xs] ,
[2 xl0 ®xs] = - [ 2 x1 0 2 x^] _ ^  [2 x 1 0 2 x 5 ]
-  ;^^f§ 6  [1 0 ^X5 ] + 2 M  [2xlO=X4] + 4 ^|q 5 [2x10^X4]
+ "2Ü0(7 [2 x 1 0  Xq] + pb [ 1 0  Xo] > and
•=• [2xlO'*'Xo] = — 200x176.3 [F(t)/1 0 ] — 1 0  [2 x 1 0 2 x5 ]
2c
2 0 ÜÜ" [lO^xo] - 2 § M  [1 0 ^X5 ]
These equations may now be programmed directly for the analog 
computer by letting the bracketed terms appear. Figures 7-8, 
7-9, and 7—10 show the resulting wiring diagrams. Table 7—3 
is the corresponding amplifier operation and potentiometer 
setting chart.
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Figure 7—8: Reference and Stabilizer Analog Wiring Diagrams.
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Figure 7-9: Motor Analog Wiring Diagram.
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Pot. 
..No,.
Vâj ue Use Pot.
No.
Value Use
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10 
11 
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20 
21 
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
0.5000 
0.0322 
0.6435 
0.5180 
0.0483 
0,4000 
0.0483
\ar iable 
0.1000 
0,0250 
0.0332 
0.0125 
0.0965 
0.7060 
0.5000 
0.2277 
0.3464 
0.5672 
0.5000 
0.1847 
0.2413 
0,1448 
0.2137 
0.3218 
0.9723 
0.6435 
0.1702 
0.5791 
0.5000 
0.1518 
0.7060
variable 
0.0965 
0,0060 
0,0060 
0.0965 
0.5000 
0.1158 
0.7722 
0.0579 
0.1931 
0.1448 
0,5000 
0,9723 
0.0724 
0.9652 
0.0579
1/2
c/20
2a/4xl0^
r
b/200 
0,400 
b/200 
"f" mass bal. 
time 
time 
3200 cp 
0.0125 
%/2 
P/10&
1/2
C/10^
r/200
Fft)/.01763 
1/2
v/2000
t/4xl0'
w/200 _
s/2xl0'
p/2xlO&
c/104
a/2xl0=
w ’/2000
f/4xl0=
1/2
p/104
6/ 10*
Mv m u l t .
"e" ref.bal. 
x/2
j/2xlO*
o/2xl05
r/200
1/2
g/200
e/2xl0"
h/200
d/2xlO&
j/2xlO&
1/2
C/10+
m/200 
k/4xl0 5 
h/200______
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
Amp.
0.1654
0.0724
0.1689
0.1287
0.2896
0.0965
0.1930
0.1654
u/2xl0
m/200
i/4xlO&
75/4x106
n/4xl06
r/200
q/200
u / 2 x l O ?
step
Amplifier Use
B 2 f(xr)
C 2 f(xr)
E 2 Fout
G / xs
H / xs
J 2 F(t)
L high gain amplifier
N / xm
0 f  ..
P 2 Xm
R gain of - 10
S 2 M*
U r f[T(t)]dt
W I St
:  R
AA / Xo
BB I Xo
EE / X2
FF / X2
HH / Xs
II j Xs
KK / Xf.
LL J X .,
MM J X4 •
ÔQ / X^_______________
A, D, F, I, K, M, Q, T, V, 
Y, CC, DD, GG, JJ, and NN 
are all sign changers
Féo
QSM
function generator 
multiplier
Switches
No,
FS 00 
F S , . -Ql .
Switch Use
accel. reference 
stabilizer______
Table 7-3: Pot. and Amplifier Assignments.
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Discussion of Results
The simulation of the space vehicle of Figure 7—2
was seen to be quite successful. Several variables were con­
sidered and their effects are shown in Figures 7—11 through 
7—17. These variables are:
1. Position of the stabilizer damper,
2. Mass ratio parameter "f",
3. Accelerating reference tuning parameter "e" and
4. Thrust curve build-up time.
In each run, all or part of the vehicle mode is 
shown. However, the most significant fact to be observed 
throughout these tests is the excursion of Xq . This is the 
motion which must be netted by the actuation of the active 
member of the simulator thrust stand to produce simulation.
It is interesting to note that the excursion of Xq was nev­
er greater than 0.04 inches peak to peak.
A pulse was used to compare the effect of moving 
the stabilizer from position x^ to Xg. This comparison 
is made in Figures 7—11 and 7—12. No apparent change is made 
in the mode of vehicle oscillation by moving the reference. 
The pulse serves to bring out the worst vehicle transient 
conditions since it is the sum of an instantaneous step—up 
and step-down.
The effect of varying the mass ratio coefficient
f is shown in Figure 7-13. The indicated thrust, T(t)^^^,
vividly displays the result. Hence, if the indicated thrust
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is desired within a certain precision, f may be used as the 
variable for setting the accuracy requirements on the system 
components.
It is also interesting to note the effect of f 
on the positioning variable Xq. The fifty percent change in 
f caused only approximately a five percent change in the Xq 
amplitude.
The usual method of measuring thrust is by a force 
transducer output only. Figure 7—13 shows the comparison of 
thrust transducer output [F(t)] and the method which utilized 
not only a thrust transducer but also an accelerometer [T(t) 
indicated].
Figure 7—14 presents the analog data concerning 
the effect of the accelerating reference balance parameter 
e on the analog simulator performance. The time scale was 
contracted so that the low frequency mode could be observed.
A step input (with no step—down) was used as a limiting con­
dition of a thrust curve build-up time. The values of F(t) 
and T(t)iad were not affected noticeably by this parameter. 
However, the vehicle is seen to "drift up" or "drift down" 
dependent upon the value of e. The maximum excursion is an 
important quantity since it determines the active strut ac­
tuator travel. The optimum setting of e is seen to be in 
the vicinity of 0.998 to 1.000 to minimize this maximum 
excursion and hence the actuator travel. The only reason for 
e to be other than unity is that the large number of compo—
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nents required to produce the vehicle simulation result in a 
composite drift error. The high sensitivity to tuning is due 
to the low order stability of the stabilizer system.
Finally, the response of the simulator to several 
thrust curves was observed. These thrust curves were as shown 
in Figure 7—4. The rise times were 0.001, 0.010, and 0.100 
seconds respectively. The stability of the system remained 
consistent for all thrust curves. The maximum excursion of 
Xq was seen to be 0.035 inches from Figure 7—15.
This completes the analog computer analysis and 
verification of a particular space vehicle simulated within 
an active rocket test stand.
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C H A P T E R  V I I I  
INSTRUMENTATION, PRECISION, AND SIMULATOR STABILITY
Regardless of the care taken in attempting to sim­
ulate the theoretical dynamics of a space vehicle, the final 
success depends upon the quality and proper utility of the 
electrical components used in the simulator. Although the 
general solution of the electrical problem is beyond the 
scope of this investigation, a simplified analysis will be 
presented as a means of indicating the potential problem 
areas.
Servo Loop Stability
Assume that the active strut of a rocket motor 
thrust stand contains a closed loop servo actuator, loop 1, 
as shown in Figure 8—1. The objective of this servo loop is
N,
N
N
N
N
\
\
servo actuator
force transducer7
x6
i xp
e
amplifier
SPACE
VEHICLE
ANALOG
Figure 8-1: Simulator Schematic Diagram.
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to drive the error function, denoted by to zero such that 
Xq = Xq . Thus, the loop may be denoted by a transfer function 
G(s) which will be interpreted as the ratio of the output 
x<5 to the input Xq .
Next, consider the rocket motor which is driven 
by Xq and T. Since the thrust need not be included for 
the stability check, the response may be denoted by the trans­
fer function H(s) which is the ratio of Xjn to Xq .
Finally, the analog computer may be represented 
by the transfer function I(s) which is the ratio of Xq to 
F. This closes the loop. One problem still remains in com­
pletely defining the servo loop. This is that F is not comr- 
patible with the output of H(s). However the known relation
F = K(xm - %6)
(where K is the strut spring stiffness) will satisfy the 
objective. Figure 8—2 depicts the resulting servo loop. By
H(s)G(s)
K[l(s)]
Figure 8-2: Simulator Servo Loop.
12T
K[I(s )][G(s )]
Xn
H(s)
Figure 8-3: Reduced Simulator Servo Loop.
elimination of Xq from Figure 8—2 by the definition of the 
transfer function, there results Figure 8—3. The transfer 
function for the feedback system may now be calculated.
Let J(s) be the desired transfer function de­
fined by
J(s) = x<J/xm .
Since
Xm - X(5 = K[I(s)][G(s)] = l/[(xm/X(5) - 1]
there results
(8.1)
The remaining rocket motor component H(s) may now be com­
bined with equation (8.1) to yield the stability equation
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such that now the excursions of x^ may be monitored. Thus,
(j(s)][H(s)i - • <«■«
Equation (8.2) is the transfer function associated with the 
stability of the simulator. Since the input and output are 
both Xjh, the stability criteria for the system as discussed 
in this chapter [since I(s) and G(s) are stable] is satis­
fied when equation (8.2) sustains a value of less than unity. 
Since the quantity will be complex, other limiting stability 
criteria may be needed (see reference 5). From reference 5, 
the transfer function of a spring mass system under excita­
tion, such as that produced by the action of the exciter on 
the motor, is given by
H(s) + I s + 1
where K, M, and D are the spring, mass, and dashpot coef­
ficients associated with the strut. The symbol S is defined 
as the frequency times a unit vector in the complex plane. 
Thus, the simulator stability is seen to exist at low fre­
quencies, regardless of K, I(s), and G(s); although at 
higher frequencies these quantities are all of importance.
Therefore, depending on the transfer functions 
within a particular closed loop simulator, the spectral sta­
bility may be obtained as discussed here. This stability can
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be calculated by the solution of the roots of the resulting 
equation (derived as per equation (8.2)) by computer tech­
niques or by other methods (for example, see the stability 
criteria methods in references 5, 7, and 29).
Instrumentation and Precision
The previous discussion concerning the servo loop 
stability of the thrust stand vehicle simulator was simpli­
fied to some degree. Nevertheless it shows the importance of 
the individual components by means of equation (8.2). In 
terms of instrumentât ion this means precision, stability, and 
small phase lags in the desired operating range. Appendix D 
presents a discussion of the major components of the system 
and includes specific manufacturers’ products and their prop­
erties. Included are discussions of force transducers, flex­
ure pivots, accelerometers, amplifiers, and potentiometers.
Chapter II was concerned with the accuracy levels 
of current thrust measurements. This status has been attained 
by continual improvement in thrust stands, force transducers, 
recorders, and related instrumentation. However, to improve 
the accuracy at a rate demanded by the space effort, the dy­
namics problem introduced by rapid thrust build-up rates, 
sharp tail-offs, and unsteady burning in general, must be 
solved. This means either removing the emphasis placed on 
acceleration data or increasing the measurement precision 
thereof. For example, Figure 3-1 shows the peak indicated
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thrust to be nearly two hundred percent of the true thrust. 
Hence, to keep the desired accuracy level, inertial force 
components must be measured (and in some instances decoupled 
from other force measurements) within the same precision 
range that the force transducer is capable of. However, in­
stantaneous measurement of inertial data is not near this 
precision level at the present time.
Under the most desirable circumstances, that is, 
a rigid motor system, the inertial loading may be defined by
Fi ~ Mm kjjj (B.26)
where the subscript m refers to the properties of the mov­
ing mass on the motor side of the force transducer. If it is 
assumed that a small percentage measurement error, %, is
known to exist in the estimation of the propellant mass (see
Appendix E) and an error, a^» is also known to exist in the 
acceleration measurement then the largest possible error in 
inertial force measurement is given in the equation
Fi(l + )^ * Mjq(1 + ix^ m)xiji(l + ^a) (8.3)
where jx is the ratio of propellant mass to moving mass and
is the net error in inertial load measurement. Now, by 
expanding equation (8.3) and dropping small quantities, the 
error may be given by
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 ^ (8.4)
for small errors (for example, around 0.05 or less).
Appendix E gives the best estimation of instan­
taneous mass measurements to be near two percent. The most 
optimistic estimation in acceleration measurement precision 
is in the vicinity of one percent (see Appendix D). Thus, 
inertial force levels for high ]x systems can not be meas­
ured closer than approximately three percent (this is not in­
cluding recording, data reduction and other existent errors) .
The foregoing argument has shown that if thrust 
data is to be measured within a small part of one percent, one 
of the four subsequent procedures must be followed:
1. Improve bounds of mass and acceleration measurement 
errors such that e in equation (8.4)comes within 
the accuracy limitations of the thrust transducer;
2. Reduce excursions to zero thereby eliminating the 
dynamic loads;
3. Utilize the best obtainable combinations of 1 and
2 (including optimization of in equation (8.4)) ; 
and
4. Redefine the objective in thrust measurement and by 
proper dynamic simulation eliminate the need for 
the removal of the dynamic loads.
Needless to say, items 1 and 2 are beyond com­
prehension for the present. Item. 3 has some significant
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possibilities. Suppose the thrust stand was designed at a 
particular value of TSTI (reference Chapter X). The maximum 
error could then be given by
W  - Ef + (TSTI _ l)(Ea + (8.5)
where is the maximum thrust transducer error. Equation
(8.5) is the general statement of the thrust measurement re­
quirement . It shows that minimizing TSTI has a pronounced 
effect on the maximum error. However the mass ratio \x has 
coupling effects on TSTI and should be investigated for the 
particular problem.
Finally, the simulation concept requires a com­
pletely different type of error analysis. Under conditions 
of perfect simulation, the accuracy of the thrust force meas­
urement would not be limited by test stand motor dynamics. 
Also, the value of forcing function data (instead of thrust 
data) in terms of overall space mission requirements is hard 
to place a value on.
Appendix B shows the relatively small effect of 
varying the ratio of the motor mass to the vehicle mass on 
the value of the position x^ in the simulator. This is to 
say that the effect of small errors in inertial force meas­
urements concerning the motion of the vehicle is relatively 
insignificant in the simulation. For example, the system in 
Figure B-11 shows that a one hundred percent error in motor
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mass estimation causes around a seven percent error in Xq 
position. Hence a five percent error in mass measurement 
would decrease the resulting error in Xq to within the 
force transducer range. Therefore, an analog computer func­
tion generator may be used to generate the motor mass. This 
may be accomplished within approximately five percent by an 
assumed straight line mass expenditure rate.
The problem that remains to be solved in the sim­
ulator error analysis concerns the degree to which errors in 
simulation affect the actual space vehicle performance. This 
will entail rather lengthy analyses and will not be consid­
ered here.
C H A P T E R  I X  
COMPARISON OF RESULTS
It has been shown that space vehicle simulation 
is a logical approach to the thrust stand dynamics problem. 
This type of simulation not only produces the desired vibra­
tion environment but also diminishes the data reduction proc­
esses necessary to transform the results into a usable for­
mat. This is possible since thrust stand dynamics is no long­
er considered extraneous information but now assumes the posi­
tion as an important component of the vehicle forcing.
Appendix E presents typical rocket motor thrust
data as obtained from one of the most accurate large motor 
test cells in existence. Within the precision ranges desir­
able, the instantaneous thrust level is, admittedly, an un­
known quantity (primarily due to the effects of the stand 
dynamics). However, to remove the resulting superimposed 
stand dynamics from the transducer readings presupposes the 
knowledge of the motor propellant mass and the effective mo­
tor acceleration. The accuracy of the measurements associated
with these quantities leads to doubts concerning not only the
present accuracy levels possible, but also any adequate future 
solutions which might be formulated.
Since this dissertation is primarily concerned 
with the analog component of the simulator, any comparison 
of the results between present motor testing and simulation
13^
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testing must be a qualitative comparison. Additional studies
will be necessary to establish the ranges of utility of either
method. The success of simulation depends upon the proper
vehicle synthesis as well as upon the simulator accuracy.
Thus, the precision to be expected will be mainly a function
of the particular system tested.
With reference to Figure 7-13, it is apparent that
the performance of the simulated vehicle of Chapter VII is
somewhat dependent upon the value of the mass ratio parameter
"f". This parameter may be interpreted as the precision of
the measurement of the inertial component of force, M *x .m m
For example, at f = 0.95, a maximum error of five percent 
may be seen to exist between the values of T(t) and 
This data is analogous to present thrust stand corrected 
data, whereas the data obtained by simulation which is suffi­
cient for vehicle analysis is the quantity F(t). It can be 
seen that the variations in F(t) peaks are of smaller mag­
nitude than the T(t)^^^ variations.
It has been shown that forcing function data is 
of higher order utility and accuracy under the conditions of 
simulation than by that obtained from present testing methods. 
Nevertheless, the ultimate proof of the superiority of the 
simulation method depends upon the evaluation of the follow­
ing possible sources of errors. With respect to the present 
testing methods, these are:
1. The possible errors resulting from a lack of know-
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ledge concerning thrust stand dynamics ;
2. The possible (and probable) errors caused by inac­
curacies inherent in the data reduction system em­
ployed;
3. The possible errors resulting due to the additional 
degree(s) of freedom required when using T(t) data 
instead of F(t) data; and
4. The possible errors induced by subjecting the motor 
to an erroneous vibration environment.
Finally, with respect to the simulator technique,
5. The possible error introduced by a known amount of 
error in simulation.
The above comparisons can be seen to be a function 
of the mission requirements of the motor. A careful analysis 
of the error build-up must be made, throughout the data hand­
ling process, from the thrust stand to the final performance 
or design utilization. It is believed that only by such an 
analysis can the simulation concept prove to be advantageous.
C H A P T E R  X 
THRUST CURVE DEFINITION
The design of thrust measurement systems is con­
tinually plagued with the problem of rapid rise times of mo­
tors. Needless to say, the same problems arise in space ve­
hicle system design. Sudden thrust build-ups produce "over­
shoot" of the structural components beyond the statically de­
flected position and then, dependent on the damping present, 
oscillate about some steady—state deflection position. This 
.transient excursion also produces the maximum stresses, and 
thus determines the design stress levels of the system under 
the particular thrust condition.
Thrust stand design presents an additional and 
unique problem. This is the problem of the selection of the 
force transducers to monitor motor thrust levels. It may be 
summed up as follows : transducer resolution is inversely
proportional to transducer stiffness. That is to say a trade­
off must be made, when a transducer is chosen for a particular 
test, between the resolution and the design force rating. 
Hence, a knowledge of the maximum force levels a transducer 
will experience under the influence of a given rocket motor 
thrust curve is required for system optimization. In general, 
design manuals call for a factor of two for the ratio of peak 
stresses under sudden loading to the stresses under static 
loading. However, a sudden loading (step input) is a hypo—
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thetical one and the actual external loading may produce in­
ternal loading much less than this. Therefore, the purpose 
of the following study is to define the thrust curve spec­
trally as a source of transient excitation. Then, with a 
minimal knowledge of the thrust stand and the expected thrust 
function, an optimal transducer selection may be made.
Various methods exist for mathematical represen­
tation or definition of a particular function. For example, 
a thrust—time curve may be defined by a Fourier or an expo­
nential series. Such representations are useful in describing 
the function yet they lend no physical significance to the 
transients which might be excited by the function. This is 
primarily due to the fact that a thrust curve is neither har­
monic nor periodic. Also the period, or burning time, is of­
ten quite difficult to define.
The method described herein removes the thrust 
curve from the time domain and places it into the frequency 
domain. This considerably increases its* usefulness since fre­
quencies may be more simply
defined by known physical 
quantities.
Assume the thrust 
is to act on the single de­
gree of freedom thrust stand 
shown in Figure 10—1. For 
this configuration, the dy-
X
\
I
I M
Figure 10—1: Simplified
Thrust Stand Model.
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namic equation of motion may be written as
Mx + Cx + Kx = T
In terms of thrust per unit mass this equation becomes
^ E  ^  ~ W  ’ (10*1)
where cd| = K/M. By substitution of the relationships
C = and = 2M ,
equation (10.1) becomes
Thus far, the amplitudes discussed have been ab­
solute quantities. The scope of equation (10.2) would be more 
extensive if a dimensionless amplitude were employed. By 
utilizing the static deflection of M under the rated thrust 
level of T, defined by
^static ^ ^rated/^ » (10.3)
this may be accomplished. First, with the relationship 
= K/M, equation (10.3) may be written as
l4o
“static ~ rated''‘"n
Next, if equation (10.4) is divided into equation (10.2) and 
the substitution
^ *dynamic^*static
is made, there results
ÿ + 2^05^7 + cogy = wgT/Tyated • (10.5)
The solution of this equation for the maximum value of y 
will yield the desired design deflections and thus the struc­
tural loads. Equation (10.5) is thus completely generalized 
from the viewpoint of thrust stand properties.
The first question which might arise will concern 
the utility of equation (10.5) when the thrust stand contains 
more than a single degree of freedom and thus, additional 
natural frequencies. It can be shown that any additional 
natural frequency could feasibly give rise to unsuspected 
amplitudes. However, experience has shown that the fundamen­
tal natural frequency, which is usually low due to the trans­
ducer flexibility, is the only significant frequency in the 
stand system. Also, the higher natural frequencies may not 
be excited to any extent by the thrust function. This can 
be checked by the use of equation (10.5). If the higher nat­
llJ-1
ural frequencies are excited, then the technique fails and a 
higher order dynamics approach should be employed for the 
particular system.
Equation (10.5) is not yet in a very useful form. 
Its integration is not particularly simple (with reference to 
the complex thrust function). A designer employing many 
trials to determine the best transducer could feasibly spend 
most of his time integrating this equation. Hence a more 
simplified formulation will be sought.
Since only dimensionless quantities occur on the 
left hand side of equation (10.5) it would be quite simple 
to computerize the solution, substitute various values for 
üin and Ç and solve it throughout the appropriate frequency 
range. Since only the peak amplitudes would be of signifi­
cance, only these values should be retained. If a plot of 
these peaks was made for a particular motor, its performance 
could be predicted on any thrust stand of known and Ç .
Such a plot might be termed the "Thrust Spectral Transient 
Intensity" (TSTI) and would be a property of the thrust curve 
only.
Considerable work has been done in the field of 
transient analysis of simple oscillators. For example, ref­
erence 4 has closed form integrals available which satisfy 
equation (10.5) for simple forcing functions. Some of these 
are portrayed by the following equations and sketches of the 
forcing functions:
lk-2
2 .
Step function:
y = 2.0
Ramp function:
y = 1 + sin Qnl
tOnX 2 1 =
3. Versed-sine front:
y = 1 + IT CO^
CDnX 
2
-4x|^
(10.6)
(10.7)
(10.8)
However, thrust curves are much more complex func­
tions than these and require a much more rigorous analysis. 
For example, a thrust curve similar to the one shown in Fig­
ure 10—2 produces a super imposed oscillation which occurs 
during the amplitude build-up at particular values of 
Such an amplitude—time plot is shown in Figure 10—3. Equa­
tions (10.6) through (10.8) yield solutions for first maxi­
mums only. However, Figure 10—3 shows that there are many 
relative maximums occuring. Such will be the general case 
for thrust curves where high first, second, and higher rates 
of change of force with respect to time occur within the same 
functions.
Many methods exist for constructing TSTI curves 
for thrust functions. For the present, due to the generally
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Figure 10-2: Thrust Curve
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Figure 10—3 : Time Response to Thrust Curve of Figure 
10-2 at cDn ~ 76 ops.
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small magnitude of damping within thrust stands (Ç « 0.03), 
the velocity term will be dropped from equation (10.5). This 
induces only a small amount of conservatism in the solution. 
The thrust function will then be assumed to be a continuous 
function defined by a series of segmented cubics. No limit 
will be set on the number of intervals required to define it. 
Thus, the solution at any instant of time becomes (reference 
3):
yi(t) = f^T(t) = fi(&its + b^tz + c^t + d^)
(t^ < t < ti+i) (10.9)
However, this presents only a particular solution to equation
(10.5) and will not completely represent the transient phe­
nomena. The well known complementary function (reference 3)
y g = sin cont + cos cD^ t , (10.10)
which covers the same interval should complete the general 
solution.
Therefore, equations (10.9) and (10.10) will yield 
the time-dependent solution of equation (10.5) if care is 
taken in carrying the boundary conditions from the (i - 1)'st 
solution into the i'th solution.
Next, an iterative scheme will be used to find the 
maximum peaks which occur in the motion at a particular fre-
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quency ûd^ * All of the relative maximums will be compared 
over the largest interval wherein they may possibly occur. 
This need not be the entire thrust curve. For example, if it 
is known that the thrust curve of Figure 10-2 reached a 
steady-state value at 2800 pounds and leveled off, then the 
longest time required to insure the occurence of a maximum 
would be
^ymax ^ tggoo + ; or, in general,
tv = tm* + 1/f , where (10.11)
^max ^
trp* = the time beyond which there is no doubt of addi­
tional increase of excursion due to thrust (this 
corresponds to t in equation (10.8)); and
f = œ^/2-jr
Of course, evaluation of tq^ * is not very scientific. How­
ever, this value is usually quite obvious on a given thrust 
curve. If any doubt should exist, the entire thrust curve 
should be examined.
Having the largest relative maximum at a particular 
frequency, additional frequencies should be investigated un­
til y increases from a monotonous value of 1.0 to a mo— 
tonous value of 2.0. The TSTI curve will then be completed.
Figure 10—4 shows several TSTI curves for thrust
curves used throughout this dissertation. An additional
spiked thrust curve has been included. Appendix C contains
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Figure 10-4: TSTI Response.
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the development equations, flow charts, and FORTRAN compiler 
statements used in computing these curves. The input contains 
time increments, frequency range and increment, and the thrust 
curve. The output contains frequency, maximum amplitude, and 
time to maximum amplitude.
It may be seen by inspection of Figure 10—4 that 
for simple curves (such as the upper two curves) that the 
frequency range wherein TSTI values vary from very near unity 
to very near the value of 2.0 may be approximated by:
lower limit: %  "^max^^^^dt^max (10.12)
upper limit: %  T^^v/C^) , where (10.13)
^ dX IÎ18>X
Tmax/(§§)nax
for the ramp function in equation (10.7). The frequency range 
equations are conservative on the upper limit since equation 
(10.13) assumes the most rapid rise rate is sustained up to 
the maximum thrust level. However the lower limit could re­
quire modification for unusual functions.
Finally, the time increment used to examine the 
function must be sufficiently small so that no peaks will be 
overlooked. In general.
At = 7t/5üJjj , (10.14)
that is, one tenth of the natural period, will define the
1U8
response very well.
In conclusion, the TSTI curves will yield an accu­
rate value of the ratio of peak dynamic overshoot to static 
deflection, dependent upon the thrust curve representation 
and the knowledge of the thrust stand properties. By entry 
into the pertinent TSTI curve at the stand fundamental fre­
quency, significant design values and suggestive trends may 
be established. Thus, if such plots were provided for all 
motors, force transducer selection and/or thrust stand design 
could become much more exact.
C H A P T E R  X I  
CONCLUSIONS
It has been shown that space vehicle simulation 
is a practical approach to the thrust stand dynamics problem. 
This approach also allows the rocket motor to be tested in a 
simulated vibration environment without the presence of mas­
sive vehicle components, thus allowing the use of standardi 
readily available test cells. These properties, coupled with 
the advantages of reduced data manipulation, yield a poten­
tially useful rocket motor test and evaluation system.
This dissertation has been concerned primarily 
with the development of the space vehicle analog portion of 
the dynamics simulator. It was shown that the desired simu­
lation could be accomplished under the conditions set by the 
particular definition of "simulation". Here, the definition 
would imply only the vibratory component of the dynamics.
The concept of an accelerating reference was used 
to remove the D. C. component of the vehicle motion leaving 
only that portion defined as vibratory. The results of an 
analog computer verification yielded the sensitivity of the 
simulator to the reference. In conjunction with the ability 
to bias the analog with an error in reference motion, the 
concept of a tuning parameter was introduced. In the physical 
thrust cell utilization of the analog simulator, this will 
allow the operator to perform a prefiring balance such that
Iks
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the servo actuator may be placed in an optimum initial posi­
tion.
Even though the accelerating reference provided a 
means of positioning the vehicle (setting the balanced D. C. 
level) within the analog, neutral stability existed and any 
resulting stray voltages would activate the integrators and 
establish drift. In the test cell, this would cause the servo 
actuator to extend to the stops. This problem called for a 
stabilizer system and a quite efficient stabilizer damper was 
developed. In effect, it stabilized the vehicle to the ac­
celerating reference such that any displacements from the 
zero point would be quickly damped. One of the important 
properties of the stabilizer damper is that it will neither 
damp nor add spring stiffness to distort free-free vehicle 
modes if the desired design format is followed.
All of the theoretical developments and design re­
lations are presented in such a form that the design of any 
vehicle analog simulation may be accomplished if the differ­
ential equations can be solved on an analog computer. Of 
course, the servo loop stability of the simulator should al­
ways be checked as this defines the frequency limitations of 
the system.
The development of the technique of space vehicle 
simulation in a rocket motor thrust stand is thus concluded. 
This presents only the first of many efforts which must be 
expended in order to make test cell flight dynamics simula-
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tion a reality. Therefore, it is recommended that a program 
be initiated, such as the following, to meet this end.
First, a study should be conducted to determine 
where the need for the type of data obtainable by this meth­
od lies. This will establish the rocket motor thrust levels.
Next, the frequency range of the simulator should 
be studied to see if it can be extended to the range required 
for adequate utilization. This may be done by employing an 
analog computer. The primary variables should include:
1. Vehicle model transfer function;
2. Thrust butt fundamental frequency; and
3. Rocket motor and strut system fundamental frequency. 
These studies should be made in conjunction with the highest 
performance, commercially available dynamic exciter.
A space vehicle will usually require a complex 
formulation to describe its motion. In many instances, syn­
thesis may be used to reduce the complexity required for sim­
ulation; hence a study should be made to determine the limi­
tations of synthesizing.
Finally, a system should be designed, based on the 
above analyses, and this system tested with a live rocket 
motor. The data should be compared with in-flight data of 
the simulated vehicle. A final comparison of the performance 
attained by this method with the performance attained in the 
classical fashion should establish the value of the method. 
However, care must be taken since it is possible that a poor
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selection of a test specimen could result in erroneous con­
clusions.
This dissertation has presented a method for test­
ing rocket motors in a simulated dynamic environment. The 
method requires no bulky test equipment, thus allowing the 
use of current facilities without major modifications. It is 
believed that an approach such as this is the only economi­
cally feasible means of solving the thrust stand dynamics 
problem simultaneously keeping step with the rapid technolog­
ical advances of the space industry.
A P P E N D I X  A 
GENERAL EQUATIONS
Differential Equations
There are various methods available for defining 
the motion of an el­
ement of a dynamic 
system. Several such 
methods are the Hamr- 
iltonian, Lagrangian 
and the Newtonian 
formulations. For the 
systems concerned 
herein, the Newton­
ian approach is the 
most straightforward. 
This is partly due to 
the continual refer­
ence of the D'Alem­
bert concept to vis­
ualize a particular 
dynamic principle.
In general, for the 
systems concerned, 
forces are signifi­
cantly more easily
1, i-i
•n,i
i, 1+1
n,i
n , n-i 
xn
Figure A-1: General Dynamic
System.
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conceived than, for instance, momenta or energy.
Newton's Second Law of Motion states that
Force = Mass x Acceleration. (A.l)
Thus, if a dynamic system such as that shown in Figure A-1 
is set in motion, the Newtonian relationship may yield the 
differential equations of motion. The K's in this figure 
are generalized force coefficients. Here they will be con­
strued to represent spring constants (as they are used in the 
text*).
By assuming a displacement of each mass and apply­
ing equation (A.l) to the i'th mass in Figure A-1, its e- 
quation of motion becomes
Mi'xi = Kio(- x^) + Kii(Xi - Xi) + ... + Kia(%n “ ^i)
+ Fi .
By expanding this relation and removing the displacement terms 
to the left side of the equation, there results
M^Xi + (Kj^ Q + + . . . + Kj^ jj)Xj^  — K^iXi — Ki2%2
- ... - = F^ ; (A.2)
or, in general,
* Ônly the spring forces are considered here although damp­
ing may be treated in the same manner with identical conclu­
sions and format.
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+ S KijX^
3=0
Z K^^x. = F. , j # i.
j=i J
(A.3)
This arrays very nicely in matrix format as
n
3 =0 n J
"Mi ?i + -Kji •• Z Kij
Xn
: j=o 
-^nx" -^nj-
J=o
>n
"jn
■^3
Xi Fi
•
^ i fi
x_ F_n n
Hence, the choice of subscripts in Figure A—1 has led to an 
extremely simplifying conclusion. It may be summarized as 
follows: to write the matrix differential equations of motion 
for a lumped-mass parameter system,
1. Write the mass matrix as a diagonal matrix.
2. Multiply by the corresponding acceleration vector.
3. Write the stiffness (damping) matrix by
a. Summing all stiffness (damping) coefficients 
which have the subscript corresponding to the 
row wherein the related mass occurs and place 
this value on the main diagonal, and by
b. Placing the negative of the stiffness (damping) 
coefficient in the off-diagonal locations cor­
responding to the subscripts, remembering that
4. Multiply the stiffness (damping) matrix by the dis­
placement (velocity) vector; and
5. Finally the above, when summed are equal to the ex-
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ternal force vector. This is to say
[M][x] + [C][x] + [K][x] = [F] .
The above procedure was used throughout this dis­
sertation since it provided a simple bookkeeping method of 
writing (and checking) some of the rather lengthy sets of 
differential equations of motion.
Routh's Stability Criteria
The Routh Stability Criteria is a technique which 
affords not only the necessary conditions but the sufficient 
conditions for proof of the stability of a system.
Consider a system which has a characteristic equa­
tion given by
aor“ + a^r^  ^+ a^r^  ^+ ... + an-^r + a% = 0
where the a’s represent constant coefficients, the r ’s 
roots of the characteristic equation and n the order of the 
system.
First, the coefficients in the above equation are 
arrayed in the following order:
etc.
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From this the following array is calculated for a 6 ’th order 
system:
3-0 a^ a^
3-1 3-3 3-2 0
where
bi b3 bg 0
Cl C3 0  0
di d3 0 0
ei 0 0 0
3-2
bi = a . , a.^ = (aiag - aoa3)/ai
(A.4)
ao\^^^ 
T l
bs — (&1 & 4  “ j
Cl = (bi‘a3 - aib3)/bi ,
di = (cibg - biC3)/Ci ,
© 1 = (diCg - Cid3 )/di , etc.
Stability is said to exist if the entire first 
column (a©, ai, bi, Ci, di, and Oi) have the same algebraic 
sign.
The Routh Stability Criteria was used in conjunc­
tion with the development of the stabilizer—damper used in 
the space vehicle simulator.
A P P E N D I X  B 
ANALOG COMPUTER ANALYSES
Stability and Accelerating Reference
The concept of stability of a space vehicle—motor 
system with respect to a simulated vehicle reference was de­
rived in Chapter VI. Also, the development of the acceler­
ating reference frame was made in the same chapter.
The variables to be analyzed in this section which 
affect the vibratory motion of the motor are Sg, Sj^ , and 
x^. To keep this investigation from being too lengthy, an 
analog computer solution was used wherein the variation of 
the magnitudes of the above parameters was kept simple. For 
the analog analysis, the particular configuration assumed was 
a simplified version of the vehicle—motor system of Chapter 
VII. The following physical properties represent a system 
such as that shown in Figure 6—5 (and reproduced in Figure 
B-1 for convenience). For this case, assume the following 
properties :
Ml = 1800/386 lb-sec2/in ;
Ms = 200/386 Ib-sec^/in ;
K = 5x10® lb/in ;
C = 15 lb/(in-sec) ;
and the following dimensionless quantities (initial values):
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P(t)
Figure B-1: Motor-Vehicle Stability Model.
Sjj = 1.0 and 8^ = 1.0 ,
First, the combined stabilizer and accelerating reference 
concepts will be analyzed in conjunction with this system.
For simplicity, let the acceleration of the center 
of mass be defined by
P(t)
® Ml + Ms (B. 1)
This equation will be used to describe the motion of the ac­
celerating reference frame. The coefficient "e" is included 
to indicate the potential variation of this equation about 
the theoretical value of e of unity. For example, if e 
is set at a value of less than unity, the reference frame will 
initially move from some inertial reference point at a lesser 
rate than the system to which it is connected through a sta­
bilizer. This motion will induce oscillation about the steady 
state (static) deflection position.
l6o
The equations of motion may be written with refer­
ence to Figure B-1 as follows :
5
5x386x10 , 15x386,_ . , ^
Xi + ÏSÜO (SkXi - Xg) + 1800 (Sc^i - Xs) -
- 2000 , and
5x386x10 \ 15x386,. . ^
X 2   (xi - X2 ) ----2 ^ ( x i  - X2 ) =
lüü P(t) - P(t) .
Simplifying,
Xx + 1.072x10^ (SjjXi - X2 ) + 3.216(8^X1 - X2 ) = - 0.193P(t);
X2  - 9.65x10^(Xi — X2 ) — 28.95(Xi — X2 ) = 1.93P(t)
- 0.193P(t) .
To apply these equations to the analog computer, the ampli­
tudes were scaled by letting lO^x appear. Time was reduced 
by a factor of 1/100 and the thrust was scaled by P(t) = 
2800/40, allowing 70 volts to appear. The resulting equa­
tions are :
O.lxi = - 0.772[P(t)/40] - 1.072(SkXi - Xg)
—  0 .0 0 3 2 1 7 (8 ^X1 —  Xg) j
O.lxg = 9.65(xi — Xg) + .02895(xi - Xg)
+ 7.72[P(t)/40] - 0.772[P(t)/40] .
l6l
Figure B—2 shows the analog wiring diagram for these equa­
tions. The program was designed around ease of manipulation 
of the three potentiometers governing the values of Sj^ , 8^, 
and e. An experimental study of the variation of these co­
efficients was made. Table B-1 shows the potentiometer set­
tings and amplifier definitions for the study.
Pot.
nr.
Betting Definition Amp. Amplifier function
01 0.0500 constant A sign changer
02 0.1000 constant B time analog integrator
03 0.7720 constant C high gain amplifier
04 0.1000 O.le D Xi integrator
05 0.3217 constant £ Xi integrator
06 0.1000 0.18c F summer
07 0.2895 constant G sign changer
OS 0.1000 0.18k H Xg integrator
09 0.1072 constant I Xg integrator
10 0.0322 constant J summer
11 0.2895 constant K multiplier
12 0.9650 constant L
F60
sign changer 
function generator
Table B-1: Pot. and Amp. Values for Figure B—2.
The effect of variation of 8^ on the decay of 
the low frequency oscillation is merely the exponential decay 
given by
X  — Xq e
-Çont
for the non—resonant vehicle stabilizer system, where C is 
given by
07
0.1X2 RECORDEt^
-CSkXi -Xg)
-O.IXi RECORDER
0 5
0803 0 4
02 fRREG.
Figure B—2 : Analog Stability Study Diagram.
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Figure B-3 is the analog computer output showing the 
effect of various types of excitation: the five millisecond 
rise time similar to thrust build-up of a solid rocket motor, 
a square wave, and a pulse. The step function excites the 
higher vehicle mode which is undesirable for analysis, of the 
low frequency stabilizer mode. Thus, only the thrust curve 
is used throughout the remaining data.
Figure B—4 shows the variation in system dynamics 
with Sc« In both this figure and in Figure B-3, e and 8% 
were held constant at values of 1.0026 and 1.012 respec­
tively. This value of e was chosen to intentionally unbal­
ance the system. In Figures B-4 through B-6, the thrust curve 
terminations are not step downs but computer resets.
Figure B—5 shows the effect of varying the refer­
ence control parameter e with and held constant.
Also, Figure B—6 shows how changing 8^ to 1.030 effects 
the variation of performance with e. It may be seen that 
for e less than unity, the vehicle "overshoots” and gives 
rise to a low frequency oscillation. As e is increased, 
the oscillation amplitudes decrease to zero (at the tuned 
reference condition) and finally reverses sense. Figure B—7 
shows the reduced performance data from plots concerning var-
time
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Figure B-3: Response of Fourth Order System to Various Input
(e = 1.0026, Sc = Sk = 1.012).
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Figure B-4: Variation in Fourth Order System Response with Sc
(Sk = 1.012 and e = 1.0026).
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Figure B—7: Effect of Stabilizer and Accelerating
Reference on Simulator Induced Dynamics,
iation of e.
Five additional sets of data were taken similar 
to those shown in Figures B—5 and B-6. They were made to 
cover the expected range of Sj^  values. Figure B—7 shows 
the results of combined variation of e and S]j.
It is interesting to note that the lines for var-
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ious Sj^  values intersect at a particular point which is not 
at the zero amplitude ordinate. This may be attributed to 
the stabilizer induced bias which occurs when the mass to 
which it is attached deflects under the thrust loading. Note 
also in Figure B—4 that this mass (Mi) moves aft (toward the 
center of mass) upon thrust onset.
Thrust Stand Stabilizer and Accelerating Reference Check
The early sections of this appendix dealt with the 
development of concepts of system stability and accelerating 
reference frames in general. However, to adapt a motor to a 
rocket thrust stand, a more sophisticated set of parameters is 
necessary. Thus equation (B.1) must be replaced by equation 
(6.9). This equation may be written as
F(t) Mm
where f is the variation parameter devised to investigate 
the effect of MmXm/Mv on the accelerating reference.
Also, the stabilizer damper designed for low fre­
quency energy dissipation will be used here.
Figure B-8 shows the configuration to be analyzed. 
With reference to Figure B—8,
Mjn = 200/386 lb—sec /in
Ml = 1800/386 lb—sec^/in
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Figure B-8: Stabilizer-Damper Model.
M2  
Ki2 
K2 0  
Kmo 
Cl 2
C2 0
Mv
200/386 Ib-sec^/in 
5x10= lb/in 
17.15x10^ lb/in 
7.06x10= lb/in 
15 Ib/in/sec 
15 Ib/in/sec and
Ml + M2 (see equation B.2)
F(t) is the force exerted by the force transducer 
on both systems. It is shown positive (in compression) react­
ing at the attach rings.
Since there are five unknown quantities in the 
above equations, namely Xi, X2 , Xq, Xm and F(t), five 
equations of motion may be written. They are:
200
•ggç Xjtt + 7.06X10= (Xm - Xq) = T(t) (B.3)
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7.06x10=(Xm - x^) = F(t) , (B.4)
— Xi + 15xi - 15x2 + 5xlO=Xi - 5x 10^X2 = 0 (B.5)
X2 - 15xi + 30x2 - 15X q - SxlO^Xi
+ 22.15 x 10=X2 - 17.15x 10=X q = 0 , (B.6)
- 15X2 + 15%o - 17.15x10=(X2 - X q )  = F(t) . (B.7)
The motion of the vehicle relative to an acceler­
ating reference frame is obtained by annexing equation (B.2) 
to equations (B.5) and (B.6). Thus:
XjQ + 7.06x10^ (xjn - Xq) = T(t) , for motor; (B.8)
7.06x10=(xm - Xq) = F(t) , for motor; (B.9)
8001800 ^ [F(t)|386 , , ^  ,J(l|00j + 15x,
— 15x2 + 5xlO=Xi — 5x10 X2 = 0 ; (B.IO)
§§§ X2 + Xm (§§§) - 15 xi + 30x2
— 15xl05xi + 22.15x10^X2 - 17.15x 10=Xq = 0;(B.ll)
— 15x2 + 15xo - 17.15x105(X2 _ xq) = F(t) ; (B.12)
where all displacements now appear in the vibratory (tran­
sient) modes. Solving for the desired unknown in each equa­
tion yields
Xm = - 13.61x10=(xm — Xq) + 1.93T(t) ;
F(t) = 7.06x10^ (XjQ - Xo) ;
Xi = - [0.193F(t) + O.lfxJ - 3.215(xi - X2 )
— 1.072(xi — X2 ) + Fout )
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%2 ~ — [ 0.193F (t) + 0. X£Xjq] — 28.95(2x2 — X]_ — Xq)
+ 9.65x10^(xi — 4.43x2 + 3.43x q) ;
Xo = X2 - 1.43x10^(xo — X2 ) + 0.0667F(t) ;
where F^^^ is the stabilizer output force.
The above equations are adapted to an analog com­
puter by making the following mathematical substitutions :
Let lO^x, O.lx, T(t)/40, and F(t)/40 appear; 
and let t = lOOt; this slows down the solution.(B.18)
Substitution of the assumptions expressed by equation (B.18) 
into the five equations of motion produces the analog equa­
tions
O.lXjn = - 13.61(Xm - Xo) + 0.772[T(t)/40] ; (B.19)
0.l[F(t)/40] = 1.765(xm - X q ) ; (B.20)
O.lXi = -(.0772[F(t)/40] + .Olfx*) - 0.003215(xi - Xg)
— 1.072(xi — Xg) + O.OlFout ) (B.21) 
O.lxg = -(.0772[F(t)/40] + .Olf^) - 0.2895(2xg - Xi
- Xo) + 9.65(xi — 4.43xg + 3.43xo) ; (B.22)
O.lxo = O.lxg - 114.3(xo - Xg) + 2.667[F(t)/40].(B.23)
The value of the stabilizer force, Fout> has been inserted 
in equation (B.21) so that it will receive scaling with the 
other equations.
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Next, the equations of motion governing the sta­
bilizer system for i'he thrust stand space vehicle simulator 
will be formed by referring to the theory of Chapter VI. From 
equations (6.72) and (6.73) with the design natural frequency set 
at 20 radians per second, there is obtained
Xg = 1200(xin — Xg) — 69.308xg , and
Fout 2504.3x^^ - 1669.5Xg
Scaling by the use of equation (B. 18) as before,
Xg = 0.12(Xia — Xg) — 0.69308xg , and (B.24)
Fout ~ 2.5043xijj — 1.6695xg . (B.25)
Table B—2 is a summary of the analog computer e— 
quations. Table B—3 contains the potentiometer settings and 
amplifier definitions for the analog diagrams (representing 
the equations of Table B—2) shown in Figures B—9 and B—10.
The stabilizer is shown separate from the vehicle-motor analog 
diagram for clarity. The input and output junctions are 
clearly shown.
An EAI Pace 23IR Electronic Analog Computer was 
used to solve the set of equations shown in Table B—2. Sever­
al options were made possible by the versitility of this ma­
chine. The excitation source was governed by the three posi­
tion switch 001, shown in Figure B—9. Either the thrust
S T E P  INPUT
f  REF. ICO I OUTPUT AM P L .  E
04
60
REC.
THRU ST
CURVE
.08
REC.
05t  REF.
09
pEC.
-X
0 —20 REC.
25
002 SHOWN AS - X 4 
IN FIGURE B -10o u t :FIGURE B-IO
Figure B-9: Vehicle-Motor Simulator Circuit
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O.lXm = - 13.61 (Xm - Xo) + 0.772[T(t)/40j
0.l[F(t)/40] = 17.65(Xm - Xp)__________________________
Motor equations
O.lXi = -(0.0772[F(t)/40] + O.OlXm) - 0.003215(Xi - Xg)
— 1.072(xi — X2) + O.OlFg^^
0.1X2 = -(0.0772[F(t)/40] + O.Olx*) - 0.02895(2x2 -
— Xq) + 9.65(Xj_ — 4.43x2 + 3.43x q)
O.lxo = 0.1X2 - 114.3(Xo - X 2 ) + 2.667[F(t)/40]
Vehicle equations
O.lXg = 0.012(Xia - Xg) — 0.69308xg
Fout 2.5043xj_jj^  — 1.6695xg
xin = Xi
Stabilizer equations
Amplitude scale: x = lO^x ; Time scale: t  = lOOt.
Table B-2: Summary Chart of Analog Equations.
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Pot. No. Setting Amp. Amplifier Use
01 0.0500 A sign changer
02 0.1000 B F(t) + %nXm
03 0.5790 0 time reference
04 0.7720 D I X2
05 0.1000 E sign changer
06 0.3000 F sign changer
07 0.1261 G sign changer
08 0.1765 H 2 Xm
09 0.7720 I I Xm
10 0.7720 J I Xm
11 0.0322 K 2 (Xm — Xq)
12 0.4430 L sign changer
13 0.1072 M I X2
14 0.1765 N 2 (xg — Xi)
15 0.1000 0 sign changer
16 0.2667 P 2 Xo
17 0.2895 Q I Xo
18 0.3430 R 2 (xq — Xg)
19 0.5715 S sign changer
20 0.2895 T I
21 0.0322 U I
22 0.1000 V 2 f(xo,Xi,Xg)
23 0.1200 w 2 Fout
24 0.2504 X sign changer
25 0.9650 Y / Xs
26 0.1760 Z sign changer
27 0.6931 ZZ / %s
28 0.1200
29 0.1000 F&0 function generator
Table B-•3 : Pot. Set-tings and Amplifier Definitions for
Analog Programs Shown in Figures B—9 and B—10.
in1026
out
24
23• IX, 22. Ix — . Ix
zz
28
29
Figure B-10: Stabilizer-Damper Analog Circuit.
ITT
curve from the function generator, a pulse, or a step up or 
down was possible. Switch C02 made the cut-in and cut-out 
of the stabilizer system of Figure B—10 quite simple. Vari­
ation of the parameter f in equation (B.2) was accomplished 
by manipulation of potentiometer 05. The accelerating ref­
erence frame was tuned by the proper setting of potentiometer 
08. The theoretical setting was 0.1765 (e - 1.0000) but bal­
ance was attained at 0.1769 (e = 1.0023).
Figures B—11 and B—12 are the result of this study. 
A step input was used to excite the system.
The effect of the variation of the motor nass ratio 
parameter f was quite apparent. The vehicle motion was not 
affected to a high degree. However, the motor motion and the 
indicated thrust, given by
T(t).^a = F(t) + (B.26)
was considerably modified (see Figure B—11). This series of 
runs indicates the desirability of the use of equation (B.26) 
for monitoring thrust; namely with an accelerometer and a 
thrust transducer combination.
Figure B—12 shows the effect of the accelerating 
reference frame. The vehicle drifts away from the initial 
condition with the reference unbalanced. Phase two shows the 
effect of switching the stabilizer in after the vehicle was 
allowed to drift away from the neutral position for apprcxi—
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mately two time markers. Phase four shows the vehicle and 
motor mode with both the accelerating reference tuned and the 
stabilizer in at all times. It may be seen by comparing 
phases three and four that the stabilizer does not affect the 
high frequency mode.
A P P E N D I X  C 
DIGITAL COMPUTER PROGRAMS
Energy Dissipation Stabilizer Systems
As a means of evaluating the damping and stabiliz­
ing characteristics of several energy dissipation, stabilizer 
systems discussed in Chapter VI, an IBM 7074 Digital Computer 
Analysis was employed. This allowed a rapid check on each 
system as a function of a wide range of variables.
The equations analyzed were:
K
5 | £ i ^ i | C e «
K,
i | C e „
K,ef f 
K + i I Ceff
(^k — cp2/mns2 - 1) + i 2Çm/mns 
(Sk - co2 /cons2 ) + i 2Çœ/œns
^k[l - (co/cpn)^  + i 2to/con] — 1 
[1 — (œAon)2 + i 2Çü3/cûn]
^k[l + i 2C*m/mnl - 1 
[1 + i 2(*co/m&]
(^k — 1) + i 2C(a/(x>n 
Sjj + i 2Çœ/oin
and
;(6.37)
;(6.42)
(6.48)
(6.49)
The variables considered were 8^, p = œ/œ^, and Ç. Tables 
C—1 through C—4 show the computer output where
real values = Kgff/K 
imaginary values = ^ Cg^^
and
The FORTRAN compiler statements are not included since they
l8l
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.8 1 .4 4 6 2 8 1 .37931 2 .3 3 2 3 4 1 .1 5 6 9 4 , . 6 5 7 5 3 .9 1 2 ? 4 2.796.3  8 .7:-i9.-i .’ . f ' lC l  5 . - ; i4 u 8
1.0 3 .0 0 0 0 0 2 .5 0 0 0 0 3 . OCCOO 1.25C00 3 . CCCOO .5 3 3 3 3 3.CCC',.5 .62507' 3 .COC C. .  7 7 :  0 3Î
1.2 4 .0 3 7 7 4 1 .1 3206 3 .3 9 4 5 5 .8 6 0 6 3 3 .1 9 4 0 7 .6 3 5 1 4 -3.11349 .49445 3 .073 .-0 .4 0 3 1 7
1 .4 3 .7 7 7 2 0 :45'337" 3 .4 4 1 1 8 .5 1 4 7 1 3 .2 5 6 4 1 .4 4 8  72 3 . 1 6 1 : ’* .3771.5 3 .1 0 9 ')7 .3 1 9 6 3
1.6 3 .5 4 8 6 8 .2 2 5 1 0 3 .3 8 - 1 0 .3 1 4 3 4 3 .2 5 4 9 0 .3 1 3 7 3 3 .1 7  3 5 : .7 4 4 8 5 3.1 2 3 :9 .2 8 7 4 8
1.8 3 .4 0 4 6 2 .1 3 0 0 6 3 . 3 1 5 : 8 .2 0 3 0 7 3 .2 3 1 3 3 .2237-17 3 .1 7: e 2 7 .217,35. 3.124 ',.0 .21 ')2  9
2.0 3 .3 1 1 2 0 .0 3 2 9 9 3.2595.2 .1 3 8 4 1 3 .2 0 3 2 5 . 162 60 3 .1 3 3  73 .  1 6 53? 3.1.2C-0 .160  7:-
4 .0 3 .0 6 5 9 2 .00703 3 .0 6 3 7 6 . 0 1 5 : 0 3 .0 6 0 4 7 .017-35 3 .05  = 47) .7-2406 3.051--C .03 75 6
6.0 3 .0 2 6 4 4 .00195 3.023.04 .0 0 3 5 5 3 .72741 .00564 3 .C £ 6 ’. : .0 0 7 2 9 3.07937 .0.7-.7 7
8.0 3 .0 1 5 6 3 .0 0 0 8 0 3 .0 1 1 7 1 .0 7 1 6 0 3 .7 1561 .CC2 3 6 3 .0 :5 -24 .CC’ .C 3.7)14 ; i .073  7 9
10.0 3 .0 1 0 0 8 .00041 3 .01C o4 .0 0 0 7 1 3 .0 0 9 7 5 . 00:21 3 .0 C 9 4 ’4 .00159 3.00-)70 .0 7 1 9 6
20.0 3 .0 0 2 5 1 .00005 3.CC250 .007 10 ; . 0 0 2 5 0 .0 0 0 1 5 ->.06747 .0 0 0 2 0 .*.C074o . 0 . 7 7  5
4 0 .0 3 .0 0 0 6 3 .00001 3.CCC63 .0 7 0 0 1 3.0CC62 .00002 2 .0 0 0 - . : .0000,7 3.07) ,-,8 .C:7',)3
6 0 .0 3 .0 0 0 2 8 .00000 3 .0 0 6 2 8 .077,00 = .710026 .CCOOl 3.000,: '! .OCOOl I.O.IOO- .6--..-0.1
8 0 .0 3 .0 0 0 1 6 .COCCI 3.0C7.16 .0 0 0 0 0 : .710016 .CCCOC 3.00791), .00060 3 .0 0 7 1 5 .c - o o . :
100.0 3 .0 0 0 1 0 .00000 3 .CC1MO .00001 3 .0 0 0 1 0 .OCCOC 3.0001,0 .0 0 0 6 0 3.01)011: .0.-19-79
5 0 0 .0 3 .0 0 0 0 0 .00000 3 . OCCOO .001)01 3 .00007) .COCCI 3.C0C'-,’7 .00007- 3.006- )6 . 0 - 7 9 0
1000.0 3 .0 0 0 0 0 .COOCC 3 . OCCOC .OCOOl 3 . OCCOC .ccoco -3 .CCC1.9 . OCCOO 3.00 ,1)0 .C-.70C
2000.0 3 .0 0 0 0 0 .00001 3.CC6C0 .0 0 0 0 0 : .0 0 0 0 0 .OCCOC 3.00  0 . 0 .0 0 6 0 0 2 .007':-) .'M-iO'T
6 0 0 0 .0 3 . OOOOO .COOCC 3 .0C 600 -occoo 3 . OCCOO .0 0 0 0 1 3.0CO')C . 0 - 0 0 , 3 . CO', 77 .-l-ioi'.-i
TA B LE C - 2 -  CONCLUDED.
186
Sfc - 1-5 ; -  0 . 2 “  0 . 4 Î -  0 . 6 -  0 . 8 Ç -  1 .0
0 real imag real imag real imag real imag real imag
.2 .5 0 6 3 0 .07949 .5 2 4 9 6 .1 5 6 0 1 .55446 .2 2 6 9 3 .5 9 2 8 9 .29028 .6 3 7 9 3 . 3 4 4 , 3
.4 .5 2 4 9 6 .15601 . 5 9 : 6 9 .2 9 0 2 8 .66726 .39012 . 7 9 0 , 3 .4 ' ,403 .8 9 9 2 4 . 4 , 7 5 0
.6 .55446 .22693 .6 3 7 2 6 .3 9 0 1 2 .54141 .4 7 4  1 8 .9 7 9 6 0 .4 '9 9 ,8 1.09.116 . 4 9 1 , 0
. i .5 9 2 6 9 .29028 . 79: 50 .4 5 4 0 3 .97960 .4 9 9 5 8 1 .12098 .4 ,5 1 4 1 . 7 1 / 1 0 .44-/44
1.0 .63793 .34483 .8 9 '  24 .4 8 7 3 0 1 .99016 .4 9 1 8 0 1 .2 1910 .44944 1.3CÙ00 .4 0 0 0 0
1.2 .6 3 7 2 6 .3901? . 9 7  /oO .4 9 9 5 8 1 .17465 .46551 1 .23662 .46-970 1 .3 5 2 0 7 .3 5 5 0 3
1.4 .73373 .42631 1 .0 5 6 4 2 .4 9 6 8 1 1 .23o38 .43931 1 .33382 .37224 1 .3 8 6 8 8 .3 1 6 7 4
l . t .79058 .45403 1 .1 2 5 9 8 .4 6 5 1 4 1 .28662 .4 0 9 7 0 1 .3 ,7 8 1 .33891 1 .4 1 1 0 3 .2 6 4 7 0
1.8 .84141 .47418 1 .1 7 4 6 5 .4 6 6 5 1 1 .32350 .3 6 1 2 5 1 .39241 .30986 1 .4 2 9 3 7 . 2 5 7 , 8
2.C .8 9 0 2 4 .48730 1 .2 1 9 1 0 .4 4 9 4 4 1 .35207 .3 0 5 0 3 1 .41103 .28470 1 .4 4 1 1 8 . 2 3 , 2 9
4 .0 1 .2 1910 .44944 1 . 4 1 : 0 3 .2 8 4 7 0 1 .45840 .1 9 9 6  7 1 .4 7617 .15253 1 .4 8 4 6 2 .1 2 3 0 3
6 .0 1 .3 5207 .35503 1 .4 5 8 4 0 .1 9 9 6 7 1.48107 .1 3 6 2 6 1 .4 8927 .10305 1 .4 9 3 1 0 .0 8 2 7 6
S.O 1 .4 1103 .2 3 4  70 1 .4 7 6 1 7 .1 5 2 5 3 1 .48927 .1 0 3 0 5 1 .49393 .0  7 7u'3 1 .4  7 ,11 .-3,226
1 0 . C 1 .44113 .23529 1 .4 8 4 0 2 .1 2 3 0 8 1 .49310 .0 8 2 7 6 1.4-1611 .06226 1 .4 9 7 5 1 . 0 4 9 o i
2 0 . C 1 .4 3 4 6 ? .12306 1 . 4 9 o l l .0 6 2 2 6 1 .49827 .0 4 1 5 9 1 .49902 .03122 1 .4 9 9 3 8 .024-7,
4 0 .0 1 .49611 .06226 1 .4 9 4 0 2 .0 3 1 2 2 1 .4 9 9 ,7 .0 2 0 8 2 1 .4 9 9 7 , .01562 1 .4 9 9 8 4 .0 1 7 5 0
6 0 .0 1 .4 9827 .04159 1 .4 9 9 5 7 .0 2 0 8 2 1.49981 .0 1 3 8 9 1 .4 9 9 , 9 .01042 1 .4 9 9 9 3 . 0 1 : 3 3
cC.C 1.49902 .03122 1 .4 9 9  76 .0 1 3 6 2 1 .49989 .0 1 0 4 2 1 .49994 . 0 0  7,1 1 .4 9 9 9 6 .-0-j,25
ICO.C 1 .4 9933 .02498 1 .4 9 ' /o 4 .0 1 2 5 0 1 .49993 .00633 1 .4 9 9 /6 .0 0 6 2 5 1 .4 9 9 9 8 .0-1-3-20
5 0 0 .0 1 .4 9 9 9 8 .00500 1 .4 9 - 7 9 .0 0 2 5 0 1.50000 . 0 0 1 , 7 1 .5 0000 .00125 1 .5 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 1 0 0
ICCO.C 1.4  9999 .00250 1 .5 0 0 0 0 .0 0 1 2 5 1 .50000 .0 0 0 8 3 1 .50000 . 0 0 0 , 2 1.50-5-00 .00-, 51
. 9 .61473 .31370 . 8 4 : 4 1 . 4  7418 1 .03840 .4 9 8 5 2 1.17465 .46851 1 .2 6 4 1 5 .4 2 4 5 3
1.1 .66220 .36863 .93'-.4 3 .4 9 5 9 4 1 .13536 .4 8 1 3 3 1 .25595 . 4 2 9 , 2 1 .3 2 6 7 7 . 376 71
Sk - 1-5 -  1 .2 ( -  1 . 5 ( -  2 . 0 Ç -  4 . 0 c -  1 0 .0
0 real imag real imag real imag real imag real imag
.2 .6 o 7 2 6 .39012 .7 6 4 7 1 .4 4 1 1 8 .89024 .4 8 7 8 0 1 .21910 . 4 4 / 4 4 1 .4 4 1 1 8 .2 3 5 2 9
.4 .9 7 9 6 0 .49958 1 .0 9 ' .1 6 .4 9 1 8 0 1 .21910 .4 4 9 4 4 1 .41103 .7 8 4 7 0 1 .4 8 4 , 2 .  1230 ,
.6 1 .1 7 4 6 5 .40651 1.27.415 .4 2 4 5 3 1 .3520  7 .3 5 5 0  3 1 .43840 .1 9 9 6 7 1.4-7 31-3 .  0,;; 76
.8 1 .26662 .40970 1 . 3 5 : 0 7 .3 5 5 9 3 1 .41103 .284  70 1 .4 7 6 : 7 .1 5253 1 .4  7 ,1  1 .0 6 2 2 6
l .C 1 .3 5207 .35503 1 .4 0 ' .0 0 .3 0 0 0 0 1 .44118 .2 3 5 2 9 1 .48462 .1 2 3 0 8 1 .4 9  751 . 1 4 9 8 ,
1 .2 1 .39241 .30936 1 . 4 2 ‘.37 .2 5 7 6 8 1 .45840 .1 9 9 6 7 1 .4 8927 .1 0 3 0 5 1 .4 9 5 2 7 .1 4 1 5 9
1.4 1 .41363 .27340 1 . 4 4 / 3 5 .2 2 5 3 2 1 .46910 .1 7 3 0 5 1 .49209 . 0 , 8 5 5 1 .4 9 8  73 .0 3 3 6 7
1 .6 1 .4 3 6 4 9 .24386 1 .4 5 - 4 0 .1 9 9 6 7 1 .47617 .1 5 2 5 3 1 .49393 . 0 7 / 6 , 1 .49-/07 .6-3122
1.6 1 .4 4914 .2 1 9 /1 1 .4 6 9 5 4 .1 7 9 0 5 1 .48107 .13626 1 .49520 .06911 1.49-723 .02  7 76
2 .0 1 .45240 .19967 1 .4 7 / 9 7 .1 6 2 1 6 1 .48482 .1 2 3 0 8 1.49611 . 0 6 2 7 , i .4-7938 .02-.9O
4 .0 1 .4 6 9 2 7 .10305 1 . 4 9 : 1 0 .0 5 2 7 6 1 .49611 .0 6 2 2 6 1 .499 ':  2 . 0  3122 I .4 9 9 3 4 .0 1 2 5 0
6 .0 1 .4 9520 .06911 1 .4 9 6 9 2 .0 5 5 3 8 1 .4 9 8 ?7 .0 4 1 5 9 1.4'-/9,7 . 0 2 0 , 2 1 .4 9  793 .  0 J  V 3 3
6 . 0 1 .4 9 1 2 9 .05194 1 . 4 9 - 2 7 .0 4 1 5 9 1 .49902 .0 3 1 2 2 1 .49976 .0 1 5 6 2 1 .4 9 9 9 6 .0-0» 7 5
1 0 .C 1 .4 9827 .04159 1 . 4 9 , 0 9 .0 3 3 3 0 1 .49938 .02498 1 .49934 . 0 1 2 , 0 1 .4999!: .C0-/-10
2 0 .0 1 .4 9 9 5 7 .02032 1 .4 9 9 7 2 .0 1 6 6 6 1 .4 99P4 .0 1 2 5 0 1 .49996 . 0 0 , 2 5 1 .4 9 9 9 9 .1 0 2 5 0
4 0 .0 1 .4 9 9 3 9 .01042 1 .4 9 / 9 3 .0 0 8 3 3 1 .49996 . '30625 1 .49999 .0 0 3 1 2 1 .5 0 0 0 6 .0 0 1 2 5
60 . C 1 .49995 .00694 1 .4 9 9 9 7 .0 0 5 5 6 1 .49993 .'.10417 1.5 .30,0 . ( ’ 0 2 v 8 1 .5 3 0 0 0 .0-0-0 3  3
6 0 .0 1 .4 9 9 9 7 .00521 1 .4 9 9 9 8 .0 0 4 1 7 1.49999 .0 0 3 1 2 1.5C000 .001,-5 1 . 5 0 , 0 0 .-30062
1 0 0 .0 1 .49996 .00417 1 .4 9 9 9 9 .0 0 3 3 3 1.49999 .0 0 2 5 0 1 .56000 .0-0123 1 . , 0 3 3 - 3 .O-Ol-sO
6 0 0 .0 1 .5 0 0 0 0 .00063 i . s o r o o .0 0 0 6 7 1 .50000 .0 0 0 5 0 1.50C00 .-OC02 5 l.aOOO--. .uC'JiO
ICOC.O 1.5CCCC .00042 1.5C'j O0 .090  33 I.SJCOO .00025 1.5C0J0 .0 0 0 1 2 1 .5 3 0 0 3 . .0-01-05
.0 1 .3 2350 .38125 1 .3 7 0 3 7 .3 2 5 6 9 1 .42837 .25786 1 .48107 . 13626 1 .4 9 6 9 2 .055  38
1 .1 1 .37452 .33126 1 .4 1  .90 .2 7 7 5 4 1 .45055 .21611 1 .48725 .1 1 2 1 9 I . 4 9  794 .04536
Sk -  2.0 Ç -  0 .2 ( -  0 . 4 C -  0 . 6 Ç -  0 . 8 Ç -  1 .0
e real imag real imag real imag real imag real imag
.2 1 .0 0 6 3 6 .0  7949 1 .0 2 4 9 6 .15601 1 .05446 .22 6 9 3 1 .09289 . 2 9 C 2 , 1 .1 3 7 9 3 .34483
. 4 I .0 2 4 9 6 .15601 1 .0 9 i o 9 .2 9 0 2 8 1 .1 8 7 2 6 .39012 1.2'50'38 .4 5 4 0 3 1 .3 9 0 7 4 .48  780
. 6 1 .0 5 4 4 6 .22693 1 . 13726 .3 9 0 1 2 1 .34141 .47 4 1 8 1 .47960 .4 9 9 5 5 1 . 5 9 , 1 6 .49180
.  H 1 .0 9 2 8 9 .2902.8 1 .2 9 0 5 8 .4 5 4 0 3 1 .47960 .49958 1 .62098 .4 8 5 1 4 1 .7191-1 . 4 4  9 4 4
l .C 1 .1 3793 .34483 1 .3 9 0 2 4 .4 8 7 8 0 1 .59016 .4 9 1 3 0 1 .71910 .4 4 9 4 4 l.OC--00 .40,0-3
1 .2 1 .1 8 7 2 6 .39012 1 .4 7 9 6 0 .4 9 9 5 8 1 .67465 .46651 1 .7 8 6 ,2 .4C97'1 1 .5 5 2 0 7 . 3 5 ,0 3
1 .4 1 .2 3673 .42631 1 .5 5 6 4 2 .49681 1 .73835 .43 9 5 1 1 . 8 , 3 , 2 .3 7 2 2 4 1 .8968-’ . 3 1 ,7 4
1 .6 1 .2 9 0 , - . .45403 1 . 6 2 : 9 8 .48514 1 .78662 .4 0 9 7 0 1 .8 6  7,1 .338-71 1 .9 1 1 0 3 .254  70
1 .6 1 .34141 .47410 1 .6 7 4 6 5 .46831 1 .82350 .3 8 1 2 5 1 .39241 . 309/.6 1 . 9 2 , 3 7 . 2 5 7 8 ,  ■
2 .0 1 .3 9024 .48780 1 .7 1410 .4 4 9 4 4 1 .85207 .3 5 5 0 3 1 .91103 .2 8 4 7 3 1 .9 4 1 1 8 .23579
4 . 0 1 .7 1 9 1 0 .44944 1 . 9 U 0 3 .2 5 4 7 9 1 .95840 .1 9 9 6 7 1 .97617 .1 5 2 5 3 1 .9 8 4 6 2 .17 308
6 .0 1 .8 5 2 0 7 .35503 1 .95 . .40 .1 9 9 6 7 1 .98107 .13 6 2 6 1 . 9 ,9 ? 7 . 1C3Û5 1 .9 9 3 1 0 . 6 , 7 7 6
8 .0 1 .9 1 1 0 3 .28470 1 .9 7 6 1 7 .1 5 2 5 3 1 .96927 .10305 1 .99393 .0 7 7 6 5 1 .9 9611 .0 6 2 2 6
1 0 .0 1 .9 4 1 1 3 .23529 1 . 9 8 4 o2 . 1 2 3 0 8 1 .99310 .0 8 2 7 6 1 .99611 .0 6 2 2 6 1 .99751 .04983
2 0 .0 1 .9 8462 .12308 1 .9 9611 .0 6 2 2 6 1 .99827 .0 4 1 5 9 1 .99902 .0 3 1 2 2 1 .9 9 9 3 8 .62493
4 0 .0 1 .9 9611 .062  2& 1.99-/02 .0 3 1 2 2 1 .9 9 9 , 7 .0 2 0 8 2 1 .99976 . 0 1 5 6 2 1 . 9 9 9 , 4 .6 1 2 5 0
6 0 . C 1 .9 9 6 2 7 .0 4 1 5 9 1 .9 5 9 5 7 .0 2 0 8 2 1 .99981 .0 1 3 3 9 1 .9 9 9 ,7 . 0 1 0 4 2 1.99-793 .00-333
8 0 . Q 1 .9 9 9 0 2 .03122 1 .9 9 9 7 6 .0 1 5 6 2 1 .99989 .01 0 4 2 1 .99994 .0 0 7 6 1 1 .9 9 9 9 6 . 0 0 , 2  5
1 0 0 .0 1 .9 9 9 3 8 . .0 2 4 9 6 1 .9 9 9 8 4 .0 1 2 5 0 1 .99993 .0 0 8 3 3 1.9'9996 . 0 0 , 2 5 1 .9 9 9 9 6 . 0 6 ,0 0
5 0 0 .0 1 .9 9 9 9 8 .00500 1 .9 9 9 9 9 .0 0 2 5 0 2 .0 0 0 0 0 .0 0 1 6 7 2 .0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 1 2 5 2 .0 0 0 0 0 .0 0 1 0 6
ICOO.O 1 .9 9 9 9 9 .00250 2 . OOOOO .0 0 1 2 5 2 .0 0 0 0 0 .00083 2 .00000 .0CC62 2 .0 0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 5 0  '
. 9 1 .1 1 4 7 3 .31870 1 .34141 .4 7 4 1 8 1 .53840 .4 9 6 5 2 1 .6  7465 . 4 , 8 5 1 1 .7 6 4 1 5 .42453
1 .1 1 .1 6 2 2 0 .36663 1 .4 3643 .4 9 5 9 4 1 .63536 .4 8 1 3 3 1 .75595 . 4 2 9 , 2 1 .8 2 0 7 7 ■■.37o71
TABLE C - 3 :  DIGITAL C O M PU T E R O UTPUT FOR EQUATION C 6 .4  8 1
i8t
Sk -  2 . 0 -  1 . 2
imag
;
real
-  1 .5  
imag real
-  2 . 0  
imag real
— 4 . 0  
imag real
-  1 0 . 0  
image real
.2 1 .16726 .39014 1 .26471 .4 4 1 1 8 1 .3 9 0 2 4 .48780 1 .71910 .4 4 9 4 4 1 .94118 .2 3 5 2 9
.4 1 .47460 .4 9 9 5 8 1 . 5 9 . 1 6 .4 9 1 8 0 1 .7 1 9 1 0 .44944 1.91103 .2 0 4  70 1 .98462 .1 2 3 0 8
• b 1 .67465 .46851 1 .76415 .4 2 4 3 3 1 .3 5 2 0 7 .35503 1.95840 .1 9 9 6 7 1 .9 9310 .0 8 2 7 6
• fi 1.78662 .4 0 4  70 1 .8 5107 .3 5 5 0 3 1 .9 1 1 0 3 .2C47C 1.97617 .1 5 2 5 3 1.99611 .0 6 2 2 6
1 .0 1 .85207 .35503 1 .9 0 0 0 0 .3 0 0 0 0 1 .9 4 1 1 3 . 2 : 5 2 9 1.98462 .1 2 3 0 8 1 .99751 .0 4 9 8 8
1 .2 1.89241 .30987, 1 .9 2 1 3 7 .2 5 7 8 3 1 .9 5 8 4 0 .19967 1 .98927 .10305 1 .99827 .0 4 1 5 9
1 .4 1 .91863 .27340 1 . 9 4 w35 .22532 1 .9 6 9 1 0 .173C5 1.99209 .0 8 8 3 6 1 .9 9 , 7 3 .0 3 3 6 7
1 .& 1 .93649 .24380 1.95C.40 .1 9 9 6 7 1 .9 7 6 1 7 .15253 1.99393 . 0 7 7 , 5 1 .99902 .03122
1 .8 1.94914 .21971 1 .967  84 .1 7 9 0 5 1 .9 6 1 0 7 .13626 1.99520 .06911 1 .9 9923 .0 2 7 7 6
2 .0 1 .95840 .19967 1 .9 7297 .1 6 2 1 6 1 . 9 8 4 6 : .12308 1.99611 . 0 , 2 2 6 1.99938 . 0 2 4 9 ,
4 . 0 1 .9892 7 .10308 1 .9 9 3 1 0 .0 8 2 7 6 1 .9 9 6 1 1 .06226 1.99902 .03122 1 .9 9984 .0 1 2 5 0
A.O 1.99520 .06911 1 .9 9 ,9 2 .05538 1 .9 9 6 2 7 .0 4 1 5 9 1.99957 .0 2 0 6 2 1.99993 .0 0 8 3 3
8 .0 1 .99729 .03194 1 .9 9 ^ 2 7 .0 4 1 5 9 1 .9 9 9 0 2 .1)3122 1 .9 ) 9  76 .01562 1 .0 9 9 9 6 .0 0 6 2 5
1 0 .0 1 .49827 .04159 1 .9 9689 .03330 1 .9 9 9 3 8 .02498 1 .9 )9 8 4 .0 1 2 5 0 1 .99993 .0 0 5 0 0
2 0 .0 1.99457 .0206w 1 .9 9972 .0 1 6 6 6 1 .9 9 9 8 4 .01250 1.99996 .00625 1 .9 9999 .0 0 2 5 0
4 0 . 0 1 .99969 .01042 1 .9 9  .93 .0 0 8 3 3 1 .9 9 9 9 6 .00625 1 .4 9 9 9 ) .00312 2 .0 0 0 0 0 .ÜC125
6 0 .0 1 .99995 .0069'- 1 .9 9 4 ) 7 .0 0 5 5 6 1 .9 9 9 9 8 .00417 2.00COO .00208 2 .0 0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 3 3
6 0 .0 1 .99997 .00521 1 .9 9 9 ) 8 .0 0 4 1 7 1 .9 9 9 9 9 .00312 2.0COCO .CC156 2 . OOOOO .0 0 0 6 2
100 .0 1.99996 .0 0 4 1 7 1 .9 9 9 9 9 .0 0 3 3 3 1 .9 9 9 9 ) .00250 2 .00000 .00125 Z.JOOOO .0 0 0 5 0
8 0 0 .0 2 . OOOOO .90083 2 . 0 C .00 .0 0 0 6 7 2 .0 0 0 0 0 .00050 2 .00000 .0CÛ85 2 .0 0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 1 0
ICCO.O 2.00000 .00042 2.0CC00 .0 0 0 3 3 2 . OOCOO .00025 2 . CCCOO .0C012 2 .0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 ,
.1 1 .8 2 3 ,0 .38125 1 . 8 7 ,3 7 .3 2 5 6 9 1 .9 2 c 3 7 .25738 1.98107 .13625 1 .9 9692 . u 5 5 3 .
1 .1 1 .  6 7452 .  33127. 1.91-.90 .2 7 7 5 4 1 .9 5 0 8 6 .21611 1.93725 .1 1 2 1 9 1 .99794 .0 4 5 3 6
Sk -  3 .0 c -  0 . 2 Ç - 0 . 4 ( “ 0.6 Ç - 0.8 ; -  1 . 0
P real Imag real imag real imag real imag real imag
. 2 2 .0 0 6 3 6 .07949 2 .0 2 4 9 6 .15601 2 .0 5 4 4 6 .2 2 6 9 3 2 .09259 .29028 8 .1 3793 .344  33
.4 2 .0 2496 .15601 2 .0 9 2 8 9 -29028 2 .1 8 7 2 6 .3 9 0 1 2 2 .29058 .45403 2 .3 9024 .4 8 7 3 0
. 6 2 .0 5 4 4 6 .2 2 6 9 3 2 .1 8 7 2 6 .3 ) 0 1 2 2 .3 4 1 4 1 .47418 2 .47960 .49958 2 .5 9 0 1 6 . 4 9 1 , 0
.8 2 .0 9269 .29028 2 .2 9 0 5 b .45403 2 .4 7 9 6 0 .49938 2 .62098 . 4 , 5 1 4 2 .7 1910 .4 4  944
l .O 2 .1 3  793 .34483 2 .3 9 0 2 4 .4 8 7 8 0 2 .5 9 0 1 6 .4913C 2 .71910 .44944 2 .8 0 0 0 0 .4 0 0 0 0
1 .2 2 .1 8726 .39012 2 .4  7)80 .4 9 9 5 3 2 .6 7 4 6 5 .46851 2 .78662 . 4 0 9 / 0 2 . 8 5 : 0 7 .3 5  303
1 .4 2 .2 3 8 7 3 .42631 2 . 5 5 , 4 2 .49681 2 .7 3 8 3 8 .43951 2 .83382 .37224 2 .6 8 6 3 8 .3 1 6 7 4
1 .8 2 .29058 .45403 2 . 6 2  98 .4 8 5 1 4 2 .7 8 6 6 2 .40970 2.86761 .33891 2 .9 1103 .2 8 4  70
I . y 2 .34141 .47418 2 . 6  7465 .46851 2 .8 2 3 5 0 .3 8 1 2 5 2 .89241 .30966 2 .9 2837 .2 5 7 8 8
2 .0 2 .3 9024 .48780 2 .7 1 9 1 0 .4 4 9 4 4 2 .8 5 2 0 7 .35503 2 .91103 .2 3 4  70 2 .9 411b .2  3329
4 .0 2 .7 1910 .44944 2 . )1 .0 3 .28470 2 .9 5 8 4 0 .19967 2 .9  761 7 .15253 2 .98462 .1 2 3 0 8
8 .0 2 .6 5207 .35503 2.95M40 . 1)96 7 2 .9 8 1 0 7 .13626 2 .9892  7 .10305 2 .9 9 3 1 0 .0 8 2 7 6
6 .0 2 .9 1103 .28470 2 .9 7 6 1 7 .15253 2 .9 3 9 2 7 .10305 2 .9 )3 9 3 .07765 2 .9 9 ,1 1 .0 6 2 2 6
1 0 . C 2.94118. .23529 2 .9 8 4 6 2 .12 308 2 .9 9 3 1 0 .08276 2 .9 )6 1 1 .06226 2 .9 )7 5 1 .0 4  )5s
2 0 .0 2 .98462 .12308 2 .9 9 6 1 1 .0 6 2 2 6 2 .9 9 8 2 7 .04159 2 .99902 .03122 2 .99938 . 0 2 4 9 ,
4 0 . C 2 .99611 .0 6 2 2 6 2 .9 9 9 0 2 .0 3 1 2 2 2 .9 9 9 5 7 .02082 2 .99976 .011,62 2 .9 9984 .0 1 2 5 0
6 0 .0 2 .9 9 9 2 7 .0 4 1 5 9 2 .  )9  ) j 7 .02082 2 .0 9 9 8 1 .0 1 3 3 9 2 .5 ) 9 8 9 .01042 2 .99993 .0 0 8 3 3
« 0 .0 2 .99402 .03122 2 . 9 9  ,76 .01562 2 .9 9 9 3 9 .0 1 0 4 2 2 .99994 .00  781 2 .9 9996 .0 0 6 2 5
ICO.C 2.99936 .0 2 4 9 8 2 .9 9 9 8 4 .01250 2 .9 9 9 9 3 .00833 2 .99996 .0C625 2 . 9 9 )9A .00300
5 0 0 .0 2 .9 9 9 9 8 .00500 2 .9 9 ) 9 9 .00260 3.0000U .0 0 1 6 7 3.00000 .00125 3 .00000 .0011)0
ICOO.O 2 .9 4 9 9 9 .00250 3 . OOCOO .00125 3 .0 0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 8 3 3 .00000 .00062 3 .00000 .0 0 0 5 0
.4 2 .1 1473 .31570 2 .3 4 1 4 1 .4 7 4 1 8 2 .5 3 8 4 0 .4 ) 8 5 2 2 .67465 .4 6 ,5 1 2 .7 6415 .4 2 4 5 3
1 .1 2 .1 6220 .36663 2 .4 3 6 4 3 .4 9 5 9 4 2 .6 3 5 3 6 .48133 2 .73595 .42952 2 .8 2 8 7 7 .37671
Sk -  3 . 0 Ç -  1 .2 ( “  1 .5 Ç -  2 . 0 c -  4 . 0 ; -  1 0 .0
P real imag real imag real imag real imag real imag
. 2 2 .1 6 7 2 , .39012 2 .2 6 4 7 1 .441 IS 2 .39C 24 .48730 2 .71910 .4 4 9 4 4 2 .9 4 1 1 8 .2 3 5 2 9
.4 2 .4 7960 .49 9 5 c 2 .5 9 0 1 6 .49180 2 .7 1 9 1 0 .44944 2 .91103 . 2 , 4 7 0 2 .9 8462 . 1 2 3 0 ,
. 5 2 .6 7 4 c 5 .46851 2 .7 6 4 1 5 .4 2 4 3 3 2 .3 5 2 0 7 .35503 2 .95840 . 1 9 9 , 7 2 .99310 .0 8 2 7 6
7 .786o2 .40970 2 .5 5 8 0 7 .35503 2 .9 1 1 0 3 .2847C 2.97617 .1 ) 2 5 3 2 .9 9 ,1 1 .0 6 2 2 6
1 .0 2 .85207 .35503 2 .9 0 0 0 0 .30000 2 .9 4 1  lb .23529 2 .9 8 4 ,2 .12303 2 .99751 .0 4  930
1 .2 2 .64241 .3 0 9  60 2 .9 2 5 3 7 .25785 2 .9 5 6 4 0 .19967 2 .98927 .10305 2 .9 9827 .0 4 1 5 9
1 .4 2 .9 1363 .27340 2 .9 4 6 3 5 .22532 2 .9 6 ) 1 0 .17305 2 .99209 . 0 , 8 5 8 2 .9 9 8 7 3 .0 3 5 6 7
1 .6 2 .9 3649 .24334 2 .  V5-.40 .1 " 9 6 7 2 .9 7 6 1 7 .1 5 2 5 3 2 .99393 .07765 2 . 9 9 )02 .03122
1 .6 2 .9 4414 .21971 2 .9 6 8 8 4 .1 7 9 0 5 2 .9 8 1 0 7 .13626 2 .99320 . C 6 9 i l 2 .9 9923 .0 2 7 7 6
2 .0 2.9564C .19967 2 . 9 7 : 9 7 .16216 2 .9 8 4 6 2 .12308 2.90611 . 0 , 2 2 6 2 .99938 .0 2 4 9 8
4 . 0 2 .9 6 9 2 7 .10305 2 .9 9 3 1 0 .05276 2 .9 9 6 1 1 .06226 2 .99902 .03122 2 .9 9 9 , 4 .0 1 2 5 0
6 .0 2 .9 9  520 .06911 2 .9 9 6 9 2 .05538 2 .9 9 8 2 7 .0 4 1 5 9 2 .99957 .0 : 0 8 2 2 .9 9 9 9 3 .0 0 5 3 3
P.C 2 .9 9729 .05194 2 . 9 9 , 2 7 .04159 2 .9 9 9 0 2 .03122 2 .99976 .01562 2 .9 9 9 9 6 .0 0 6 2 5
1 0 .0 2 .9 9627 .04159 2 .9 9 4 8 9 .03330 2 .9 9 9 3 8 .02498 2 .9 )9 8 4 .01250 2 .9 9998 .0 0 5 0 0
2 0 .0 2 .9 9 9 5 7 .02082 2 .9 9 9  72 .01666 2 .9 9 9 8 4 .0125C 2 .9 9 9 ) 6 .00625 2 .9 9999 .0 0 2 5 0
4C.C 2 .9 9969 .01042 2 .9 9 9 9 3 .0 0 8 3 3 2 .9 9 9 9 6 .00625 2 .99949 .00312 3 .00000 .0 0 1 2 5
6 0 . C 2 .9 9995 .00694 2 .9 9 9 9 7 .00556 2 .9 9 9 9 3 .00417 3 . OCCOO .0C2C8 3 . CCOCO .0 0 0 5  3
8 0 .0 2 .9 9997 .00521 2 . 9 9  )96 .0 0 4 1 7 2 .9 9 9 9 9 .00312 3 . OOOOO .00156 3 .00000 .00062
1 0 0 .0 2 .4 9998 .00417 2 .9 9 9 9 9 .00333 2 .9 9 9 9 9 .00250 3 .00000 .00125 3 .00000 .0 0 0 5 0
5C0.C 3 . CCOOC .00083 3.000CC .0 0 0 6 7 3 .0 0 0 0 0 .00050 3 .00000 .00025 3 .0 0000 .0 0 0 1 0
ICCC.C 3 . CCCOO .00042 3.0CUÜÜ .0 0 0 3 3 3 .0 0 0 0 0 .00025 3 . CCOCO .0CC12 3.00000 .0 0 0 0 5
.4 2 .8 2356 .38125 2 . 3 7  )37 .32569 2 .9 2 8 3 7 .2 5 7 3 8 2.9Ô1C7 .13626 2 .9 9 o92 .0 5 5 3 8
l . l 2 .8 7452 .33 1 2 c 2 .9 1 5 9 0 .27734 2 .9 5 0 8 3 .21611 2 .98725 .11219 2 .9 9  794 .0 4 5 3 6
TABLE C--3= CONCLUDED.
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Sic -  1 -5 -  0 . 6 Ç -  0 . 8 -  1 . 0 Ç -  1 .2 ç -  1 . 4
P r e a l Imag r e a l imag r e a l imag r e a l imag r e a l imag
.2 .3 4 9 9  7 .1 0 4 0 0 .3 6 7 3 5 .1 3 6 0 3 .37759 .16598 .3 9 5 2 6 .19352 .4 1 4 8 9 .2 1 8 4 4
.4 .3 9 5 2 6 .1 9 3 5 2 .4 3 6 0 1 . 2 4 0 6 4 .48097 .2 7682 .5 2  705 .30269 .5 7 1 9 7 .3 1 9 6 0
.6 .4 5 8 1 7 .2 6 0 0 6 .5 2  705 .3 0 2 6 9 - : '5 9 3 5 Û “ .32520 .6 5 3 0 7 . 33306 .70428- - 73-31-20-
. d .5 2 7 0 5 .3 0 2 6 9 .6 1 4 2 4 .3 2 9 1 6 .68815 .33264 . 7 , 7 3 ? .32343 .7 9 3 6 0 .3 0 8 2 2
l .C .5 9 3 5 0 .3 2 5 2 0 .0 6 6 1 5 .3 3 2 6 4 : 76000 .32000 .8 1 2 7 3 .23963 .8 5 1 3 4 .2 7 7 5 0
1 .2 .6 5 3 0 7 .3 3 3 0 6 .7 4 7 3 2 .3 2 3 4 3 .81273 .29963 .8 5 7 7 4 .27313 .68921 .2 4 8 1 6
1 .4 .7 0 4 2 8 .3 3 1 2 0 . 793o0 .3 9 8 2 2  ■“ 85134- 127750 .8 8 9 2 1 .2 4 8 1 6 T 9 1 -4 W - 7 2 2 2 5 2  -
1 .6 .7 4 7 3 2 .3 2 3 4 3 .8 2 5 6 2 .2 9 0 7 9 .87990 .25620 .9 1 1 7 4 .22594 .9 3 2 8 0 .20071
1 .6 .7 5 3 1 0 .3 1 2 3 4 . 8 5 / 7 4 .2 7 3 1 3 .901-38 .23669 .9 2 8 2 7 .2 0 8 5 8 .9 4 5 7 5 —.“18727-
7.C .8 1 2 7 3 .2 9 9 6 3 .3 7 9 9 0 .2 5 6 2 0 .91781 .21918 .9 4 0 6 9 .1 8 9 6 0 .9 5 5 3 7 . 166o2
4.C .9 4 0 6 9 .1 3 9 8 0 .9 6 8 2 9 .1 4 8 1 1 .9 7 7 3 6 .12075 .9 8 4 1 1 .10168 .9 8 6 2 5 .0 8 7 7 1
6.C .9 7 2 2 7 .13311 .9 8 4 1 1 .1 0 1 6 8 .98974 .08205 . 9 / 2 8 4 .06670 .9 9 4 7 3 .05-/05
O.C .9 8 4 1 1 .1 0 1 6 6 .9 9 6 9  7 .0 7  70 7 .9 9 4 1 9 .06196 .9 9 5 9 6 .081  77 .99702 .0 4 4 4 4
1 0 . C .9 8 9 7 4 .0 8 2 0 5 . 9 9 s l 9 .0 6 1 9 6 .99627 .049  72 .9 9 7 4 1 .0 4 1 8 0 .9 9 o 0 9 .0 3 5 6 1
2 0 . C .9 9 7 4 1 .0 4 1 5 0 .7 9 6 3 4 .0 3 1 1 8 .9 9 9 0 6 .62496 . 9 9 9 3 5 .02061 .9 9 9 5 2 .0 1 7 8 4
4 0 .0 .9 9 9 3 5 .0 2081 .9 9 9 6 3 .0 1 5 6 2 .9 9 9 7 7 .01250 . 9 9 9 8 4 .01041 .9 9 9 6 0 . 0 0 6 / 3
6 0 .0 .99971 .0 1 3 8 6 .9 9 9 8 4 .0 1 0 4 1 .99990 .00833 .9 9 9 9 3 .00694 .9 9 9 9 5 .0 0 5 9 5
8 0 .0 .9 9 9 6 4 .01041 .9 9 9 9 1 .0 0 7 8 1 .99994 .00625 .9 9 9 9 6 .00521 . 9 9 / 9 7 .0 0 4 4 6
100 .0 .9 9 9 9 0 .0 0 8 3 3 .9 9  ,94 .0 0 6 2 5 . 9 9 9 / 6 .00500 .9 9 9 9 7 .00417 .9 9 9 9 6 .0 0 3 5 7 “
5 0 0 .0 l.COOOO .0 0 1 6 7 l.OC'jOO .0 0 1 2 5 l.OOOOU .00100 1 .0 0 0 0 0 .00033 1 .0 0000 .0 0 0  71
ICCO.O l.OOOüO .0 0 0 8 3 l.OOüOO .00062■ 1100 0 0 0 .00050 l.OCOCO .0 0 0 4 2 1 .0 0 0 0 0 :  000 36“
. 9 .5 6 0 9 4 .3 1 6 1 2 .6 5 3 0 7 .3 3 3 0 6 .7 2 6 7 8 .32787 .7 3 3 1 0 .31234 .8 2 8 5 9 .29301
1 .1 .6 2 4 2 9 .3 3 0 6 3 .7 1 5 5 0 .3 2 9 1 2 .78843 .51030 .8 3 7 3 0 .26635 .6 7 2 1 9 .2 6 2 4 3
Sic -  1 - 5 ç -  1 . 6 Ç -  1 . 8 ç -  2 . 0 ç “  4 . 0 ç -  1 0 . 0
e r e a l imag r e a l imag r e a l imag r e a l imag r e a l imag
.2 .43601 .2 4 0 6 4 .4 5 1 1 7 .2 6 0 0 8 .4 6 0 9  7 .27682 .6 8 8 1 5 .33264 .91781 .2 1 9 1 6
.4 .6 1 4 2 4 .3 2 9 1 8 .6 5 3 0 7 .3 3 3 0 6 .6 8 8 1 5 .33264 .3 7 9 9 0 .25620 .9 7 7 3 6 .1 2 0 7 5
. 6 .74732 .3 2 3 4 3 .7 6 3 1 0 .3 1 2 3 4 .8 1 2 7 3 .29963 .9 4 0 6 9 .1 8 9 8 0 .9 8 9 7 4 .0 3 2 0 5
.8 .8 2 9 6 2 .2 9 0 7 9 .8 5 7 7 4 .2 7 3 1 3 .37990 .25620 .9 6 5 2 9 .14811 .9 9 4 1 9 .061 -Jo
1 .0 . 8  7990 .2 5 6 2 0 .9C138 .2 3 6 6 9 .91781 .21918 . 9  7736 .1 2 0  75 .9 9 6 2 7 .04-/72
1 .2 .9 1 1 7 4 .2 7 5 9 4 .9 2 8 2  7 .2 0 6 5 8 .94069 .18980. .9 8 4 1 1 .10168 .99741 .0 4 1 5 0
1 .4 .9 3 2 6 0 .20071 .9 4  575 .1 8 2 2 7 .9 5 5 3 7 .16662 .9 3 8 2 5 .08771 .9 9 8 0 9 .0 3 5 6 1
1 .6 .9 4 7 3 0 .1 7 9 8 7 . 95 766 .1 6 2 3 9 .9 6 5 2 9 .14811 . 9 9 0 9 7 .0 7 7 0 7 .9 9 6 5 4 .0 3 1 1 8
1 .6 .9 5 7 6 6 .1 6 2 5 9 . 9 6 / 0 9 .1 4 6 4 7 . 9 / 2 2 7 .13311 . 9 9 2 8 4 .06570 .99664 .0 2 7 7 3
2 .0 .9 6 5 2 9 .14811 . 9 7 z 2 7 .1 3 3 1 1 .97736 .12075 . 9 9 4 1 9 .06196 .9 9 9 0 6 . 0 2 , 9 6
4 . 0 .9 9 0 9 7 .0 7 7 0 7 .992  84 .0 6 8 7 0 .99419 .06196 . 9 9 8 5 4 .03118 .9 9 9 7 7 .0 1 2 3 0
6 .0 .9 9 5 9 6 .0 5 1 7 7 .9 9 6 8 0 .0 4 6 0 7 .99741 .04150 .9 9 9 3 5 .02081 .9 9 9 9 0 .0 0 8 3 3
8 .0 .9 9 7 7 2 .0 3 8 9 3 .9 9 8 2 0 .0 3 4 6 3 .9 9 8 5 4 .83118 . 9 9 9 6 3 .0 1 5 6 2 .9 9 9 9 4 .0 0 6 2 5
1 0 .0 .9 9 8 5 4 .0 3 1 1 3 . 9 9  584 .0 2 7 7 3 .9 9 9 0 6 .02496 .9 9 9 7 7 .01250 .9 9 9 9 6 .0 0 5 0 0
2 0 .0 .9 9 9 6 3 .0 1 5 6 2 .9 9 9 7 1 .0 1 3 8 8 .99977 .01250 . 9 9 9 9 4 .00625 .9 9 9 9 9 .0 0 2 5 0
4 0 .0 .9 9 9 9 1 .0 0 7 8 1 .9 9 9 9 3 .0 0 6 9 4 .9 9 9 9 4 .00625 . 9 9 9 9 9 .00312 l.COOOO .0 0 1 2 5
6 0 .0 .9 9 9 9 6 .0 0 5 2 1 .9 9 9 9 7 .0 0 4 6 3 .99997 .00417 . 9 9 9 9 9 .00208 1.00/100 .0 0 0 8 3
8 0 .0 .9 9 9 9 8 .00391 .9 9 9 9 8 .0 0 3 4 7 .9 9 9 9 9 .00312 1 .0 0 0 0 0 .00156 1 .0 0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 6 2
1 0 0 .0 .9 9 9 9 9 .0 0 3 1 2 .9 9 9 9 9 .0 0 2 7 8 .9 9 9 9 9 .00250 l.COOOO .00125 1 .0 0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 8 0
5 0 0 .0 l.COOOO .0 0 0 6 2 l.COOOO .0 0 0 5 6 1 .0 0000 .00050 1 .0 0 0 0 0 .00025 1 .0 0000 .0 0 0 1 0
1 0 0 0 . C 1 . occoo .0 0 0 3 1 l.OOl'OO .0 0 0 2 8 1 .00000 .00025 1 .0 0 0 0 0 .00012 1 .0 0000 .0 0 0 0 5
. 9 .8 5 7 7 4 .2 7 3 1 3 .8 8 2 3 3 .2 5 4 1 7 .90138 .23669 . 9 7 2 2 7 .13311 .9 9 5 4 0 .0 5 5 1 7
1.1 .8 9 7 5 4 .2 4 0 4 3 .9 1 6 3 5 .2 7 0 8 4 .93059 .20361 .9 8 1 1 8 .11043 .99692 .0 4 5 2 4
Sic -  2 . 0 Ç -  0 . 6 Ç -  0 . 8 C -  1 .0 ç -  1 .2 Ç -  1 . 4
P r e a l imag r e a l imag r e a l imag r e a l imag r e a l imag
.2 .5 0 7 1 0 .0 5 9 1 5 .5 1 2 4 8 .0 7 8 0 0 .5 1 9 2 3 .09615 . 5 2 7 2 3 .11346 .5 3 6 3 5 .1 2 9 6 2
.4 .5 2 7 2 3 .1 1 3 4 6 .5 4 6 4 4 .1 4 5 1 4 .5 6 8 9 7 .17241 . 5 9 3 6 3 .19506 .6 1 9 3 7 .2 1 3 1 5
.6 .5 5 7 3 7 .1 5 9 3 5 .5 9 3 6 3 .1 9 5 0 6 - .6 3 2 3 5 .22059 .6 7 0 7 1 .23709 .70685 .2 4 6 2 5
. a .5 9 3 6 3 .1 9 5 0 6 .6 4 5 2 9 .22701 .69512 .24390 .7 3 9 8 0 .2 4 9  79 .77821 .24.940
1.0 .6 3 2 3 5 .2 2 0 5 9 .5 9 5 1 2 .2 4 3 9 0 .7 5 0 0 0 .25000 . 7 9 5 0 8 .24590 .8 3 1 0 3 .2  3649
1.2 .67071 .2 3 7 0 9 .7 3 9 6 0 .2 4 9 7 9 .79508 .24590 .8 3 7 3 2 -.23425 .86919 .2 1 9 7 6
1 .4 .7 0 6 8 5 .2 4 6 2 5 .77, ,21 .2 4 8 4 0 .83108 .23649 . 8 6 9 1 9 .2 1 9 7 6 .8 9 0 7 3 .20241
1.6 .7 3 9 8 0 .7 4 9  79 .3 1 6 4 9 .2 4 2 5 7 .85955 .22472 .8 9 3 3 1 .20485 .91091 .187.12
1.6 .7 6 9 2 0 .7 4 9 2 6 . 8 3 / 3 2 .2 3 4 2 5 .8820.3 .21226 .9 1 1 7 5 .13062 .9 3 1 9 8 .1 7 1 4 2
2.0 .7 9 5 0 8 .2 4 5 9 0 •35955 .2 2 4 7 2 .90000 .20000 .9 2 6 0 4 .17751 .9 4 3 4 4 .1 5 8 3 7
4 . 0 .9 2 6 0 4 .1 7 7 5 1 .9 5 5 5 2 .1 4 2 3 5 .9 7 0 5 9 .11765 .9 7 9 2 0 .09983 .93455 .0 4 6 5 3
6 .0 .9 6 4 1 8 .1 2 8 9 4 .9 7 9 2 0 .0 9 9 8 3 .9 8 6 4 9 .08108 . 9 9 0 5 4 .06813 .99301 .0 5 6 6 9
8 .0 .9 7 9 2 0 .0 9 9 6 3 .9 6 6 0 8 .0 7 6 2 6 .99231 .06154 .9 9 4 6 3 .0 5 1 5 ? .9 9 6 0 5 . 0 , 4 2 9
10.0 •96649 .08106 . 9 9 : 3 1 .0 6 1 5 4 .9 9 5 0 5 .04950 .9 9 6 5 5 .04138 .9 9 7 4 6 .0 3 5 5 3
20.0 .9 9 6 5 5 .0 4 1 3 8 .9 9 8 0 5 .0 3 1 1 3 .99375 .02494 .9 9 9 1 3 .02060 . 9 9 / 3 6 .0 1 7 8 3
4 0 .0 .9 9 9 1 3 ■ .0 2 0 8 0 .9 9 9 5 1 .0 1 5 6 1 .9 9 9 6 9 .01249 .9 9 9 7 8 .01041 .9 9 9 8 4 .0 0 8 9 3
6 0 .0 .99961 .0 1 3 8 6 .9 9 9 7 8 .0 1 0 4 1 .9 9 9 8 6 .00833 .9 3 9 4 0 .00694 . 9 9 / 9 3 .0 0 5 9 5
6 0 .0 .9 9 9 7 8 .01041 .9 9 9 8 8 .0 0 7 8 1 .99992 .00625 .9 3 9 9 5 .00521 .9 9 9 9 6 .0 0 4 4 6
100.0 .9 9 9 8 6 .0 0 8 3 3 . 9 9 / 9 2 .0 0 6 2 5 .99995 .00500 . 9 9 3 9 7 .00417 . 9 9 / 9 7 .0 0 3 5 7
5 0 0 .0 .9 9 9 9 9 .0 0 1 6 7 1.00000 .0 0 1 2 5 1.00000 .00100 1.00000 .00063 1.00000 .0 0 0 7 1
ICOO.O 1.00000 . 0 0 0 8 3 1.00000 .0 0 0 6 2 1.00000 .00050 1.00000 .00042 1.00000 . 0 0 0 3 6 '
. 9 .6 1 2 o b .2 0 9 0 4 .67 0 7 1 .2 3 7 0 9 .7 2 3 7 6 .24862 .7 6 9 2 0 .24926 .8 0 6 7 7 .2 4 3 4 7
1.1 .65171 .2 2 9 8 7 .71 6 2 1 .2 4 7 9 7 177376 .2468  7 . 8 1 7 6 8 .2 4 0 6 7 .85170 .2 2 8 3 3 ' -
T A B L E  C - 4 =  DIGI 7A L C O M PU TER O U T P U T  FOR EQUATION C 6 .4 9 ).
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Sk -  2.0 C - 1.6 ; - 1.8 ; - 2.0 ( - 4.0 c - 10.0
e real imag real imag real imag real imag real imag
. 5 4 6 4 4 . 1 4 5 1 4 . 5 5 7 3 7 . 1 5  735 . 5 6 = 9 7 . 1 7241 .6-1517 . 2 4  3'(0 . ' ( 0 2 0 2 . 7 0 2 6 0
.4 . 6 4 . j 2'J . 2 2 7 0 1 . 6  7 = 71 . 2 3  70-7 .6 4 5 1 2 . 2 4 3 9 0 .859.-.5 . 2 2 4 / 2 . 7 / '-S'l . l l / ' ( 5
.ft . 7 3 4 8 0 . 2 4 4 7 4 . 7 6  (20 . 2 4 4 2 6 .79-508 . 2 4 5 4 0 .926-34 - .1 7 7 = 1 . 9 f . ( , 9 .0 = 1 0 =
• S . 8 1 0 4 4 . - '4 2 5 7 . 8 3  732 .2 3 4 2 5 . 7 5 9 5 3 . 2 2 4  72 .9 - ,5 : .2 . 1 4 2 3 5 . ( 9 / 3 1 .-561 54
l . C .8346-3 . 2 2 4 7 2 . 8  8.-08 . 2 1 2 2 6 . 9 0 0 0 0 .2ÛOCO . 9  70 , > . 1 1 7 = 5 .9430-5 . 0 4  (5U
1 . 2 . 8 4 3 3 1 . 2 0 4  = '. . 9 1 1 7 5 . 1 9 0 4 2 . 9 2 6 0 4 . 1 7 7 5 1 . 9 / 9 2 0 .0 '74=3 .9 9 ' .5 5 .-541 3(.
1 . 4 . 4 1 3 4 1 . 1 3 6 1 2 . 9  3 ( -78 . 1 7 1 4 ? . 9 4 3 4 4 . 1 5 = 3 7 .9 = 4 = 5 . 0 = 6 5 3 . 9 9 / 4 6 . ' j 3 , 5 3
1 . 6 . 4 3 5 c l . 1 6 4 4 6 . 4 4 6 2 0 . 1 0 4 9 3 . 4 5 5 3 ? .1 4 2 3 5 . 9 8 8 3 8 . 0 / 6 2 6 .9 1 = 0 5 .531  1 3
l . C . 4 4 6 2 0 . 1 5 4 0 3 . 9 3 c 51 . 140  70 .  (64 1 = .1 2 8 9 4 .9-)0-j 4 . 0 6 = 1 3 .99=47 . 0 2  76-7
2.C . 4 5 5 8 2 . 1423 ', . 9 6 4 1 8 . 1 2 8 4 4 . 4 7 0 5 4 . 1 1 7 6 5 .9 'J 2  31 . 0 = 1 5 4 .19.-.7'5 . 5?'. '74
4 .C . 4 8 8 1 8 . 0  7626 .  191 J4 .06-313 . 4 9 2 3 1 . 0 6 1 5 4 . ' ( 9 8 0 5 . 0 3 1 1 3 . 9 9 9 6 9 . 0 1 . 4 9
6 .C . 4 4 4 6 5 .0 8 1 5 1 . 7 4 , 7 5 . 0 4  590 .4 9 6 5 5 .C 413P . 9 9 9 1 3 . 0 2 0 = 0 . 4 9  *8ij .-.'0,-3 3
? .C . 4 4 6 7  r . 0 3 8 3 3 .  9= 7=0 . 0  3456 . 9 9 8 0 5 . 0 3 1 1 8 . 9 9 9 : 1 . 0 1 3 6 1 .999-72 . 0 0 = 2 5
1Ü.C .4 4 o C 5 .C 3 1 1 3 .44 .1 4 6 . 0 2  7.44 . 9 9 C 7 5 . 0 2 4 9 4 . 9  99((-3 . 0 1 2 4 9 .99-795 . 0 0 5 0 5
? n . o . 4 9 4 8 1 .0 1 = 6 1 . 4 4 9 6 1 . 0 1 3 = 3 . 9 9 4 6 9 . U l 2 ‘.4 .94-992 . 0 0 6 2 5 . 7 9 4 4 9 .C-(250
4 0 . C . 4 4 4 8 8 .0 0 7 0 1 . 9 9 . 9 0 . 0 0 6 9 4 . 9 4 9 9 2 . 0 0 6 2 5 .4 ,9 - 7 8 .0!.-317 1 .OO-l-O'-- .0.312 =
6 0 . C . 4 4 4 4 5 . 0 0 5 2 1 . 4 4 9 4 6 . 0 0 4 6 3 . 9 4 9 9  7 . 0 0 4 1 7 . 9 9 9 ( 9 .QC2C? 1. o o c n o .00-7 = 3
r.C.C . 4 4 4 4  ! .0 0 3 9 1 . 4 4 ( 9 8 . 0 0 3 4  7 . 0 9 4 9 3 . 0 0 5 1 2 l . C t  C--3-3 . 0 0 1 5 6 l.CC-lOO .0 0 5 = 7
ICO.O . 4 4 4 4 8 . 0 0 3 1 2 .  74'j 4K . 0 0 2 7 6 . 4 94 9 4 .--1-02 50 1 .0 .3000 . 0 0 1 2 5 l.OOuOO .1-0595
ftOC.U 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 .00061- l.OO'.'OO . 0 0 0 5 6 1 . '->0000 . 0 0 0 3 0 1 . 0 0 0 3 0 . 0 0 0 2 5 1 . 0 0 0 6 0 . 0 0 3 1 0
ICCO.O 1 .CCCOO . 0 0 0 3 1 1 . 0 0 = 0 0 . 0 0 0 2 8 1 .OOCOO . 0 0 6 2 5 1 . COCCO . f O O l ? 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 3 5 0 5
.4 . 8 3 7 3 2 . 2 3 4 2 5 .8 6 . - 0 5 . 2 2 3 4 4 . 3 8 2 0 8 . : 1 2 2 f t . 9 6 4 1 8 . 1 2 8 ( 4 .9 9 3 9 0 .0 = 4 6 =
1 .1 . 8 7 7 9 8 . 2 1 4 7 6 .8 '783B . 2 0 1 2 0 .9143-8 .1 8 8 3 f t . 9 7 5 4 4 . 1 0 = 0 6 . 4 9 5 9 6 . 04 =0-1
S]ç - 3.0 C - 0.6 ; - 0.8 - 1.0 ; - 1.2 - 1.4
P real imag real imag real imag real imag real imag
. 2 . 6 6 8 7 4 . 0 2 6 5 0 . 6 7 6 4 2 . 0  1516 . 6 7 2 4 4 . 0 4 3 6  7 .6 /4 -7 9 .0 0 2 o 0 .6 7 /8 -7 . 0 6 0 1 3
.4 . 6  7444 . 0 5 2 0 0 . 68:18 .0 6 .302 .  7] 8 = 8 0 . 0 8 2 4 9 .6 ' !  76 3 . 0 9 6  76 . 7 0 7 4 4 .10-(72
. 6 .6 8 4 = 2 . 0  7564 . 6 4  7=3 .-J (676 . 7 1 2  64 . 1 1 4 9 4 .7290-7 .  1300-4 .  74,>24 . : 4 2 1 - (
. c . 6 4 7 6 3 . 0 4 6 7 6 .71 .100 . 1 2 0 3 2 . 7 4 0 4 = .1 3 = 4 1 .763-93 . 1 5 1 3 4 .78(9(1 . 1 ;•-(=-?
1 . 0 . 7 1 2 6 4 . 1 1 4 9 4 • 79048 . 1 3 3 4 1 . 7 6 9 2 3 . 1 5 5 8 5 . 7 9 6  75 . 1 0 2 6 0 .(1218 '. . 1 6 6 2  7
1 .2 . 7 2 4 0 9 . 1 3 0 0 4 . 7 f t : = 3 . 1 5 1 3 4 . 7 9 6 7 5 . 1 6 7 6 0 . = 2 6 5 3 . 1 6 6 = 3 .3 5 ,(1 4 . l 6 - ( 6 ‘3
1 .4 . 7 4 6 2 4 . 1 4 2 1 0 . 7 8 : 4 = . 1 5 9 5 0 . 3 2 1 = 5 . 1 6 6 2 7 . 8 5 2 1 4 .If tf tnO . 8 7 6  = ', .  I'j-jrtrt
1 . 6 . 7 6 3 5 3 . 1 5 1 3 4 . 8 0  712 . 1 6 4  59 . 8 4 4 0 7 . 1 6 6 3 2 . 3 7 3 6 6 . 1 6 1 7 1 .S-(ftsO . 1 5 4 1 1
1 . 0 . 7 8 0 4 7 . 1 5 3 0 = .8 2 - .8 3 . 1 6 6 5  3 .36 '3 5 ' j . 1 6 3 9 3 . 8 9 1 5 5 .1 5 6 1 7 .9 1 2 7 9 . 1 4 6 5 0
2 .C . 7 4 6 7 8 . 1 6 2 6 0 .7 .440  7 . 1 6 6 3 2 . 3 = 0 9 0 . 1 6 0 0 0 . 4 0 6 3 7 . 1 4 ' l i l . 9 2 5 6 7 . 1 3 ) 7 =
4 .C . 4 0 6  3 7 .14-701 .934-85 . 1 2  310 . 9 3 = 4 0 . 1 0 9 5 9 . 9 7 0 3 4 . 0 9 4 ' ( r . 9  7 /6 9 .0 8 5 3 1
6 . 0 .4507.4 . 1 1 3 3 4 . 9 7 1 3 4 . 0 9 4 4 0 . 9 = 0 3 9 . 0  7=43 . 9 ( 6 1 3 . 0 6 6 5 5 . 9 = ( 7 0 .0-1768
8 . 0 .-57034 .(74440 - 78>64 - 0 7 4 0 6 . 9 = 8 6 8 . 0 6 0 3 8 . 9 4 2 0 6 . 0 5 0 = 4 .9-5413 . 0 4  3 56
1 0 . C . 4 8 0 3 4 . 0 7 8 4 3 . 4 “ .u8 . 0 6 0 3 8 . 9 9 2 6 7 .0 4 = 9 0 . 9 , 4 4 7 . 0 4 1 0 3 .9 9 = 2 2 . 0  3=31
2 0 . 0 . 4 4 4 = 7 . 0 4 1 0 3 . 4 9 / 1 0 . 0 3 0 4 = . 9 9 = 1 4 .-02480 . 9 9 = ( 0 . 0 2 0 7 5 . 9 9 0 0 5 .0 1 7 = 1
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are merely concerned with algebraic manipulations for the 
solutions of equations (6.37), (6.42), (6.48), and (6.49) 
for the appropriate variables.
Thrust Curve Definition
Chapter X discussed the integration of the equa­
tion
y + 2ÇcDj^ y + cüjy = rngT/T^ated • (10.5)
This section is concerned with the appropriate computer so­
lution. Since the velocity term was deleted from equation 
(10.5) during its discussion in Chapter X, this equation may 
be written as
y + , where CC.l)
T i  “ h i t s  + + Cjt  + ( t i  < t  < . (C .2 )
That is, the thrust curve is a continuous segmented group of 
cubics. Thus, for the i'th interval, reference 3 gives the 
particular solution as
y_ = at^ + bt2 + (c - 6a/m^) + (d - 2b/cD^ ) (C.3)P n n
* The coefficients of equation (C.2) should not be associated 
with the coefficients used in equation (10.9),
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(the dropping of the subscript i here should cause no conr- 
fusion) and the complementary solution
= A sin + B cos • (C.4)
Thus the general solution is known. All that remains is to 
evaluate the coefficients A and B. For this, the boundary 
values will be used. First, the velocity expression is found 
by differentiation of the general solution and is:
ÿ = 3at^ + 2bt + (c - 6a/m^) + Aaincosojjjt - B^aSintent
(C.5)
The corresponding boundary conditions are:
when t = tj, , then y = y% and y = 7i • (C.6)
With these equations, the coefficients A and B may be 
computed at any time t = ti. By substituting the boundary 
conditions into the equations of displacement and velocity 
and solving simultaneously, A and B are found to be
A = f (yi ,ti)sincün‘fci + —  f (ÿ^  ,ti)coscDnti and (C.7a)
n
B = f (yi ,yi)coscüjjti - i  f (y^  ^,ti)sincDnti where (C.7b)
= Yi - ati - btf - (c - 6a/cü^ )ti - (d - 2b/œ^) and
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= ÿi - 3atf - 2bti - (c - Ga/m^)
An IBM 7074 Digital Computer was used to solve for the maxi­
mum value of the displacement by a zero velocity iteration 
process. This was accomplished by first establishing the 
velocity equation, equation (0.5), by means of equations 
(C.7a) and (C.7b). Then an incrementally increased time was 
used to examine the velocity equation for sign changes. An 
iteration on the time at zero velocity was then accomplished. 
This time was then used to compute the maximum displacements. 
These maximums were compared and the peak excursion chosen.
A plot of these then yields the desired TSTI diagram for a 
particular motor.
In general, several intervals were required to 
describe the thrust curve. The only complication that re­
sulted was that of retaining the appropriate boundary con­
ditions for calculation of the constants A and B.
The flow chart for the above operation is given in 
Figure C—1. Figure C—2 gives the input data to the computer 
program. Finally, Table C—5 shows the FORTRAN compiler state­
ments used in conjunction with the IBM 7074 Digital Computer.
m--
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INPUT NO 
CURVES
INPUT FOR 
[EACH CURVE & 
SUBCURVE
CALCULATE 
A AND B
CALCULATE 
Y = F(-h)
LOOP 
NO. OF 
CURVES
LOOP 
ON 
FREQ.
s e l e c t A  
(particular) 
,s u b c u r v e /
TERATE 
FOR t TOMAKEk 
AY = O
c a l c u l a t e
t = t + At 
Y = F(t)
AY = FC-h)
OUTPUT
FIND 
MAXIMUM 
PEAK
YES / I F  
CHANGE 
IN SIGN OF 
AY
TIME
TEST
END OF CURVE
LAST LAST
FREQUENCY CURVE
CHECK CHECK
END
Figure C-1: Thrust Spectral Transient Intensity Computer 
Flow Chart.
CARD
NO.: INPUT INFORMATION, LOCATION, AND FORMAT:
N K BLANK
80
1 - 4 F O R T R A N  F O R M A T
r -  4
BLANK
•80
F O R T R A N  F O R M A T
VO
■30
72 - H
TITLE OF THRUST CURVE
F O R T R A N  F O R M A T
N N
I - 4
B LANK
80
F O R T R A N  F O R M A T
Figure Ç-2: Computer Input
INPUT INFORMATION, LOCATION, AND FORMAT:
N+ 5
LAST
THRUST SEG. 1 TIME
N
W N,
I w.
THRUST SEG. 2 TIME
----------------------------------- -12 13-
6E 12.0 FORTRAN FORMAT
2 4  ETC.
•12
B. c , D,
13 — - 2 4 2 5 ---------— 3 6 3 7 - —4 6
BLANK
4 9 ----------- - 8 0
6E 12.0 FORTRAN FORMAT
12
Bn ' GN Dn
13 -------- - 2 4 2 5  -------- - 3 6 37 --------- 4 8
BLANK 
4 9 ------------ 8 0
6E J2.0 FORTRAN FORMAT
ACO,
I Wg I DEL
5 — -8 9 — 12I-
- I - 4  FORMAT
RATED THRUST 
TT
13----------- - 2 4
6E 12.0
A t
TDEL
2 5 - 3 6  
FORTRAN
CONVERGENCE]
TOLERANCE 
ECR
37
FORMAT
■48
^STOP
T5T0P  
4 9 ---- - 6 0
BLANK 
61 - 8 0
GVJl
Figure C—2 : Concluded
* 0533 1 PHARES FORT,LIST,DECK,COMPILE NOGO
C THRUST CURVE SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION
C PROGRAMMED BY W, PHARES AERO SEC SCB,ESF AEDC
C T = INITIAL TIME VALUE FOR EACH CURVE
C A,B,C,D = COEFFICIENTS OF CURVE EQUATIONS
C NK = TOTAL NUMBER OF CURVES
C NN = NUMBER OF SUB-CURVES
C TT=RATE THRUST
C W = FREQUENCY
C IC=0 CONTROL TO SELECT FIRST MAXIMUM X
C IC=1 CONTROL TO SPAN THRUST CURVE AND SELECT HIGHEST MAX-X
C SENSE SWITCH 1 ON SCANS CURVE FOR X VS T AND PRINTS SAME
314 FORMAT(072H1 X TIME SLOPl SL0P2 SIG
1 N FREQ W //)
310 FORMAT!1P9E12.5)
3 2 0  FORMAT(36H FREQ X TIME //)
399 FORMAT(4E12.0) ^
DIMENSION TX(10) ,A(10) ,B(10) ,C(10)»D(10),AA(10),BB(10)
IFISENSE SWITCH 1)313,500 
313 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 10,314
500 READ 1, NK
1 FORMAT(3I4,4E12.0)
DO 30 N=1,NK 
READ 1,IC 
R EA D 1150 
1150 F0RMAT(72H
1 // )
READ 1, NN
READ 2,(T X (I),1=1,N N )
2 FORMAT (6E12.0)
READ399»(A { J )» B(J), C(J), D(J), J = 1»NN) 
READ 1» I W l , I W 2 , I D E L , T T , T D E L , E C R , T 5 T O P  
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 24,1150 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 24,320 
BEGIN LOOP TO VARY FREQ 
DO 300 IW = IW1,IW2,IDEL 
XW=IW
TST=TSTOP+1.0/XW 
W=2.0*3.14159*XW 
MN = 0 
X = 0.0 
DX=0.0 
T = 0.0 
MK = 0 
K = 0 
MT = 1 
MN = 1 
L = 0
XH=0.0 
JK = 0
GO TO 301 
16 T = T + TDEL
SELECT PARTICULAL SUBCURVE 
301 DO 400 M=1,NN
IF(T-TX(M))401,401,400
400 CONTINUE
401 K=K+1 
LL= M
Table C-5: Continued (Page 2 of 6).
c
1 0 0 8
1001
lü
1050
1009
1006
1030
1011
IF(L)1008,10,1008
TEST FOR CHANGE OF SUBCURVE
IF(MN-M) 1001,10,1001
XXT = T
M = M-1
T=TX(M)
SET UP CONST, FOR X AND DX CALCULATION 
C0N1= C(M) - 6,0*A(M|/(W*W)
C0N2= DIM) - 2 ,0*B(M)/(W * W )
XI = A(M)»T*T*T +B(M)«T*T + C0N1*T +C0N2 
DX1=3.0*A(M)*T*T+2.0*B(M)*T+CON1 
IF(MK)1007,1050,1007 
IF(L) 1009,1030,1009 
IF(MN-LL) 1006, 1007,1006
DX =(DX1 +A1*W*C05RF(W*T)- B1*W*5INRF(W*T))/TT 
X =(XI + A1*SINRF(W*T)+B1*C0SRF(W*TI)/TT 
CON1=C(LL)-6.0*A(LL)/(W*W) 
CON2=D(LL)-2.0*B(LL)/(W*W)
X1=A(LL)*T*T*T+B(LL)*T*T+C0Nl*T+C0N2
DX1=3.0#A(LL)*T*T+2.0*B(LL)*T+CON1
FXT=X*TT-X1
FDXT=DX*TT -DXl
CALCULATE NEW A AND B
81= FXT*COSRF(W*T) - 1.0/W*FDXT*SINRF(W*T)
Al= FXT*5INRF(W*T) + 1.0/W*FDXT*C05RF(W*T)
IF(L) 1010,1011,1010
AA(M)=A1
BB(M)=B1
L = L+1
«ë
CD
Table C—5: Continued (Page 3 of 6).
SL1=0.0 
711=0.0 
GO TO 16 
1010 M=LL
SL1=DX 
711 = 7 
7 = XX7 
MN = M
AA(M )=A1 
BB(M)=B1
C0N1= C(M) - 6.0*A(M)/(W*W)
C0N2= D(M) - 2.0*B(M)/(W*W)
XI = A(M)*7*7*7 +B(M)*7*7 + C0N1*7 +C0N2 
C CALCULATE X=F(7IME) DX=F(7IME)
100 7 X=(X]+AA(M)*5INRF(W*7)+BB(M)*C05RF(W*7))/77
0X1=3.0*A(M)*7#7+2.0*B(M)*7+CON1 
DX=(DX1+AA(M)*W*C05RF(W*7)-BB(M)*W*5INRF(W*7))/77 h
11 IF(MK)315»309»315
309 712=7 ^
SL2=DX
12 SIGN=SL1*SL2 
C TEST FOR CHANGE OF SIGN IN SLOPE
IFISENSE SWITCH 1)15,10000 
1 0000 IF(SIGN) 14,1300,15 
1300 IF(K-2)315,15,315
15 711=712
SL1=SL2
IF(712-7S7)1100,1400,140 0 
C SENSE SWITCH 1 ON PRINT X VS TIME AT PARTICULAR FREQ
Table C-5: Continued (Page 4 of 6).
lico IF(SENSE SWITCH 1)311,16
311 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 10,310 , X »T , S L 1 ♦ SL2♦SIGN♦XW
GO TO 16 
14 TS=T11 
TH=T12 
TN = TS 
K = 0
ITERATE FOR T AT WHICH X IS MAX - DX=0 
305 DO 402 M=1,NN
IF(TN-TX(M))403,403,402
402 CONTINUE
403 K=K+1 
T = TN
CONl = C(M)-6.0*A(M)/(W*W)
DX1=3.0*A(M)*T*T+2.0*B(M)*T+CON1
24 DX= (DX1+AA(M)*W*C0SRF(W*T) -BB(M)*W*SINRF(W*T))/TT
25 ERR = DX ro
202 IF(ABSF(TS-TH)-ECR)104,105,105 o
105 IF(ERR)1202,104,1203
1202 TH=TN 
GO TO 1204
1203 TS=TN
1204 TN=0,5*(TS+TH)
GO TO 305
RESET TO CALCULATE X FROM T AT WHICH DX=0 
104 MK=1 
T = TN 
MN = M
GO TO 401
Table C—5: Continued (Page 5 of 6).
315 IF(IC)1251,1250,1251
1251 IF(T-TST)1252,1259,1259
C CHECK FOR HIGHEST AMPLITUDE
1252 IF(XH-X)1253,1254,1254
1253 XH=X 
TH2 = T
1254 T=T12 
SL1=SL2 
MK = 0
GO TO 16 
1400 IF( 101259,300,1259 
1259 X=XH
T = TH2 
1250 MK=0
C OUTPUTS
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 
C END LOOP ON FREQ
300 CONTINUE
C END LOOP ON
30 CONTINUE
IF(SENSE
390 END FILE 
REWIND
391 IF(SENSE
321 END FILE 
REWIND
322 END FILE 
STOP 
END
24,310,XW,X,T
W
NUMBER OF THRUST CURVES
rooH
SWITCH 2)390,391 
21 
21
S W I T C H D 3 2 1  ,322 
10 
10 
24
Table C—5: Concluded (Page 6 of 6).
A P P E N D I X  D 
INSTRUMENTATION
This appendix is a compilation of various compo­
nents of instrumentation and support equipment which comprise 
the major elements of a rocket thrust stand. Also included 
is a discussion of the main elements of the simulator analog. 
Specific information is included on each instrument. The in­
strumentât ion chosen for this discussion does not necessarily 
represent the best choice for all applications but does de­
pict the state of the art since it is used successfully in 
current rocket motor testing.
Accelerome ters
Several types of accelerometers are widely used 
for various measurements. The principal ones include strain 
gage, piezoelectric, piezoresistive (reference 25) and the 
servo—accelerometer (reference 26). Due to the rapid rise 
and long dwell time of rocket motors, an accelerometer must 
not only be accurate but possess a rather high frequency re­
sponse and as important, D. C. readibility. Thus, the charge 
type accelerometers have a difficulty in meeting the stability 
requirements of rocket motor test measurements.
A rather old concept in accelerometers, yet one 
which sustains the highest resolution (into the D. C. range), 
is the Donner servo—type linear accelerometer. One of the
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present disadvantages of this instrument is its low frequency 
response; however there should be a solution to this problem 
in the near future sufficient to satisfy thrust stand pre­
cision requirements. Table D-1 lists the characteristics of 
one of these instruments from reference 26. Figure D—1 is a 
block diagram showing the principle of operation of this ac­
celerometer .
The operation of the Donner accelerometer is based 
on the servo—loop feedback energizing a coil which nulls the 
displacement that the seismic mass attempts to undergo during 
acceleration. The output is proportional to the force requir-
ranges available 
maximum output
resolution
linearity
repeatability
hysteresis
zero output
natural frequency 
damping ratio 
cross-axis sensitivity 
temperature sensitivity 
ambient temperature 
range
ambient pressure range 
humidity
magnetic shielding 
accelerometer input
dimensions
± 0.05 g to + 50 g 
± 7 . 5 V ;  ±1.5 ma full scale
into load resistances to 5K ohms 
better than 0.0002 percent 
full scale
within 0.05 percent full scale 
0.01 percent full scale 
less than 0.02 percent full 
scale
less than ± 0.05 percent full 
scale
50 to 500 cps 
0.4 critical
0.002 g per g at full scale 
less than 0.01 %/°F rise 
- 40°F to + 212°F
0 to 5 atmospheres 
hermetically sealed 
yes
6 ma at + 15 VDC and 6 ma 
at - 15 VDC ± 15 percent 
regulation
approximately 1.7 x 1.5 x 3.0 
(oil filled)
Table D-1: Donner 4310 Accelerometer Specifications.
20k
amplifier
position
detector
sensitive
axis
seismic
mass
restoring
coil
------WW»—
resistor
Figure D-1: Schematic Donner Accelerometer.
ed to null the motion.
One of the greatest problems facing acceleration 
measurements is the lack of high precision calibration tech­
niques. For example, the best precision expected from any 
calibration technique is in the range of ±1.0 percent. 
This is accomplished by the use of optical direct viewing 
(microscope) and interferometric methods. Table D—2 presents 
the estimated range of errors encountered in calibration by 
the use of current, widely known techniques (reference 24).
Force Transducers
The fundamental element in a rocket motor thrust 
stand is the force (thrust) transducer or load cell. Load 
cells may contain crystal (piezoelectric)sensing elements 
or strain gages mounted on a stressed element. In general, 
the strain gage transducers are more popular because of their
Method Tilting
Support
Centrifuge
Rectilinear
Electrodynamic
Calibrator
Physical
Pendulum
Ballistic
Pendulum
input constantacceleration
constant
acceleration
sinusoidal 
displacement, 
velocity, or 
acceleration
transient 
displacement, 
velocity, or 
acceleration
transient 
velocity or 
acceleration
amplitude - g to + g 0 - 60,000g
0 - 25 g 
0 — 50 in/sec 
0 — .5 in
0 - 10 g
0-100 in/sec
2500 g
frequency 0 0 8 — 2000 cps . 5 — 5 cps —
pulse
duration —
— — — 0.00035 to 0.001 sec
maximum 
pick up 
weight
10 pounds
100 lb. at 
100 g to
1.0 lb. at
60.000 g
2 pounds 2 pounds 1 pound
estimated 
errors of 
input
± 0.0003 g ± 1.0 %
±l%(8-900cps) 
± 2 % (900 - 
2000 cps)
± 2 % ± 5 %
Table D-2: Estimated Range of Errors in Accelerometer Calibration.
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Stable bridge circuit and temperature and bending compensa­
tion. Charge type instruments drain at low frequencies.
Figure D-2 shows calibration curves for two high 
performance force transducers (reference 27) obtained by dead 
weight force calibration.
Table D-3 shows the axial deflection at rated ca­
pacity and weight data for the Ormond Series 25 Load Cells.
The electrical sensitivity of force transducers 
usually falls near 0.003 MV per pound force.
Flexure Pivots
A significant component which appears at the ter­
minals of practically every thrust stand strut is the flexure 
pivot. The objective of this member is to remove static in­
determinacy and hence coupling of forces betwéen the load
Rated Capacity 
From To
Deflection
(inches)
Weight
(pounds)
30 lbs 50 lbs .005 — . 007 1.5
100 lbs 5 K .003 - .005 1.5
6 K 11 K .004 - .005 3.5
12 K 25 K .005 - .007 5
30 K 60 K .010 - .012 12
70 K 100 K .012 - .014 20
125 K 300 K .014 - .017 50
500 K .023 160
1 M .034 425
1.5 M .038 800
3 M .046 1250
4.5 M .050 1650
6 M .069 2800
10 M .090 8100
Table D-3 : Ormond Force Transducer Characteristics.
Calibration curve for a Blue Line Series 25 Load Cell - 10,000# capacity 
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Calibration curve for a Red Line Series 25 Load Cell - 5000# capacity
Figure D-2: Dead Weight Calibration Data for Two Ormond Force Transducers,
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carrying members. Thus, the ideal pivot has zero resisting 
moment to lateral motion about all axes yet sustains no com­
pliance in axial translation.
Flexure pivots are superior to knife edges, ball 
and socket joints, and bearings for use in thrust stands 
since they are free from friction and chatter. They also are 
relatively quite rigid and highly reliable.
There are two types of flexure pivots which are 
commonly used: the universal flexure and the modular pivot.
The first is a higher performance unit than the second since 
it has a common center of universal rotation. The latter^ 
although not possessing the universal property, is less ex­
pensive and more easily installed. Also not all installations 
require the universal property. Stacking may be used to allow 
universal action of modular units. However, the center of 
motion becomes a three-dimensionally varying position.
Figure D-3 depicts the two types of flexures and 
some typical loading characteristics. The geometry of the 
pivots shown in this figure, as well as the performance, is 
not universal, although quite representative of high perform­
ance units.
Electrohydraulic Shakers and Associated Equipment
This discussion is concerned with the performance 
data of a device which may be used as the active member in a 
simulator thrust stand. The electrohydraulic shaker is not
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4. Flexure is completely Universal.
300 K-lb. Universal Flexure
Figure D-3: Aeroscience Flexure Pivot Capabilities.
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the only unit which may be employed for this use. In fact, 
active member experimentation conducted in the past primarily 
considered the electrodynamic shaker device because of its 
high frequency response. Adversely, the high level D.C. type 
thrust produced by the rocket motor has consistently caused 
failure of attempts to employ the electrodynamic shaker for 
the use stated. The failure usually appeared in the form of 
a power supply overload.
The main argument in the past concerning the use 
of electrohydraulic exciters has been the low frequency re­
sponse. However, as will be shown, the fairly wide frequency 
range attainable by these devices has apparently been over­
looked. In fact, very high force, low stroke exciters seem 
to be approaching the frequency response characteristics of 
electrodynamic devices of equal force output. No doubt, for 
highly specialized use, the characteristics of electrohy— 
draulic exciters could attain even higher performance.
Figure D-4 shows an operational schematic of an 
electrohydraulic exciter system from reference 28.
Figure D-5 shows the performance data for a par­
ticular electrohydraulic exciter.
Due to the somewhat nonlinear characteristics of 
this type of exciter, some auxiliary equipment would be nec­
essary for wide band frequency operation. Also, due to the 
various transfer functions within the thrust stand servo loop, 
there will be some extraneous amplification and attenuation.
electro­
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Figure D-4: Operational Schematic of MB Electrohydraulic Exciter.
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HYDRAULIC EXCITER 
PERFORMANCE: Model 
HC-100-85-1/2
S P E C I F I C A T I O N S
Maximum dynam ic fofca: 10,000 lbs.
Maximum velocity: 85  in ./sec.
Maximum output pow er 35  HP to 300 cps
R esponsa to  step-functlon inputs: 2 5  millisecond free table 
velocity rise tim e
Response to  random  inputs: 0  to  200 cps free table velocit 
bandwidth
Distortion: 5 %  displacement-free table
Actuator rod d iam ete r 3% in.
Attachm ent to  actuator table: 7 alloy steel attachm ent points**
Mounting provisions: vertical o r horizontal position**
Supply pressure range: 500 to  3500 psi
O utput transducers: Displacement—standard—(Linear Variable 
Differential Transformer) Velocity & Acceleration—optional 
—(MB Pickup)
Electrical connections: All cables provided. 25 ft. standaro  
length. Special lengths up to 1000 ft.
Hydraulic connections: All hydraulic lines provided, 25 ft. 
standard  length. Special lengths up to  200 ft.
Inpu t pow er 125 hp motor—70 gpm pump
IBLO
Model Maximum Actuator Moving
Number Stroke Frequency Range Element Weight Weight
HC 1 0 0 W % % in. DA dc to  approx 800 cps* 30 lbs. 325 lbs.
H C IO O W I 1 in. DA dc to  approx 650 cps* 35 lbs. 325 lbs.
H C 10»85-2% 2% in. DA dc to  approx 500 cps* 45 lbs. 400 lbs.
Figure D-5: Performance of MB Electronics
Vibration Exciter.
10,000 Pound Electrohydraulic
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For this reason, spectrum equilization will be necessary. 
Reference 28 describes a spectrum equilizer which may be used 
in conjunction with an electrohydraulic vibration exciter.
The unit described is an MB Model ME 80/25 Manual Spectrum 
Equilizer. Some of its characteristics are as follows:
Range: 15 cps — 2 KC
Number of frequency
band controls: 80
Unit band width: 25 cps
Calibration: - 20 db to + 20 db.
Amplifiers
The amplifier is the basic element of an analog 
computer. Dependent on its mode of operation, it may be used 
as a summer, integrator, inverter or constant multiplier. 
Figure D-6 shows the basic components of a high gain opera-
in
fb
HIGH GAIN 
D. C. AMPLIFIER
Figure D-6: Operational D.C. Amplifier
in
fb
in out
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tional D. C. amplifier. The amplifier grid current is given 
by
ig = ifb+iin = —  Zfb - + (D'l)
and the amplifier gain is given by
A — — eout/® • (D.2)
The objectives in D. C. amplifier design are as
follows:
1. Keep grid current ig small (approximately 10 
amps). This is done by increasing the input imped— 
ance Z±n to a very large value (around 10 ohms),
2. Keep the amplifier gain quite high (approximately 
10® at D. C.).
3. Retain linearity during the above processes.
Next, since and Zfb are quite large, then for a par­
ticular end result, equation (D.l) may be said to approach 
zero. For the same result, e in equation (D.2) may also be 
seen to approach zero. By substituting the second approxi­
mation into the first, it may be shown that
(This result is very accurate as long as the three objectives
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listed above are satisfied). Thus, equation (D.3) is the 
fundamental equation of servo amplifier design. It states 
simply that the accuracy and linearity of the system is not 
a function of the amplifier proper, but a function of the 
input and feedback impedance characteristics only (again, 
upon satisfaction of the objectives given above).
One other consideration that must be given the 
analog amplifier is that of drift compensation. Amplifiers 
usually contain several stages of amplification and hence 
are prone to drift with sUght changes in any one stage (par­
ticularly the primary stage). If an integrator is present in 
this circuit, this could lead to disasterous results. Thus, 
a compensation must be made for drift. This is usually ac­
complished by a particular arrangement of an A. C. amplifier 
such that when the stray voltage appears at the grid, it is 
sensed and a drift compensation applied.
Some of the most accurate operational amplifiers 
obtainable are housed in the EAI Pace 23IR Electronic Analog 
Computer (see Chapter VII). The characteristics of these 
units are:
Minimum open loop gain; 4 x 10^ (chopper stabilized)
Output voltage into 4000
ohm load: ± 100 volts
Maximum amplifier error: 0.01 percent
Band width with unit
gain: 28 KC
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Maximum phase shift: 0.1% to 100 cps
Drift: less than 4 mv/min.
Noise: less than 3 mv peak to peak
at 0 - 2 0  KC.
The amplifier is stable with any combination of feedback load 
as follows:
Feedback resistance: 0 — 10 meg
Feedback capacitance: 0 — 10 mfd
Load resistance down to 4000 ohms 
Load capacitance up to 0.02 mfd.
Coefficient Potentiometers
The coefficient potentiometers discussed in Chap­
ter VII yield quite satisfactory results in analog circuitry. 
These potentiometers are present on the EAI Pace 231R Elec­
tronic Analog Computer console. They have the following 
characteristics :
10 turns to 30,000 ohms
Linearity: 0.5 percent
Dial: 1000 divisions with lock
Three-oosition calibration switch.
A P P E N D I X  E 
THRUST CURVES AND MASS RATES
Thrust Curves
Throughout the text of this dissertation reference 
has been made to various thrust curve characteristics which 
make rocket motor testing and evaluation quite difficult to 
perform. Figures E-1 through E-3 show the results of actual 
rocket motor tests where various types of these problems in­
troduced by the thrust curve characteristics were encounter­
ed. For example:
Figure E-1 depicts the effect of rapid rise time on the 
thrust stand dynamics where the 28 cps ringing accounts 
for a 600 pound peak-to-peak (approximately) thrust 
stand ringing.
Figure E-2 depicts the effect of thrust termination.
The motor thrust drops from an indicated + 13,500 pounds 
to - 24,500 pounds in a fraction of a second. Of 
course, since stand dynamics cannot be completely sepa­
rated from the thrust force at the present time, the ex­
tremes may not be exact.
Figure E-3 shows an expansion of the thrust after ter­
mination. Chuffing is shown (which was not present in 
sea level tests of this motor). Also, a comparison is 
shown of the high sensitivity and high force level read­
out devices.
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Figure E-1: Typical Solid Rocket Motor Thrust and Chamber Pressure Traces.
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Rocket Motor Mass Measurement
Several references were made throughout the text 
concerning the importance of mass measurement on simulation 
accuracy. Present day rocket motor testing is placing an 
accelerated emphasis on mass measurement. Not only is mass 
data important to space mission requirements, but also the 
results of test stand data may be jeopardized if a signifi­
cant (and virtually unknown) gravitational load acts along an 
axis of measurement. Also, the effect of center of gravity 
movement is to change the thrust stand apparent calibration 
as well as vary the distribution of the gravitational loads.
Several methods are available for estimating the 
instantaneous propellant mass of a solid rocket motor. Some 
of these are;
1. Direct weighing;
2. Internal ballistics (pressure method);
3. Continuous external excitation; and
4. Theoretical estimation based on propellent geometry. 
It is very difficult to estimate the accuracy of these meth­
ods since they are so much a function of the particular mo­
tor. Direct weighing is severly hampered by thrust misalign­
ment. The internal ballistics method uses pressure measure­
ments and by use of motor geometric properties predicts the 
mass rate of change. Rough estimates have placed these meth­
ods in the accuracy range of approximately five percent. Con­
siderable effort has recently been spent on the investigation
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of the external excitation method. This method employs a 
vibration shaker to excite a sprung rocket motor at its res­
onant frequency. By the use of the frequency variation re­
quired to sustain resonance, the mass may be calculated. Ref­
erence 30 estimates the accuracy of the external excitation 
method to be at least within two percent and predicts accu­
racies within one percent. However, the basis of the two 
percent reading was a considerably simplified computer anal­
ysis. The results of the actual rocket motor test conducted 
in conjunction with the computer analysis showed errors in 
the vicinity of five percent before firing and in the vicinity 
of fifteen percent (based on sharp drop-offs followed by rises 
which would indicate mass gain) during firing. Excellent ac­
curacy was attained toward the end of the test.
The above discussions indicate that the state of 
the art in mass measurement still leaves something to be de­
sired.from the viewpoint of force measurements and dynamics 
calculations. On the other hand, it is felt that present 
precision is sufficient for adequate functioning of the space 
vehicle simulator within the desired accuracy limits.
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